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a b s t r a c t
The HITRAN database is a compilation of molecular spectroscopic parameters. It was established in the
early 1970s and is used by various computer codes to predict and simulate the transmission and emission
of light in gaseous media (with an emphasis on terrestrial and planetary atmospheres). The HITRAN compilation is composed of ﬁve major components: the line-by-line spectroscopic parameters required for
high-resolution radiative-transfer codes, experimental infrared absorption cross-sections (for molecules
where it is not yet feasible for representation in a line-by-line form), collision-induced absorption data,
aerosol indices of refraction, and general tables (including partition sums) that apply globally to the data.
This paper describes the contents of the 2020 quadrennial edition of HITRAN. The HITRAN2020 edition
takes advantage of recent experimental and theoretical data that were meticulously validated, in particular, against laboratory and atmospheric spectra. The new edition replaces the previous HITRAN edition of
2016 (including its updates during the intervening years).
All ﬁve components of HITRAN have undergone major updates. In particular, the extent of the updates
in the HITRAN2020 edition range from updating a few lines of speciﬁc molecules to complete replacements of the lists, and also the introduction of additional isotopologues and new (to HITRAN) molecules:
SO, CH3 F, GeH4 , CS2 , CH3 I and NF3 . Many new vibrational bands were added, extending the spectral coverage and completeness of the line lists. Also, the accuracy of the parameters for major atmospheric
absorbers has been increased substantially, often featuring sub-percent uncertainties. Broadening parameters associated with the ambient pressure of water vapor were introduced to HITRAN for the ﬁrst time
and are now available for several molecules.
The HITRAN2020 edition continues to take advantage of the relational structure and eﬃcient interface
available at www.hitran.org and the HITRAN Application Programming Interface (HAPI). The functionality
of both tools has been extended for the new edition.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)

1. Introduction
Over the last ﬁfty years, the HITRAN molecular spectroscopic
database has provided scientists and engineers with the necessary data to predict and simulate the transmission and emission
of electromagnetic radiation in gaseous media. The history of the
database was recently reviewed by Rothman [1]. The database is
being updated regularly, and oﬃcial “editions” have been released
and described in corresponding papers [2–16]. In the last three
decades, the database has been released on a quadrennial basis. This paper describes the new and/or updated data in the HITRAN2020 edition of the database.
There are countless applications of HITRAN in science and industry including, but not limited to, atmospheric, astrophysical,
and medical sciences, as well as pollution monitoring. With that
being said, the primary goal of HITRAN is to assist interpretation
and modeling of spectra in the terrestrial atmosphere. Multiple
ongoing (e.g., OCO-2 [17], OCO-3 [18], TES [19], GOSAT [20], ACE
[21], TROPOMI [22], GEMS [23]) and upcoming (e.g., FORUM [24],
TEMPO [25], MethaneSat [26]) remote-sensing missions rely on the
quality of spectroscopic data in the HITRAN database. It is fair to

generalize that remote-sensing missions equipped with spectrometers of any resolution use HITRAN data in the analyses of their retrievals. However, this point is often overlooked since HITRAN data
are often being integrated into radiative-transfer codes that are in
turn used by atmospheric scientists. Whereas articles describing
the HITRAN database are among the most cited articles in geosciences (recent editions have typically been cited over 20 0 0 times
each), it is very often not cited when the radiative-transfer codes
are being used, despite their heavy reliance on HITRAN. There are
many radiative-transfer codes that have HITRAN data directly integrated or are more ﬂexible and allow the user to input HITRANformatted ﬁles themselves, including LBLRTM [27], MODTRAN [28],
GENLN [29], RFM [30], ARTS [31], GARLIC [32], kCARTA [33] and
VLIDORT [34], to name a few. These codes are used not only for
monitoring the concentrations and atmospheric proﬁles of gases
but also in climate models.
The second most prominent application of HITRAN is the interpretation and modeling of spectra of planetary atmospheres,
including those of exoplanets. Many HITRAN-powered radiativetransfer codes listed above are used for both terrestrial and planetary atmospheres. There are also some planetary-designated codes
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(including NEMESIS [35], petitRADTRANS [36], PSG [37], Exotransmit [38] and HELIOS-K [39]) that employ HITRAN data. One
should keep in mind that not all of these (or terrestrial) codes employ the most recent versions of HITRAN. Therefore, one needs to
be aware of the particular edition of HITRAN that is implemented
in their chosen radiative-transfer code.
Naturally, the success of previous/current (for instance, Venus
Express [40,41], ExoMars [42,43], Cassini [44], and Hershel [45]) as
well as future (including JWST [46] and ARIEL [47]) space missions
depend on the quality and extent of reference molecular parameters, including spectral parameters in the HITRAN database. In turn,
ground-based telescopes need HITRAN not only to interpret their
observations of astrophysical objects, but also to subtract the effect of the terrestrial atmosphere [48]. Keeping the aforementioned
applications in mind, HITRAN also plays an integral role in undergraduate and graduate courses on molecular spectroscopy and/or
radiative transfer.
The greatly improved observational and retrieval capabilities of
terrestrial and planetary remote-sensing missions have thus placed
critical new requirements on HITRAN. Among the needs are: improved accuracy of all spectroscopic parameters, global consistency
of line intensities, improved line-shape parameters (and the means
by which they are represented), the addition of missing molecular bands and trace gas species, representation of phenomena
that are impacting the retrievals including collision-induced absorption (CIA) bands, advanced line-shape formalisms, line-mixing,
and pressure broadening by gases different than “air” and “self”.
The HITRAN project is rising to the challenge through an extensive scientiﬁc collaboration among spectroscopists, atmospheric
scientists, and data scientists. State-of-the-art theoretical and experimental values have been rigorously evaluated, and semiempirical procedures have been developed for where the data were
not available. The data have gone through validation against alternative sources, laboratory and ﬁeld data when available. Fig. 1 in
the HITRAN2012 paper [15] provides an overview of the typical
validation process. In this current paper, we describe the updates
and extension of the database and associated software tools towards meeting the goals of remote sensing and planetary communities, and in parallel, assisting many other applications. For
instance, atmospheric scientists would be interested in improved
quality of spectroscopic parameters of ozone, which, as described
in Section 2.3 will yield better consistency between different spectral regions. They will also appreciate the addition of parameters
associated with the broadening of spectral lines by ambient pressure of water vapor [49] described in multiple subsections. This
will also be welcomed by the exoplanetary community that models spectra of exoplanets with “steamy” atmospheres. In general,
the planetary community and combustion researchers will be interested in learning about the extension of the number of gases
that now have broadening parameters due to ambient pressure
of H2 , He, CO2 , and H2 O. Medical experts who analyze human
breath for markers of different diseases will appreciate improved
relative intensities of the 14 NO and 15 NO transitions described in
Section 2.8 and the addition of the CS2 molecule described in
Section 2.53. Cometary scientists will also appreciate the latter.
These are just a few relatively random examples of the gargantuan
extent of the updates in this edition and the rationale for doing
these updates.
Before the release of the HITRAN2016 edition [16], we had restructured the database into a relational database format in order
to accommodate the need for additional parameters and ﬂexibility
of their representation [50,51]. Many of these parameters can already be retrieved from the dynamic and user-friendly web interface HITRANonline (at www.hitran.org), which as of early September, 2021 has over 20 700 registered users in the initial six years
of it being made available. This new versatility allows one to re-

quest either the familiar HITRAN-format ASCII ﬁles (for those users
that will not require advanced parameters), but also user-deﬁned
formats that can accommodate new features and parameters. The
HITRAN Application Programming Interface (HAPI) [52] that was
released with HITRAN2016 has also been updated for increased capabilities and speed of calculations.
The HITRAN compilation in its current state comprises ﬁve
components that encompass different parametrizations of various molecular phenomena required as spectroscopic input into
the radiative-transfer models. The updates to these ﬁve portions
of HITRAN, as well as the underlying system of data structure
with accompanying internet user interface and an application programming interface (API), will be discussed in the following sections: (1) Section 2 is dedicated to the line-by-line section, the
original and most popular component, which provides spectroscopic parameters for high-resolution molecular absorption and radiance calculations (from the microwave through to the ultraviolet region of the spectrum). (2) A second component described
in Section 3 relates to experimental (mostly infrared) absorption
cross-sections. These cross-sections are generally representing absorption by molecules that have very dense spectra or many lowlying vibrational modes. (3) Collision-induced absorption datasets
for multiple collisional pairs are described in Section 4. (4) Tables
of aerosol refractive indices are described in Section 5. (5) Global
data that apply in a general manner to the archive is another important part of the database and are described in Section 6. This
includes its particular component, Total Internal Partition Sums
(TIPS), as well as updates to the HITRAN website, underlying structure and HAPI, which are also described in Section 6.
The high temperature, HITEMP, database described by Rothman
et al. [53] was established to provide substantially more transitions
(compared to HITRAN), which become necessary for modeling radiative transfer of high-temperature environments [54]. These additional transitions are not required for typical atmospheric applications and are therefore not included in HITRAN. Recently,
the number of molecules available through HITEMP (see www.
hitran.org/hitemp/) has been extended to include nitrogen oxides
[55] and methane [56]. An in-depth description of HITEMP is beyond the scope of this work; nevertheless, it is often the case that
updates of HITRAN and HITEMP are performed at the same time
using the same data sources (such as for NO [55]). Therefore, a
brief description of corresponding HITEMP updates are included in
Section 2 for N2 O, CH4 , NO, NO2 , and OH.
In order to better understand the discussion in this paper
it is important to understand the HITRAN deﬁnitions of the
parameters and formalisms, which can be found in the documentation section of the HITRAN website https://hitran.org/docs/
deﬁnitions- and- units/. For a complete description of quantum
number identiﬁcations of energy levels or states provided for each
molecule in the line-by-line section of the HITRAN database, users
are referred to the Supplementary Material of this work. The global
and local quanta are described in Tables S1 and S2, respectively,
and these supplementary tables supersede those previously described in HITRAN2004 (i.e., Tables 3 and 4 of Ref. [13]). New users
of the database should also be aware that all of the HITRAN editions (including this one) do not strictly adhere to the Système
International (SI) for both historical and application-speciﬁc reasons. Thus cm−1 (reciprocal centimeter, the unit of the quantity
wavenumber) is seen throughout, as is atm (atmosphere) for pressure (in SI units of Pascals, 101,325 Pa = 1 atm). Also, the symbol ν is used throughout for line position in cm−1 , thereby dropping the tilde (ν˜ ) that is the oﬃcial designation of wavenumber. The HITRAN unit for intensity is traditionally expressed as
cm−1 /(molecule cm2 ) rather than simplifying to the equivalent
cm molecule−1 . However, both notations are used throughout this
paper.
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A number of abbreviations have been used throughout this paper when describing data, instruments, and methods that have
been used to update the HITRAN database. These are described in
the text when used, but a list of these abbreviations is also provided in Appendix A.

one of the “Diet” algorithm features that was designed to eliminate outliers was inadvertently turned off in the HITRAN2016 edition. This has resulted in some of the issues reported in the visible
region by Baker et al. [77]. Another problem concerned the incorrect quantum assignment of certain transitions, which, while not
having adverse affects on atmospheric retrievals, were not accurate
from a spectroscopic perspective. In the new edition, these issues
have been eliminated. Moreover, the water database was extended
into the UV region, and the general quality of the parameters was
improved overall. The details of the HITRAN2020 update are given
below.

2. Line-by-line modiﬁcations
An overview of changes and additions to the line-by-line section for each isotopologue in the database with respect to the HITRAN2016 edition is provided in Table 1. Isotopologues are given in
order of their descending abundance for each individual molecule.
The molecular abundance values in HITRAN are calculated based
on the terrestrial atomic abundances selected from Ref. [57]. It
is important to remember that the intensities in the HITRAN
database are scaled by these abundances. Note that although for
many molecules the amount of lines and spectral ranges have not
changed, many parameters were updated or added. In the subsequent subsections dedicated to individual molecules, detailed accounts of those changes are provided.
The deﬁnitions of the uncertainty indices used in HITRAN for
spectral parameters in the line-by-line representation are deﬁned
in Table 2. Uncertainty and reference indices are now given for all
parameters in HITRAN except for the Einstein-A coeﬃcients (which
usually share the same source and uncertainty as the intensities),
lower-state energies and quantum numbers. It should be remarked
that the code 0 in Table 2 might lend itself to two different meanings in the case of line position or air pressure-induced shift. It
means that either the uncertainty in the shift reported is greater
than 1 cm−1 or was not reported. The word “default” or “constant”
(code 1 in Table 2) means a constant value, and the word “average” or “estimate” (code 2 in Table 2) means an average or empirical value. This table will be frequently referred to across different
subsections of Section 2.

2.1.1. H16
O
2
The water-vapor line lists for HITRAN2020 have received a signiﬁcant update compared to HITRAN2016 [16]. The entire process
of developing the HITRAN2020 line list for the principal isotopologue is presented as a ﬂowchart in Fig. 1. Within the text below,
we will describe the steps in signiﬁcantly more detail.
In Ref. [78], an ab initio dipole moment surface (DMS), underpinned by high-level electronic-structure calculations, was developed and designed to create highly-accurate spectra extending all
the way to the dissociation limit in the near ultraviolet. The motivation for this work came in part from the forthcoming launch
of NASA’s TEMPO (Tropospheric Emissions Monitoring of Pollution)
satellite [25], which carries a short-wavelength instrument (operating between 290–740 nm) that aims to accurately monitor the
chemical composition in the air across the North American continent. TEMPO will retrieve water-vapor column densities in the
440–450 nm spectral interval, a region that is often used for water retrievals [79–81]; however, the interference of water-vapor absorption features in the near ultraviolet needs to be accounted for
when targeting trace gases such as formaldehyde.
Atmospheric observations from Lampel et al. [82] indicate that
the “POKAZATEL” [83] line list underestimates the magnitude of
absorption features at near-ultraviolet wavelengths (363 nm) by a
factor of 2.6, a potential source of error for TEMPO retrievals. A
noteworthy point is that the HITRAN2016 line list extends only to
400 nm and the source of transition intensities that underpins a
large portion of the visible transitions are variational in nature and
these use a similar DMS [84] to that was used in the creation of
the POKAZATEL line list, hence the requirement to update the transition frequency limit and ab initio data sources.
Conway et al. [85] calculated H16
O and H18
O line lists that
2
2
extended to the HITRAN2016 frequency limits and compared the
new ab initio intensities against a large quantity of experimental
sources, most of which feature in the HITRAN2016 line list. It became evident that the new ab initio spectra from Conway et al.
[85] provide more accurate and reliable transition intensities than
other available ab initio line lists, particularly at short wavelengths.
More recently, Conway et al. [86] created a new near-ultraviolet
line list that extends to dissociation and this provides the correct
amount of absorption at 363 nm, while also adhering to the upper
limit absorption thresholds proposed by Lampel et al. [87] through
atmospheric observations, and to that of Wilson et al. [88] through
experimental measurements. What cannot be replicated by the ab
initio spectra are the measured spectra of Du et al. [89] and Pei
et al. [90]. The magnitude of the water-vapor cross sections reported both by Du et al. and Pei et al. are signiﬁcantly larger than
the ab initio predictions; meaning, for example, that they would
adversely perturb atmospheric retrievals of ozone.
To create the HITRAN2020 H16
O line list we started with the
2
ab initio spectra from Conway et al. [86]. While semi-empirical
potential energy surfaces (PES) capable of predicting energy levels to a hundredth [92] and even a thousandth of a wavenumber are gradually appearing [93], they are still far less accurate
than their experimental counterparts, which make use of, for ex-

2.1. H2 O: water vapor (molecule 1)
Considering that water vapor is the major absorber of light in
the terrestrial atmosphere, it is diﬃcult to overstate the importance of the quality and extent of spectroscopic parameters for
this molecule in HITRAN. The details surrounding the previous (HITRAN2016) water-vapor compilation can be found in the corresponding paper [16]. To brieﬂy summarize, the wavelength range
has now been extended to approximately 238 nm (42,0 0 0 cm−1 ),
and the study used ab initio calculated line lists as its initial
starting point. Whenever possible, line positions were replaced
with accurate experimental data or wavenumbers generated from
a MARVEL-based [58,59] set of empirical energy levels [60]. The
bulk of the intensities were of ab initio origin, but in many places
experimental data were used (taken most notably from Refs. [61–
72]). This approach substantially reduces the number of missing
lines (from an atmospheric perspective) in all isotopologues and,
in general, it enhances the quality of the line parameters. Similar to the two earlier editions (HITRAN2008 [14] and HITRAN2012
[15]), HITRAN2016 [16] continued to utilize the “Diet” algorithm
[73] for broadening parameters, supplemented with the newest
experimental data. Moreover, parameters determined for the advanced Hartmann-Tran (HT) proﬁle [74,75] were incorporated into
the database, where available from Ref. [66]. Remote-sensing experiments in the IR region have identiﬁed that the HITRAN2016
water-vapor compilation results in smaller residuals when compared with previous editions (see Ref. [76] for instance). Nevertheless, a number of issues have been found. One of the sources of
discrepancies predominantly manifests itself in the NIR to visible
parts of the spectrum and is associated with erroneous broadening and shifting parameters of experimental origin. Unfortunately,
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Table 1
Molecules and isotopologues represented in the line-by-line portion of HITRAN.
Molecule

(1) H2 O

(2) CO2

(3) O3

(4) N2 O

(5) CO

(6) CH4

(7) O2

(8) NO

(9) SO2

(10) NO2
(11) NH3
(12) HNO3
(13) OH

(14) HF
(15) HCl

(16) HBr

(17) HI
(18) ClO
(19) OCS

Isotopologue

H16
2 O
H18
2 O
H17
2 O
HD16 O
HD18 O
HD17 O
D16
2 O
12 16
C O2
13 16
C O2
16 12 18
O C O
16 12 17
O C O
16 13 18
O C O
16 13 17
O C O
12 18
C O2
17 12 18
O C O
12 17
C O2
13 18
C O2
18 13 17
O C O
13 17
C O2
16
O3
16 16 18
O O O
16 18 16
O O O
16 16 17
O O O
16 17 16
O O O
14 16
N2 O
14 15 16
N N O
15 14 16
N N O
14 14 18
N N O
14 17
N2 O
12 16
C O
13 16
C O
12 18
C O
12 17
C O
13 18
C O
13 17
C O
12
CH4
13
CH4
12
CH3 D
13
CH3 D
16
O2
16 18
O O
16 17
O O
14 16
N O
15 16
N O
14 18
N O
32 16
S O2
34 16
S O2
33 16
S O2
16 32 18
O S O
14 16
N O2
15 16
N O2
14
NH3
15
NH3
H14 N16 O3
H15 N16 O3
16
OH
18
OH
16
OD
H19 F
19
D F
H35 Cl
H37 Cl
D35 Cl
D37 Cl
H79 Br
H81 Br
D79 Br
D81 Br
H127 I
D127 I
35 16
Cl O
37 16
Cl O
16 12 32
O C S
16 12 34
O C S

Abundancea

9.973×10−1
2.000×10−3
3.719×10−4
3.107×10−4
6.230×10−7
1.159×10−7
2.420×10−8
9.842×10−1
1.106×10−2
3.947×10−3
7.340×10−4
4.434×10−5
8.246×10−6
3.957×10−6
1.472×10−6
1.368×10−7
4.446×10−8
1.654×10−8
1.538×10−9
9.929×10−1
3.982×10−3
1.991×10−3
7.405×10−4
3.702×10−4
9.903×10−1
3.641×10−3
3.641×10−3
1.986×10−3
3.693×10−4
9.865×10−1
1.108×10−2
1.978×10−3
3.679×10−4
2.223×10−5
4.133×10−6
9.883×10−1
1.110×10−2
6.158×10−4
6.918×10−6
9.953×10−1
3.991×10−3
7.422×10−4
9.940×10−1
3.654×10−3
1.993×10−3
9.457×10−1
4.195×10−2
7.464×10−3
3.792×10−3
9.916×10−1
3.646×10−3
9.959×10−1
3.661×10−3
9.891×10−1
3.636×10−3
9.975×10−1
2.000×10−3
1.554×10−4
9.998×10−1
1.557×10−4
7.576×10−1
2.423×10−1
1.180×10−4
3.774×10−5
5.068×10−1
4.931×10−1
7.894×10−5
7.680×10−5
9.998×10−1
1.557×10−4
7.559×10−1
2.417×10−1
9.374×10−1
4.158×10−2

HITRAN2016

HITRAN2020

Spectral Rangeb

# of lines

Spectral Rangeb

# of lines

0–25 711
0–19 918
0–19 946
0–19 936
0–10 729
0–10 703
0–12 797
158–14 076
332–13 735
1–12 678
0–12 727
2–9213
9–8062
482–8163
491–8194
535–6933
2245–4751
549–4915
575–3615
0–6997
0–2768
1–2740
0–2122
0–2101
0–7797
5–5086
4–4704
0–4672
550–4430
3–14 478
3–12 231
3–12 205
3–10 295
3–8078
3–8168
0–11 502
0–11 319
7–6511
959–1695
0–57 028
1–56 670
0–14 537
0–9273
1609–2061
1602–2039
0–4092
0–2500
–
–
0–3075
–
0–10 349
0–5180
0–1770
0–923
0–19 268
0–329
0–332
24–32 351
13–20 829
8–20 231
8–20 218
5–15 265
5–15 246
13–16 033
13–16 031
7–8780
7–8777
10–13 907
5–7625
0–1208
0–1200
0–7822
0–7796

146 878
39 903
27 544
56 430
10 664
6360
23 488
173 024
70 577
127 850
77 941
43 782
25 175
10 522
15 878
6518
2916
4190
1501
289 340
44 302
18 887
65 106
31 935
33 074
4222
4592
116 694
1705
1344
1042
920
800
674
601
313 943
77 626
54 076
4213
15 263
2965
11 313
103 701
699
679
72 460
22 661
–
–
104 223
–
65 828
1320
950 864
58 108
30 772
295
912
8090
11 920
8892
8908
17 762
17 690
3039
3031
1455
1455
3161
1590
5721
5780
18 264
6846

0–42 000
0–19 992
0–19 946
0–19 935
0–10 729
0–10 703
0–12 797
158–19 909
332–13 735
1–12 678
0–12 727
2–9213
9–8062
482–8163
498–8194
535–6933
539–6687
549–4915
575–3615
0–6997
0–3165
1–2740
0–2122
0–2102
0–7797
5–5086
4–4704
0–10364
550–4430
3–14 478
3–12 231
3–12 205
3–10 295
3–8078
3–8168
0–11 502
0–11 319
7–6511
959–1695
0–57 028
1–56 670
0–14 538
0–23 727
0–15 630
0–15 503
0–4160
0–3465
0–2625
0–2793
0–7978
1500–1660
0–10 349
0–5180
0–1770
0–923
0–43 408
0–329
0–332
24–32 351
13–20 829
8–20 231
8–20 218
5–15 265
5–15 246
13–16 033
13–16 031
7–8780
7–8777
10–13 907
5–7625
0–1208
0–1200
0–7822
0–7796

319 886
42 178
27 544c
56 430
10 664
6360
23 195c
174 446
69 870
122 140
73 942
41 058
23 607
10 498
14 623
6493
2926
3980
1501
304 262
57 907
18 887
65 467
31 022
33 265
4222
4592
116 694
1705
1344c
1042c
920c
800c
674c
601c
309 863
77 597
54 076
4213
15 505
2975
11 313
251 898
67 370
65 037
549 425
141 665
75 785
208 183
171 058
5860
76 605
13 791
950 864
58 108
55 698
295
912
8090
11 920
8892
8908
17 762
17 690
3039
3031
1455
1455
3161
1590
5721
5780
21 776
7424

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)
16

O13 C32 S
O12 C33 S
18 12 32
O C S
16 13 34
O C S
H2 12 C16 O
H2 13 C16 O
H2 12 C18 O
H16 O35 Cl
H16 O37 Cl
14
N2
14 15
N N
H12 C14 N
H13 C14 N
H12 C15 N
12
CH3 35 Cl
12
CH3 37 Cl
H2 16 O2
12
C2 H 2
H12 C13 CH
H12 C12 CD
12
C2 H 6
12
CH3 13 CH3
12
C2 H 5 D
31
PH3
12 16 19
C O F2
12 16 19
C O F2
32 19
S F6
H2 32 S
H2 34 S
H2 33 S
H12 C16 O16 OH
H16 O2
16
O
35 16 14 16
Cl O N O2
37 16 14 16
Cl O N O2
14 16 +
N O
H16 O79 Br
16 81
H O Br
12
C2 H 4
12
CH2 13 CH2
12
CH3 16 OH
12
CH3 79 Br
12
CH3 81 Br
12
CH3 12 C14 N
12 19
C F4
12
C4 H 2
H12 C3 14 N
H2
HD
12 32
C S
12 34
C S
13 32
C S
12 33
C S
32 16
S O3
12
C2 14 N2
12 16 35
C O Cl2
12 16 35 37
C O Cl Cl
32 16
S O
34 16
S O
32 18
S O
12
CH3 19 F
74
GeH4
72
GeH4
70
GeH4
73
GeH4
76
GeH4
12 32
C S2
32 12 34
S C S
32 12 33
S C S
13 32
C S2
12
CH127
3 I
14 19
N F3
16

(20) H2 CO

(21) HOCl
(22) N2
(23) HCN

(24) CH3 Cl
(25) H2 O2
(26) C2 H2

(27) C2 H6

(28) PH3
(29) COF2
(30) SF6
(31) H2 S

(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)

HCOOH
HO2
O
ClONO2

(36) NO+
(37) HOBr
(38) C2 H4
(39) CH3 OH
(40) CH3 Br
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)

CH3 CN
CF4
C4 H 2
HC3 N
H2

(46) CS

(47) SO3
(48) C2 N2
(49) COCl2
(50) SO

(51) CH3 F
(52) GeH4

(53) CS2

(54) CH3 I
(55) NF3

1.053×10−2
7.399×10−3
1.880×10−3
4.675×10−4
9.862×10−1
1.108×10−2
1.978×10−3
7.558×10−1
2.417×10−1
9.927×10−1
7.478×10−3
9.851×10−1
1.107×10−2
3.622×10−3
7.489×10−1
2.395×10−1
9.950×10−1
9.776×10−1
2.197×10−2
3.046×10−4
9.770×10−1
2.195×10−2
9.131×10−4
9.995×10−1
9.865×10−1
1.108×10−2
9.502×10−1
9.499×10−1
4.214×10−2
7.498×10−3
9.839×10−1
9.951×10−1
9.976×10−1
7.496×10−1
2.397×10−1
9.940×10−1
5.056×10−1
4.919×10−1
9.773×10−1
2.196×10−2
9.859×10−1
5.010×10−1
4.874×10−1
9.739×10−1
9.889×10−1
9.560×10−1
9.633×10−1
9.997×10−1
3.114×10−4
9.396×10−1
4.168×10−2
1.056×10−2
7.417×10−3
9.434×10−1
9.708×10−1
5.664×10−1
3.622×10−1
9.479×10−1
4.205×10−2
1.901×10−3
9.884×10−1
3.652×10−1
2.741×10−1
2.051×10−1
7.755×10−2
7.755×10−2
8.928×10−1
7.921×10−2
1.409×10−2
1.003×10−2
9.884×10−1
9.963×10−1

0–6660
0–6631
0–4046
–
0–3100
0–117
0–101
1–3800
1–3800
11–9355
11–2578
0–17 586
2–3405
2–3420
0–3198
0–3198
0–1731
13–9890
613–6589
1–789
225-3001
285–919
–
0–3602
725–2002
686–815
580–996
2–11 330
5–11 227
5–11 072
10–1890
0–3676
68–159
763–798
765–791
3–2531
0–316
0–316
620–3243
614–3181
0–1408
794–1706
796–1697
890–946
582–1519
0–1303
0–760
15–27 185
3–36 406
1–2586
1–1359
1–1331
1–156
0–2825
200–307
793–900
800–892
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

3275
3005
1640
–
40 670
2309
1622
8877
7399
1107
161
58 108
652
646
110 462
109 113
126 983
22 866
285
7512
54 460
7107
–
22 190
168 793
15 311
2 889 065
36 561
11 352
6322
62 684
38 804
2
21 988
10 211
1270
2177
2181
59 536
18 095
19 897
18 692
18 219
3572
842 709
251 245
180 332
3480
5129
1088
396
396
198
14 295
71 775
164 437
145 477
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

0–6660
0–6632
0–4046
1951–2039
0–3100
0–117
0–101
1–3800
1–3800
11–9355
11–2578
0–17 586
0–8000
2–3420
0–3198
0–3198
0–1731
13–10 737
613–9857
1–789
225-3071
285–919
681–3207
0–3660
697–2002
687–815
319–965
3–11 330
6–11 227
6–11 072
10–1890
0–3676
69–159
763–798
765–791
4–2531
0–316
0–316
620–3243
615–3181
0–1408
794–1706
795–1697
890–946
582–1519
0–1303
0– 3361
15–27 185
3–36 406
1–2586
1–1359
1–1331
1–156
0–2825
200–307
793–900
800–892
0-12 631
0-372
0-363
1067–1291
648–2270
649–2270
649–2271
649–2270
648–2270
23–6467
196–4543
611–4567
1–4426
693–3274
2–2201

3395
3005
1640
221
40 670c
2309c
1622c
8877
7399
1107
161
131 031
22 599
646
110 462
109 113
126 983
74 335
2120
7512
63 516
7107
39 271
104 759
168 793
15 311
336 027
36 556c
11 452c
6220c
187 596
38 804
2
21 988
10 211
1270
2177
2181
59 536
18 095
19 897
18 692
18 219
3572
842 709
251 245
248 273
3480c
11 575
1088
396
396
198
14 295
71 775
164 437
145 477
42 916
671
677
1499
12 209
12 141
12 092
12 170
12 266
45 758
7237
3401
27 024
178 247
2 717 795

a
Abundances are calculated from terrestrial atomic abundances in Ref. [57]. Line intensities in the HITRAN database have been scaled by these isotopologue abundances.
b
Spectral ranges are given in cm−1 .
c
Although spectral ranges and amount of lines is unchanged with respect to HITRAN2016, there are
changes to spectral parameters of lines for these isotopologues.
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Table 2
The uncertainty codes used by the HITRAN database (as presented in HITRANonline)
are based on Table 5 of the HITRAN2004 paper [13]. There are two types of uncertainty code corresponding to absolute uncertainty in cm−1 (used for the line position
and pressure-induced line shift parameters) and relative uncertainty in % (used for the
line intensity and line-shape parameters).
Code

Absolute uncertainty range

Code

Relative uncertainty range

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

≥ 1 or Unreported
≥ 0.1 and < 1
≥ 0.01 and < 0.1
≥ 0.001 and < 0.01
≥ 0.0 0 01 and < 0.001
≥ 0.0 0 0 01 and < 0.0 0 01
≥ 0.0 0 0 0 01 and < 0.0 0 0 01
≥ 0.0 0 0 0 0 01 and < 0.0 0 0 0 01
≥ 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 01 and < 0.0 0 0 0 0 01
≥ 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 and < 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 01

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Unreported or unavailable
Default or constant
Average or estimate
≥ 20%
≥ 10% and < 20%
≥ 5% and < 10%
≥ 2% and < 5%
≥ 1% and < 2%
< 1%

Campargue et al.
electric quadrupole
line list

Conway et al. line
lists

MARVELize
HITRAN2016

S < 10-30 cm molecule-1
}>

20

Experimental values in
HITRAN2016?

Yes

No

Overwrite ab initio
intensities with
HITRAN2016 if not
SISAM.

Yes

Is the transition 3v 2 or 4v2
No

Take HITRAN2016
intensit

Yes

Is 5690 < v < 8340 cm-1?
No

Is uncertainty better
in 20MiKaMoCa than

No
t -- - - - - - - ,

in MARVEL?
Yes

Take 20MiKaMoCa
position

Measured intensity not in
HITRAN2016?
No

Yes

Take 20MiKaMoCa
intensity
Apply line shapes to
the dataset

Write
HITRAN2020 Line
List

Fig. 1. A ﬂowchart describing the development of the HITRAN2020 line list for the principal isotopologue of water vapor. The Mikhailenko et al. [91] line list is abbreviated
to “20MiKaMoCa” within the chart shown above.
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ample, frequency-comb and Lamb-dip techniques. The MARVEL
(Measured Active Rotational-Vibrational Energy Levels) methodology [58,59] utilizes the framework provided by spectroscopic networks [94] and high-quality experimental measurements of line
positions. Highly-accurate experimental measurements of line positions [95] were utilized during the latest MARVEL attempts to
analyze water spectra. These accurate measurements can simultaneously improve the accuracy of the majority of energy levels [95] involved in connected transitions. Furtenbacher et al. released a much improved set of highly accurate H16
O energy lev2
els [96,97], named the “W2020” dataset, containing 19,225 empirical energy levels derived from 286,987 non-redundant experimental ro-vibrational transitions. Utilizing the labels and the transition wavenumbers of the W2020 set the information in the ab
initio line list was updated. Conway et al. [98] recently applied the
Hose–Taylor theorem [99] to theoretical spectroscopy and showed
that the projection of the total angular momentum (J) onto the
body ﬁxed axis (k) can be considered a good quantum number
once the square of the projected component’s wave-function amplitude is greater than one-half (k2 > 0.5). The theory was tested
using the DVR3D [100] nuclear motion code on the water and
ozone molecules. The asymmetric-top quantum numbers Ka and Kc
were determined to a high degree of ﬁdelity up to dissociation. We
used these results to label states in the visible and near ultraviolet
where MARVEL does not yield this information.
Mikhailenko et al. [91] also released an empirical line list that
spans 5690 − 8340 cm−1 , and we compared their results to the ab
initio calculations of Conway et al. [85]. It was found that high
overtones of ν2 , notably 3ν2 and 4ν2 , were not accurately represented in the new ab initio calculations. Hence, for these bands,
we replaced the calculated results of Conway et al. with what was
already present in HITRAN2016. We also detected a small number
of discrepancies in the transition frequencies created by the latest
empirical (MARVEL) energy levels to those present in the empirical line list. In such cases, we chose the source that has the lowest
uncertainty associated with it and also considered the type of experiment used to derive the value in the empirical line list.
In the next step, we focused on overwriting the ab initio intensities with high-quality experimental measurements wherever
it was deemed appropriate. Experimental measurements in the
IR which were performed at the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft
und Raumfahrt (DLR) [66,102,103] were analyzed by Birk et al.
[104] and deﬁciencies were observed in the ab initio data of Lodi
et al. [84], particularly in the ν1 band. The same deﬁciencies in ν1
are present in the Conway et al. ab initio data but improvements
are evident in many other bands [85], especially for those near 1
μm. Differences between the experimental [66] and the new ab
initio data were found in the relative intensities for ν2 (ca. 1%)
and 2ν2 (ca. 1.5%). The differences occur in the upper wavenumber range of the bands and increase with wavenumber. In the case
of the ν3 fundamental, the average difference changes from 0.18%
with the calculation of Lodi et al. [84] to −1.08% with the ab initio data of Conway et al. [85]. The 3ν3 band also showed similar
behavior, with the mean residuals increasing from −0.7% using the
Lodi et al. [84] line list to −3.9%. The latter one is the only band
in the 1-μm region where no improvement was observed. Utilizing the high-quality measured intensity data, scaling factors were
derived for the ab initio data from Conway et al. in the corresponding bands. These factors were then applied to scale the ab initio intensities for all lines in these bands, with an intention to improve
the accuracy of the transitions (in these bands) where no measurement is available. Further investigations indicated that the underlying electronic structure calculations were the culprit of such irregularities [105] and Conway et al. [85] showed for the ν2 fundamental how changing the spectrum-ﬁtting proﬁle can result in
different transition parameters – in particular, intensities.

All experimental intensity measurements present in the HITRAN2016 line list, with the exception of the SISAM (Spectromètre
Interférentiel à Sélection par l’Amplitude de la Modulation) data
[61] (excluding any 3ν2 and 4ν2 measurements), are transcribed
into HITRAN2020 [62–72]. Comparisons [85] between the new ab
initio intensities and the intensity measurements within the SISAM
data set in the infrared region exhibited a skewed appearance. This
is not the ﬁrst instance of such a structure being attributed to Kitt
Peak water-vapor spectra [63,104,106]. If we detected an experimentally determined value for an intensity in the empirical list of
Mikhailenko et al. [91], the ab initio intensity was overwritten by
the experimental datum.
For the ﬁrst time, electric quadrupole (E2) transitions for the
water molecule were identiﬁed in experimental spectra, made possible by the availability of an E2 ab initio line list [107,108]. The E2
transitions have now been added to the HITRAN2020 line list (only
for the principal isotopologue). This room temperature E2 line list
for H16
O ranges from 0 to 10,0 0 0 cm−1 and contains 6227 lines
2
with intensities stronger than 10−30 cm/molecule. It was generated
using MARVEL line positions and lower-state energies and theoretical transition intensities computed using a high-level ab initio
electric quadrupole moment and a state-of-the-art variational approach [109,110]. The character in the last ﬁeld of lower-state rotational (“local”) quanta (i.e. preceding the error code for the line
positions) in the traditional 160 character “.par” format will carry a
label “q” to denote these transitions (see the Supplementary Material of this paper for the description of the upper- and lower-state
quanta in the “.par” format). It should be noted that E2 type transitions are typically 6–8 orders of magnitude weaker than electric
dipole transitions [107].
The HITRAN2016 line list included a large number of highlyaccurate transition wavenumber measurements from the SISAM
data set. Comparisons of these data to derived MARVEL transition frequencies indicated that the transition wavenumbers derived
from the most recent version of the MARVEL data [97] match the
SISAM values to within their uncertainty. The predicted MARVEL
line positions are therefore selected as the preferable source of
data because, apart from their validated accuracy, they also would
provide consistency throughout the database. Hence, where possible, we overwrite the ab initio energy levels and transition frequencies with the MARVEL data.
The accuracy of the HITRAN2020 line list in the visible region
is signiﬁcantly better than that of its predecessor, HITRAN2016.
Harder et al. [101] reported water-vapor absorption spectra in the
22,10 0–22,70 0 cm−1 interval through atmospheric observations.
Using the HITRAN Application Programming Interface (HAPI) [52],
we have generated cross sections at a temperature of 288 K using
the Voigt proﬁle at a resolution of 0.03 cm−1 . In Fig. 2, it becomes
clear that the HITRAN2020 line list is signiﬁcantly better suited for
retrieving water in the visible region. It has already been reported
that the HITRAN2016 water line list has spectroscopic errors in the
visible range [111] and the HITRAN2020 edition offers substantial
improvements. These errors were attributed to a collection of irregularities in line shape parameters and inaccurate ab initio transition intensities.
To extend this comparison between HITRAN2020 and HITRAN2016 in the visible between 90 0 0 and 20 0 0 0 cm−1 , we generated two telluric models using the Planetary Spectrum Generator (PSG) [37], each generated with the two respective line lists,
and compared these models to a high SNR telluric spectrum extracted from solar observations detailed in Baker et al. [77]. The
atmospheric proﬁle used to generate the model was evaluated for
the appropriate location and elevation of the observation site in
Göttingen, Germany as well as the corresponding observation time
of June 17, 2015 UTC 10:50:30.5. The water-vapor abundance and
surface pressure were adjusted by ﬁtting the model to a subset
8
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the HITRAN2020 and HITRAN2016 [16] line lists against the observed water-vapor cross sections reported by Harder et al. [101].
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the HITRAN2020 and HITRAN2016 [16] water vapor line lists through modeling the terrestrial atmospheric transmittance. Models were generated with
the Planetary Spectrum Generator (PSG) [37] and compared to a telluric spectrum extracted from a high-resolution solar spectrum as described by Baker et al. [77].

of the data between 13,679.89 and 13,698.63 cm−1 . The results of
this comparison are shown in Fig. 3. The residual root mean square
(RMS) for each model comparison shows overall improvements in
HITRAN2020. This is partly due to the completeness of the HITRAN2020 line list, which now includes transitions that were missing in HITRAN2016, some of which were identiﬁed by Baker et al.
[77] and partly due to improvements in the line-shape algorithm
described below. Similar results are found by redoing this analysis using a transmission spectrum of the atmosphere at Kitt Peak
[112] also derived from solar observations, but extracted using a
different method to that used in Baker et al. [77]. The majority of
transition intensities within Fig. 3 are from ab initio calculations
and the line-shape parameters are often estimated, therefore the
residuals could be improved with new high quality experimental
measurements.

amount of scatter was observed in intensity comparisons to measurements in the SISAM data [61], while a large, 20% shift was observed in the Tanaka et al. [113] intensities present in HITRAN2016.
No such discrepancies were detected for the principle isotopologue
covering the same regions. Considering that the ab initio line lists
for H16
O and H18
O were calculated using very similar PESs and the
2
2
same DMS, the source of the discrepancies is more likely to be associated with experiments. Therefore, the Tanaka et al. data is not
included in the HITRAN2020 release.
Comparisons against new experimental spectra measured by
Mikhailenko et al. [114] between 16,400 and 17,200 cm−1 , that
was not present in HITRAN2016, were also performed [85]. While
Mikhailenko et al. noticed that the HITRAN2016 data missed particularly strong transitions in the region, most from ab initio calculations [115], the new ab initio calculations were not missing such
transitions.
In addition to releasing a much improved set of H16
O en2
ergy levels, Furtenbacher et al. [97] also released an updated set
of empirical energy levels for both H18
O and H17
O as part of
2
2
their W2020 dataset. Hence, to develop the H18
O
line
list for HI2
TRAN2020 we considered the ab initio line list from Conway et al.
and updated the ab initio energy levels with the latest MARVEL

2.1.2. H18
O
2
The HITRAN2020 line list for H18
O also begins with the ab ini2
tio line list from Conway et al. [85], which extends to 20,0 0 0 cm−1 .
In their comparisons against the experimental transition intensities
present in the HITRAN2016 line list, discrepancies were observed
that were not evident in any of the H16
O comparisons. A large
2
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data. Furtenbacher et al. also utilized the method of Polyansky
et al. [116] to generate so-called pseudo-experimental energy levels. Use of these semi-empirical levels for both H18
O and H17
O will
2
2
be considered as a possible further improvement in a future release.
Following this, we proceeded to update the calculated transition intensities with the measured data present in HITRAN2016
[63,68–71,117], with the exception of the SISAM (aside from the
measured 3ν2 and 4ν2 bands) and Tanaka et al. data. In addition,
we also supplement the line list with newly measured intensities
from Mikhailenko et al. [114].

of lines in the FIR region and have suggested alternative values
based on the retrievals. These values form the priority data ﬁle for
the HITRAN2020 update.
Next, an intercomparison of the measurement data was performed, and the inconsistent references and individual outliers
were ﬁltered from the air-broadening database. The intercomparison of H2 O-air data and H2 O-H2 O data were redone and average values from the intercomparison of data were determined and
transitions with less than 5% standard deviation for the intercomparison are retained and stored in ﬁles for the half-widths and the
line shifts. Then, all the lines for which an intercomparison could
not be performed, i.e., a single datum for a transition, were written
to separate ﬁles for the half-widths and the line shifts.
Next in the sequence, theoretical calculations of the line-shape
parameters were considered. Taking the Modiﬁed Complex Robert–
Bonamy (MCRB) calculations of Vispoel et al. [123] for the H2 O-N2
collision system and similar calculations for the H2 O-O2 collision
system, the line-shape information for the H2 O-air collision system
were produced by γair = 0.79γN2 + 0.21γO2 with a similar formula
for the line shift. Note the calculations considered 13 temperatures
from 20 0-30 0 0 K; γ and δ were determined for these 13 temperatures so that the temperature dependence could be determined.
These MCRB calculations were made for 10,782 rotational transitions for the rotational band and for bands with one to four ν1 , ν2 ,
and ν3 vibrational quanta exchanged, giving some 140,0 0 0 calculated transitions. These data make up the calculated H2 O-air lineshape ﬁles for the H16
O, H18
O, H17
2 O isotopologues. For these three
2
2
isotopologues, the self-broadening Complex Robert–Bonamy calculations that were added to previous HITRAN databases were used.
For the HDO and D2 O isotopologues self-broadened data are from
the calculations in Refs. [124–126].
Next in the algorithm was the use of accurate predicted values
of γ , δ , and the temperature dependence of each. Gamache and
Hartmann, working from Robert–Bonamy theory, derived a formula
that can accurately predict γ and δ [127] at any temperature. Plots
showing the agreement of these predictions with the experimental data from the ν2 band are provided in Supplementary Material.
This routine has been successfully applied to H2 O-air [128], CO2 -x,
where x = N2 , O2 , air, CO2 [129], H2 O-H2 [130], and H2 O-N2 [131],
and the predicted values agree well with the calculated or measured values with a standard deviation of about 5% for the H2 O
studies. A prediction routine was developed based on the H2 O-air
MCRB data (H16
O, H18
O, H17
O) and the prediction coeﬃcients de2
2
2
termined at the 13 temperatures allowing the temperature dependence to also be determined. These data make the predicted part
of the H2 O-air database.
Lastly, for transitions that are not in the above databases,
the half-width is estimated by using the rotation band value if
it is available, i.e. neglecting the vibrational dependence. However, there are a large number of H2 O transitions in the HITRAN
database that do not have attributions. These are transitions generally taken from ab initio calculations where only the rotational
quantum number J and parity are “good” quantum numbers. For
these transitions, the rotation band calculations were taken and
half-widths as a function of J  were determined. These data were
extrapolated to J  = 50 (keeping HITEMP in mind). Note, because of
the very strong vibrational dependence of the line shift, no comparable average values can be determined.
This general procedure was done in three groups: (H16
O, H18
O,
2
2
17
16
18
17
16
H2 O), (HD O, HD O, HD O) and (D2 O) for air- and selfcollisions, producing the isotopologue-dependent ﬁles, which are
added to HITRAN2020 in the following priority scheme: (1) priority data, (2) intercomparison data, (3) single measurement data,
(4) MCRB data, (5) predicted data, and (6) J-average data. It was
possible to do the temperature dependence of the J-average values
only for the ﬁrst group. This procedure assumes that the line-shape

2.1.3. H17
O
2
The HITRAN2016 H17
O line list possessed several small issues
2
[97], mostly related to spectroscopic assignment of states. There
were forbidden transitions between ortho–para states, rotational
parity was equal for several upper and lower-states, and the list
possessed several duplicate transitions. To address these issues, we
have updated the energy levels (hence the transition frequencies)
with the latest MARVEL data and remedied these transition assignments.
2.1.4. HD16 O, HD18 O and HD17 O
The HITRAN2016 HD16 O, HD18 O and HD17 O line lists also possessed several issues related to forbidden transitions. To address
these issues, we have updated the transition assignments. Positions
and intensities have not been altered from HITRAN2016.
2.1.5. D16
O
2
The D16
O line list in HITRAN2016 was based on a preliminary
2
version of the line list from Kyuberis et al. [118]. This preliminary
list was found to contain some incorrect quantum assignments and
therefore for HITRAN2020 the published list from Kyuberis et al.
[118] was used.
2.1.6. Line-shape parameters for water vapor
Line-shape parameters, including the half-width, γ , and the line
shift, δ , their associated errors, and the temperature dependence
of these parameters have been added to the water-vapor transitions discussed above. The algorithm becomes rather involved
due to the fact that the data availability and uncertainties vary
greatly with spectral bands and isotopologues but basically follows the “Diet” procedure of Gordon et al. [73]. Line-shape parameters for H2 O-air and self-collision systems were added for all
the isotopologues of water vapor, although for self-collisions only
the half-widths are considered. It is important to note that for HITRAN2020, only values associated with the power law of temperature dependencies were considered for water vapor. When the shift
does not change sign over the temperature range of the calculations (see below), the power law temperature dependence, m, was
also determined. However, when possible, the temperature dependence of the half-width and the line shift were generated using the
Gamache–Vispoel double power law (DPL) model [119] and will be
considered for the database update in the future. The infrastructure
for this is already setup [120] but large effort is required to validate and populate these parameters as mentioned in Section 7.1.1.
The “Diet” procedure takes line-shape data from a number of
sources and prioritizes the data for addition to HITRAN. Beginning with an updated version of the measurement database of
Gamache and Hartmann [121], which contains data for the seven
water-vapor isotopologues in HITRAN, data of known high quality
for γ and δ were extracted and put into a “priority” data ﬁle. It is
important to emphasize that the priority data are from laboratory
measurements or line shape parameters determined from the ﬁts
of the atmospheric spectra. For instance, Mlawer et al. [122] have
identiﬁed issues with broadening parameters for a couple of dozen
10
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data for the oxygen-16, 18, and 17 species of water are the same,
which has been well demonstrated by measurement and calculation [121].
These data sets are summarized in more detail in the Table provided in the Supplementary Material. From these data the Python
dictionaries were made using the ro-vibrational quantum numbers as the key. A Python algorithm was written that loads into
memory, for all isotopologues of H2 O, the database dictionaries described above and then reads the HITRAN2020 water-vapor line ﬁle
and selectively adds the line-shape data to each transition in the
prioritized scheme discussed above.
It is important to note that all the parameters described above
are for the Voigt line shape. However, non-Voigt line shapes and
speciﬁcally HT proﬁle have also been accommodated. HITRAN2016
already contained many of these parameters, but more have been
added for the HITRAN2020 edition, speciﬁcally in the 2.3 μm region. The data are based on the new H2 O/HDO database in the
spectral range 4190–4340 cm−1 (2.39–2.30 μm) that was generated within the framework of the ESA project SEOM-IAS (Scientiﬁc Exploitation of Operational Missions — Improved Atmospheric Spectroscopy Databases), ESA/AO/1-7566/13/I-BG [103,132].
This work has already been partially reported in HITRAN2016 [16],
but only line intensities were entered into the database.
In the 4190–4340 cm−1 region, several Fourier-Transform transmittance spectra of pure and air-broadened water vapor at low
and high temperatures were measured and analyzed. These measurements were dedicated to water-vapor parameters to be used
in TROPOMI/S5-P retrievals. The analysis was based on a multispectrum ﬁt using the HT proﬁle. Line positions, intensities,
self- and air-broadened line-shape parameters including speeddependence and Dicke narrowing parameters as well as their temperature dependence were retrieved in the analysis. The line-shape
parameters are available in the HITRAN2020 database. The data as
well as the measurements can also be downloaded from Zenodo
[103,132].
The new 2.3 μm H2 O data together with the new 2.3 μm CH4
data described in Section 2.6 have been validated by ground-based
solar occultation measurements by Frank Hase, KIT, Karlsruhe, Germany. Fig. 4 shows residuals applying HITRAN2012, HITRAN2016,
and the new database. The residuals are smallest for the new
database. Remaining residuals are caused by imperfect modeling
of solar lines.

column [133], which in turn places stringent requirements on the
quality of spectroscopic parameters for this molecule.
The HITRAN2016 line list for the twelve stable isotopologues
of carbon dioxide has proven to be an overall improvement over
the previous editions of the database (see, for instance, Ref. [76]).
However, a number of remaining or new issues were identiﬁed
as described below. For the HITRAN2020 database, these issues
were addressed while a number of previously missing bands above
80 0 0 cm−1 were added.

2.2.1. CO2 line positions and intensities
The details of the update for line positions and intensities are
provided in a dedicated publication in this special issue [134]. Here
we brieﬂy summarize important points. Before describing the new
data, it is worth recalling that, below 80 0 0 cm−1 , the line positions
for CO2 transitions in HITRAN2016 were predominantly based on
the update to the 2015 version of the Carbon Dioxide Spectroscopic
Database (CDSD-296) [135]. The line intensities were mostly of ab
initio origin [136] based on the work of Zak et al. [137–139] except
for the bands that were identiﬁed as “sensitive” [137], where CDSD
intensities were preferred.

2.2.2. Improved line positions and “new” bands
The majority of the CO2 line positions in the HITRAN2020
database were updated using the line positions from the recent 2019 version of CDSD-296 for atmospheric applications
[140]. It should be noted that the slightly corrected and updated version of the CDSD-296 database uploaded at ftp.iao.ru
as pub/CDSD-296/cdsd-296_version_1.rar was used. The
differences with CDSD-296 published in Tashkun et al. [140]: 1. P
= 6 region (P = 2V1 + V2 + 3V3 is the polyad number, Vi are the
vibrational quantum numbers) of the 16 O12 C18 O isotopologue was
recalulated using the new set of effective dipole moment parameters; 2. A total of 226 lines with l2 = 4 of the 12 C16 O2 , 13 C16 O2 ,
and 16 O12 C18 O isotopologues were added. The lower-state energies
and the uncertainty codes of the line positions were also transferred from CDSD-296 [140] to HITRAN2020.
The line parameters for the principal isotopologue above
80 0 0 cm−1 were extended by including the new bands from the
high-temperature line list from Yurchenko et al. [141] (with appropriate intensity cutoff). The assignments for these CO2 lines
were achieved by using the CDSD-296 [140] and NASA Ames
[142] databases. The vibrational assignments were replaced with
“-2-2-2-20” when the states were not assigned. Uncertainty codes
3 for the line positions and 4 for the line intensities (see Table 2)
were used in the case of the newly added CO2 lines.
Also, the 30 022–0 0 0 01 and 30 023–0 0 0 01 bands of the
16 O12 C18 O isotopologue, missing in HITRAN2016 [16] and CDSD296 [140], were included in the HITRAN2020 line list. The line
positions for these bands were computed up to J = 34 using the
spectroscopic constants obtained by the ﬁt to the measured line
positions from Karlovets et al. [143]. In Ref. [143], it was also
shown that the R-branch intensities of the 0 0 041–01101 band of
the 12 C16 O2 isotopologue are in good agreement with the Ames
values while HITRAN2016 values are largely overestimated. This
band is missing in CDSD2019 [140] and included in HITRAN2016
from an old version of CDSD [144]. The line intensities for the
three bands described above were updated using the NASA Ames
database [142]. Uncertainty code 4 for line positions and uncertainty code 4 for line intensities (see Table 2) were updated for
these bands in the HITRAN2020 CO2 line list. An overview of the
HITRAN2020 line lists for all 12 isotopologues of carbon dioxide in
natural abundance is plotted in Fig. 5.

2.2. CO2 : carbon dioxide (molecule 2)
Current and planned atmospheric remote sensing instruments
set a very challenging level of 0.3% accuracy on the retrieved CO2
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sitive bands” (as deﬁned by Zak et al. [137]) due to the mixing
of CDSD [135] and UCL [137–139] line intensities were revealed
in Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy (CRDS) measurements of 18 Oand 13 C-enriched and “natural” CO2 near 1.74 μm [148–150]. They
concern the perpendicular bands of the P = 9 series of transitions. It leads to apparent inconsistency in the rotational structure with strong intensity variation between successive J values or
even missing transitions (due to falling below the intensity cutoff) as shown, for example, in Fig. 9 of Ref. [148]. Validation tests
were carried out for the bands from Refs. [148–150] and the other
bands affected by this problem due to the mixing of CDSD and ab
initio intensities in the HITRAN line list using literature values and
those from the different CO2 databases. Alternative sources of data
for each problematic band were identiﬁed. See more details in Ref.
[134].
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2.2.4. New experimental data with sub-percent uncertainty
A number of very accurate measurements have become available after the release of HITRAN2016. Here we make use of the
most recent CRDS measurements from NIST [151,152] and FTS measurements from DLR (reported in this special issue by Birk et al.
[153] with the corresponding measurements and line parameter
database made available on Zenodo [154]). The results of these
works were used to improve the HITRAN line intensities for several NIR bands of the principal isotopologue of CO2 . It is interesting to note that in these works it was found that for these particular bands (discussed below) the rotational distribution of the
ab initio intensities from Zak et al. [137] used in HITRAN2016 was
very accurate; however different band scaling factors were recommended. In Refs. [151,152], the reported intensity uncertainty is
better than 0.1%. Fleurbaey et al. [151] showed that a constant scaling of 1.0 069±0.0 0 02 of HITRAN2016 values in the 20 013–0 0 0 01
band of CO2 (λ = 2.06 μm) is consistent with experiment, therefore we have performed this scaling in HITRAN2020. Similarly accurate line intensity measurements for the 30 01i–0 0 0 01 (i = 2-4)
bands reported by Long et al. [152] were used to improve the CO2
line intensities near 1.6 μm. It was shown in Ref. [152] that their
results and the ab initio calculations of Zak et al. [137] agree at
the 0.06% level for the 30 013–0 0 0 01 (also targeted by the OCO-2
mission) and 30 014–0 0 0 01 bands, but there is a systematic discrepancy of about 1.1% for the 30 012–0 0 0 01 band. Following these
results, the HITRAN2016 line intensities were scaled to the experimental band-dependent scaling factors from Long et al. [152]. Uncertainty code 8 (see Table 2) for the line intensities was given for
the corresponding bands in the HITRAN2020 line list.
Ambient temperature FTS measurements of pure CO2 have been
conducted at the German Aerospace Center (DLR) with a Bruker
IFS 125HR in the range 60 0 0–70 0 0 cm−1 [153]. Line intensity accuracies of 0.15% have been reported for the strongest bands in
that spectral region. They also covered the 30 01i–0 0 0 01 bands, but
this time including the 30 011–0 0 0 01 band. The corresponding factor 1.0061 was used to scale the intensities of the 30 011–0 0 0 01
band of the 12 C16 O2 isotopologue according to DLR measurements
[153]. Good agreement between measurements of intensities of
the 30 013–0 0 0 01 and 30 014–0 0 0 01 bands in Refs. [152,153] were
found. Nevertheless, for the 30 012–0 0 0 01 band the differences
outside of the stated uncertainties were reported. However, these
differences are still small, <0.5%. Further investigations will be carried out for future updates of the database. Although this band is
not being targeted by the OCO-2 mission, it is used in LIDAR applications (see Ref. [155], for instance), therefore it is important to
minimize possible uncertainties.
The line intensities of the 0 0 031–0 0 0 01 band of the principal
isotopologue near 1.4 μm came from CDSD-296 [135] in the HITRAN2016 edition, because this band was identiﬁed as “sensitive”
in the ab initio calculations [137]. The comparison of the CDSD line

Fig. 5. Overview of the HITRAN2020 line lists for all 12 naturally abundant isotopologues of carbon dioxide.

2.2.3. Addressing the issues found in HITRAN2016
Most of the HITRAN2016 CO2 issues were identiﬁed by comparisons against laboratory and atmospheric spectra obtained with
Fourier Transform Spectrometers (FTS) at the Kitt Peak National
Observatory, MkIV balloon, and Total Carbon Column Observing
Network (TCCON) [145,146]. In particular, it was shown that:
•

•

•

Comparisons with the Kitt Peak laboratory spectrum demonstrated 10-15% rotationally dependent errors in the ab initio intensities of the 40 0 02–01101 band of 12 C16 O2 isotopologue near
4800 cm−1 . This region is probed by the OCO-2 instrument
[147], so it is important, although it is worth pointing out that
the intensities of this hot band are about two orders of magnitude weaker than the strongest lines in that region. This comparison helped to identify a systematic issue in the ab initio calculations [137] when calculating intensities for the transitions
that involve either of the interacting 40 0 02 and 21113 vibrational states which are affected by Coriolis interaction.
In the 180 0–20 0 0 cm−1 region, the amount of CO2 retrieved
with HITRAN2016 is about 5% larger than that retrieved with
previous line lists [14,15]. The biggest deviations in this region were observed for the 11102–0 0 0 01 band. Two bands
11101–0 0 0 01 and 11102–0 0 0 01 borrow the intensities from the
strong 0 0 011–0 0 0 01 band via Coriolis interaction. The CDSD296 [135] line positions and intensities were used in the previous line lists [14,15] while HITRAN2016 used the UCL ab initio
line intensities [137]. It was shown in Ref. [140] that the ab
initio AMES line intensities [142] for the 11101–0 0 0 01 band deviate considerably from the observations. The same conclusion
is valid for the UCL ab initio line intensities [137] of this band.
The TCCON spectra cover the 3950 cm−1 to 9500 cm−1 region.
The HITRAN2016 line lists reduce the CO2 retrieved from the
6220 cm−1 and 6338 cm−1 windows by 0.5% and 1.5% respectively, raising additional concerns of consistency at the required
level of accuracy. This issue is associated with the line intensities in the 30 012–0 0 0 01 band and is discussed below.

Critical validation tests for the spectroscopic data were carried
out to ﬁnd problems due to insuﬃcient accuracy of line parameters in some of the bands in the CO2 line list using available experimental works and the existing theoretical and semi-empirical
databases, including NASA Ames [142], UCL [137–139], and CDSD296 [140]. All updates for the CO2 line positions and intensities
described above are discussed in Ref. [134].
In the HITRAN2016 line list below 80 0 0 cm−1 , a number of
inconsistencies in the rotational structure in the so-called “sen12
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intensities with the DLR measurements [153] showed rotationally
dependent deviations up to 4% for the 0 0 031–0 0 0 01 band. In the
HITRAN2020 line list, the UCL line intensities [137] of the 0 0 031–
0 0 0 01 band were scaled by the factor of 1.1217 to match the line
intensities measured by Birk et al. [153]. Also, the HITRAN2016 line
intensities of the 10032–10002 and 01131–01101 relatively weak
hot bands located near 6900 cm−1 were compared to the DLR
measurements [153]. It was found that the line intensities of the
10032–10002 band in HITRAN2016 should be scaled by a factor of
1.1346 while the line intensities of the 01131–01101 band should
be scaled by a factor of 1.0022.

•

•

These parameters are listed in Table 3 for the Voigt proﬁle (VP)
and speed-dependent Voigt (SDV) parameter group in two separate
sets.
2.2.7. Revising the Voigt proﬁle parameters
The Voigt air- and self-broadened half-widths (γair and γself , respectively) of CO2 lines and their temperature exponent parameters were re-assessed since the vibrational dependence of the line
widths was found to be excessive for some of the CO2 bands in
the HITRAN2016 line list. The concern was that the line widths,
calculated for the HITRAN2016 edition, were inﬂuenced by some
of the less accurate measurements. Additionally, the Lorentzian
widths, were retrieved using various line-shape proﬁles for different bands, and were used in the algorithm [129]. This discrepancy
in the line widths using different line-shape models, which can alternate by about 5% [167–169], may have been inadvertently ascribed to a large vibrational dependence of the width parameters.
For the bands probed by the OCO-2 mission (1.6 μm and 2.06 μm
regions), the HITRAN2016 half-widths belonged to the experimental values of Ref. [170] obtained with the SDV proﬁle without supplying the speed-dependent parameters in the database. To investigate the magnitude of the vibrational-dependence of the broadening parameters in HITRAN2016, the laboratory-measured widths
and theoretical values for several bands were collected and examined for CO2 lines using the VP [161]. Not uncommon for a linear
molecule, a relatively weak vibrational dependence was revealed.
Accordingly, with regard to updates of the line widths and their
temperature dependences for the HITRAN2020 edition, the vibrational dependence of these parameters was ignored, and new values were produced for the air- and self-broadening parameters
based on the measured data in Refs. [171,172] using semi-empirical
models (the Padé approximants) described in Ref. [161]. In general
Padé approximants (Eq. (1)) of the third and fourth-order are used
extensively in this edition for many molecules.

2.2.5. Introduction of magnetic dipole transitions
All previous editions of HITRAN provided only electric dipole
transitions for CO2 . In this edition, the line parameters of the
ν2 + ν3 magnetic dipole band of the 12 C16 O2 isotopologue were introduced into HITRAN for the ﬁrst time. These new data will help
spectral studies of CO2 -rich planetary atmospheres. This band is
forbidden in electric dipole absorption, but it is allowed in electric quadrupole and in magnetic dipole absorptions. The ﬁrst observation of the ν2 + ν3 band of 12 C16 O2 at 3.3 μm was made in
the atmosphere of Mars (Trokhimovskiy et al. [156]) by the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter ACS instrument (Korablev et al. [42]). This
band is located in a CO2 transparency window and identiﬁed as
a magnetic dipole band (Perevalov et al. [157]). Detailed spectroscopic studies of this band providing the selection rules for the
vibration-rotation transitions, as well as the line position and intensity measurements are given in Refs. [156,157]. The vibrational
transition magnetic dipole moment of the ν2 + ν3 band was ﬁt to
the line intensities measured with a Bruker IFS 125 HR FTS and
a 30 m base multipass gas cell of the V. E. Zuev Institute of Atmospheric Optics SB RAS (Borkov et al. [158]). Using the obtained
vibrational transition magnetic dipole moment and the set of the
effective Hamiltonian parameters (Majcherova et al. [159]), the line
positions and intensities of this band were generated. The maximum line intensities are on the order of 3×10−28 cm/molecule.
The calculated line intensities for ﬁve R-branch lines of this band
(R26-R32 and R36) are in a good agreement with the values measured independently by CRDS [160]. In the HITRAN2020 database,
the calculated line parameters of this band are presented up to J
= 64 corresponding to the intensity cutoff 10−30 cm/molecule at
296 K. The line position uncertainty code 4 and line intensity uncertainty code 4 (see Table 2) are used for this band. It should
be noted that line intensities of this band retrieved from laboratory spectra [158] are about two times smaller than those recovered from Martian atmosphere spectra [156]. To distinguish these
transitions in the HITRAN2020 CO2 line list, a letter “m” is introduced into the quantum notation of these magnetic dipole CO2
transitions in the ﬁeld dedicated to upper state rotational (“local”)
quanta (see the Supplementary Material of this paper for the description of the upper- and lower-state quanta in the “.par” format).

γ ( |m| ) =

( a0 + a1 |m| + a2 |m|2 + a3 |m|3 + a4 |m|4 )
,
( 1 + b1 |m| + b2 |m|2 + b3 |m|3 + b4 |m|4 )

(1)

where the rotational running index m was introduced to treat simultaneously the P-, Q- and R- branch transitions with the following relations to the rotational quanta:

P-branch:
Q-branch:
R-branch:

m = −J 
m = J 
m = J  + 1

(2)

Moreover, the air- and self-shifts (δ0 ) in HITRAN2016 (calculated using the semi-classical routine in Ref. [129]) for P- and Rbranches were not asymmetric. To produce the rotational and vibrational dependence of shift parameters, the empirical model introduced by Hartmann [173] is implemented to determine the airand self-shifts of lines for all the vibrational bands of CO2 . With
regard to this approach, the shifts of CO2 lines can be obtained
from the available measured shift parameters for one band and, after properly determining the ﬁtting coeﬃcients explained in Refs.
[161,173], the shift values can be expanded to the non-measured
bands and transitions.

2.2.6. CO2 line-shape parameters
The approach we have taken to populate the line-shape parameters of CO2 broadened by air and CO2 (self-broadening) is described in the study by Hashemi et al. [161], where different comparisons of the parameters and various validation tests are carried
out to demonstrate how the appropriate data sets were chosen for
the HITRAN2020 edition. In this section, we highlight these updates and we explain the slight modiﬁcation (regarding Ref. [161])
based on the new measurements.
The update to the line-shape parameters of CO2 in the HITRAN2020 edition can be summarized in three components:
•

Addition of the air and self speed-dependent Voigt (SDV) [163–
165] parameters for all the transitions of CO2 .
Updating the already-existing CO2 line-mixing package developed by Lamouroux et al. [166], and addition of the ﬁrst-order
line-mixing to the database.

2.2.8. Air and self speed-dependent Voigt parameters
To reach the accuracy that is required in atmospheric CO2 retrievals, it is imperative to include more reﬁned line-shape parameters such as the air and self speed dependence of the line

Revising the Voigt proﬁle (VP) [162] parameters that belong
into the “.par” format ﬁle.
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Table 3
The VP and SDV line-shape parametrization and their notation in HITRANonline and HAPIa .
VP parametersb

Common notation

Symbol (units)

Database notation

Half-widths

γair
γself

γair (cm−1 atm−1 )
γself (cm−1 atm−1 )

Temp. dep. half-widths

nair
nself

nair (unitless)
nself (unitless)
δair (cm−1 atm−1 )
δself (cm−1 atm−1 )
Yair (cm−1 )
Yself (cm−1 )

gamma_air
gamma_self
n_air
n_self
delta_air
delta_self
Y_air
Y_self

Line shifts

δair
δself

First-order line-mixing

Yair
Yself

SDV parametersb

Common notation

Symbol (units)

Database notation

Half-widths

γ0 -air(SDV)
γ0 -self(SDV)

γSDV_0_air (cm−1 atm−1 )
γSDV_ 0_self (cm−1 atm−1 )

Temp. dep. half-widths

nγ0 -air(SDV)
nγ0 -self(SDV)
γ2 -air(SDV)
γ2 -self(SDV)
nγ2 -air(SDV)
nγ2 -self(SDV)
δ0 -air(SDV)
δ0 -self(SDV)
Yair (SDV)
Yself (SDV)
nY -air(SDV)
nY -self(SDV)

nSDV_air (unitless)
nSDV_self (unitless)
γSDV_ 2_air (cm−1 atm−1 )
γSDV_ 2_self (cm−1 atm−1 )
nγSDV_ 2_air (unitless)
nγSDV_ 2_self (unitless)
δSDV_ 0_air (cm−1 atm−1 )
δSDV_ 0_self (cm−1 atm−1 )
YSDV_air (cm−1 )
YSDV_self (cm−1 )
nYSDV_air (unitless)
nYSDV_self (unitless)

gamma_SDV_0_air_296
gamma_SDV_0_self_296
n_SDV_air_296
n_SDV_self_296
gamma_SDV_2_air_296
gamma_SDV_2_self_296
n_gamma_SDV_2_air_296
n_gamma_SDV_2_self_296
delta_SDV_0_air_296
delta_SDV_0_self_296
Y_SDV_air_296
Y_SDV_self_296
n_Y_SDV_air_296
n_Y_SDV_self_296

Speed dep. half-widths
Temp. dep. speed dep.
Line shifts
First-order line-mixing
Temp. dep. ﬁrst-order
line-mixing

a
The notations presented here are common notations often encountered in this paper (although sometimes
they slightly differ, for instance (SDV) is dropped if there is a dedicated SDV section where parameter is presented), symbols/notation that users can select on HITRANonline, and “database notation” (referring to actual
names of the parameters in the SQL structure). The latter are used by HAPI for instance to download a particular parameter.
b
The speed dependence and the temperature dependence of the line shift parameters are not presented in
this table because of the lack of accurate measurements for these parameters.

broadening and shift parameters together with their temperature
dependences. The air-broadening parameters of CO2 were determined from requantized classical molecular dynamics simulations
(rCMDS) [174] using the SDV proﬁle as presented in Table 1 of
the supplemental ﬁles from Ref. [161] with adequate coverage of
the rotational transitions and an extensive set of the required
SDV parameters. The results were extrapolated using the Padé
approximants and applied to all the bands of CO2 for the airbroadening, air-speed dependence of width (γ2 -air), and their temperature dependences. Isotopic dependence of the broadening parameters was ignored and therefore the same approach was used
for all 12 isotopologues. Comparison of the temperature dependence of the half-widths and the temperature dependence of the
speed-dependent parameter in Ref. [161] revealed that the temperature exponents for γ0 and γ2 parameters were not the same.
Using HAPI, the SDV parameters were checked by modeling the
laboratory spectra, and the corresponding residuals (experimentcalculations) conﬁrmed the validity of the parameters [161]. It is
noteworthy that for verifying the parameters, we have also examined the measurements which were issued after the release of the
Ref. [161] data and in general very good agreement was found between HITRAN2020 and these measurements. See for example Ref.
[175].
For updating the self-broadening half-widths (γ0 -self) of CO2
and the self speed dependence (γ2 -self) of CO2 using the SDV
proﬁle originally, the measured self-broadening by Predoi-Cross
et al. [176] and the self speed-dependence measured by Daneshvar
et al. [177] were used in Ref. [161]. However, for the HITRAN2020
edition, the very recent high-accuracy measurements for several
bands in the 1.6 μm region by Birk et al. [153] were used. These
data potentially allow for assessing the vibrational dependence of
the self-half-width parameters. Fig. 6 presents the self-broadening
parameters as a function of m for different bands. The agreement
between the measured self-broadening in Ref. [176] and the mea-
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Fig. 6. The self-broadening parameters for CO2 transitions at 296 K using the SDV
proﬁle. The values by Predoi-Cross et al. [176] are compared with the measurement
of Ref. [177]. The Birk et al. [153] values are also presented for different bands.

sured data by Birk et al. [153] for the 30 013–0 0 0 01 band is apparent. The measured self-broadening of Ref. [177] for the 21102–
0 0 0 01 band is also comparable with those of 30 013–0 0 0 01 band
values.
Among the various bands measured in Ref. [153], for the
30 011–0 0 0 01, 30 012–0 0 0 01, 30 013–0 0 0 01, and 30 014–0 0 0 01
bands the vibrational dependence is principally smaller than 1%.
However, several data fall outside of the regular pattern for the
lines with J > 30 of the 0 0 031–0 0 0 01 band. An appreciable difference of about 10% for the self-broadening parameters, when comparing the 0 0 031–0 0 0 01 and 30 013–0 0 0 01 band lines, indicates
the vibrational dependence of the self-widths. Therefore for HITRAN2020, the 3ν3 band was treated separately, and for all other
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ing the ﬁrst-order line-mixing which are available at Zenodo [179].
The preliminary ABSCO-formatted tables were tested by the OCO2 science team through comparison of modeled spectra to TCCON
measurements of atmospheric transmission and the results showed
substantial improvement over those generated with HITRAN2016
as discussed in Ref. [180].
All of the veriﬁcation investigations [161] conﬁrmed that including the ﬁrst-order line-mixing parameters is a quick method
for calculating the cross-sections with a reasonable improvement
in the residuals. Nevertheless, wherever the Q-branch lines are
present, the ﬁrst-order approximation fails to correctly model the
spectra, and ultimately, it creates negative absorption coeﬃcients.
Therefore, for the more compact spectral regions, the application
of full line-mixing is recommended. The current form of the linemixing code does not support the formulation of the SDV proﬁle
accounting for the full line-mixing effect because of the complexity of the calculation. This issue will be studied for the forthcoming
releases of the database. Furthermore, for future editions, we plan
to add the HT proﬁle [74] parameters to the database of carbon
dioxide parameters, which will be valuable in enhancing the retrieval accuracy if the proper functional forms are adopted in the
radiative transfer codes.
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Fig. 7. The self speed-dependence of width parameters for CO2 transitions at 296
K using the SDV proﬁle. The measured values for different bands by Birk et al.
[153] and Daneshvar et al. [177] are compared.

bands no vibrational dependence has been assumed at the moment and the 30 013–0 0 0 01 band results were used. The measured
self-shifts of Ref. [153] were used to update the self-shifts for the
measured bands and were also used to improve the prediction algorithm for the bands that were not measured.
Similarly, for updating the self speed-dependence of widths,
the measured data of Ref. [153] were used to avoid mixing the
data from different sources. Fig. 7 displays the γ2 -self parameters
for different bands and, as can be seen after m > 35, the values
deviate from each other. The Padé approximants (Eq. (1)) were
used for extrapolating the 30 013–0 0 0 01 band results from Ref.
[153] to all the bands except for the 0 0 031–0 0 0 01 band. After
more high-quality experiments become available in various bands,
it would be worth attempting to determine the vibrational dependence of the self-broadened half-widths, their temperature, and
speed-dependencies.

2.2.10. Introducing water-vapor broadening parameters
The predominant importance of water vapor in the terrestrial
atmosphere, and its key role in the Earth’s climate system, mean
the water spectrum has been the subject of numerous studies. At
the same time the collisional broadening effects introduced by water vapor on other molecules are required in order to accurately
characterize and model spectra of the atmospheres with signiﬁcant
amounts of water vapor. Furthermore, the collisional broadening of
spectral lines by water vapor is much larger than that by nitrogen
and oxygen. Therefore, we introduced the pressure-broadening parameters including the temperature-dependent exponents due to
water vapor in the HITRAN database through semi-empirical models based on the third- to fourth-order Padé approximants (Eq. (1)).
The ﬁrst part of this work was reported for the lines of CO2 , N2 O,
CO, CH4 , O2 , NH3 , and H2 S [49].
The water-vapor broadening parameters (γH2 O ) and their temperature dependence exponents (nH2 O ) for CO2 transitions were
determined using a semi-empirical approach by ﬁtting accurate parameters to a Padé approximant. The collected data sets included
early theoretical calculations from Rosenmann et al. [181,182] and
the more recent experimental results from Sung et al. [183–185].
The ﬁtted half-widths of water-vapor broadening are valid up to
J ≤ 121. The new Padé function approach is advantageous over extend the standard polynomial functions as it overcomes the convergence issues for high rotational J transitions, which can become
signiﬁcant at high temperatures. Meanwhile, the temperaturedependent exponents for water vapor broadening of CO2 are also
included in the updating water-vapor broadening parameter data
sets.

2.2.9. Updating the CO2 line-mixing package
The FORTRAN code by Lamouroux et al. [166] is used for predicting the line-mixing effect in all the bands of CO2 either accounting for the full line-mixing (using the VP) or the ﬁrst-order
approximation (using the VP and SDV proﬁles). The update to
the CO2 line-mixing package is speciﬁed in Ref. [161] and the
modiﬁcations to the line positions, intensities [134] and the relevant line-shape parameters [161] for the HITRAN2020 edition
were addressed to update the package. Also, the partition functions
were calculated employing TIPS2017 [178]. Moreover, the ﬁrstorder line-mixing and its temperature dependence were implemented in HAPI to be taken into account with different line-shape
proﬁles [52]. Based on the analyses performed using the measured
laboratory spectra in Ref. [161], similar residuals were obtained
when the transmission spectra were generated using i) the VP accounting for full line-mixing, and ii) the SDV modeled with ﬁrstorder line-mixing. For instance, for the examined regions when
only the P- and R-branch lines were present, the difference was on
the order of 0.1% at 296K. Compared to HITRAN2016, an improvement of about 0.5% in the calculated residuals was achieved when
using the new spectroscopic parameters and including line-mixing
(implied by Fig. 13, 16, 18, and 19 of Ref. [161]).
For the purpose of atmospheric validation, the CO2 line-mixing
package was used to calculate the absorption coeﬃcients (ABSCOformatted tables) in the 470 0–510 0 cm−1 region corresponding to
the so-called “strong band” in the OCO-2 mission. The ABSCO tables are produced using both Voigt proﬁle accounting for the ﬁrstorder and full line-mixing, and the speed-dependent Voigt includ-

2.3. O3 : ozone (molecule 3)
Ozone plays a crucial role in the chemistry of the terrestrial atmosphere. Its concentrations and vertical distribution are among
key factors that drive the quality of human life on Earth, a protector from harmful UV radiation but also a pollutant. Not surprisingly, it is actively monitored by satellite [19,21,22,186], balloon
[187,188], and ground-based spectrometers [189] operating from
the MW to UV parts of the spectrum.
Although ozone was one of the ﬁrst gases introduced into HITRAN, and there is no lack of laboratory measurements (see, for instance, the review by Barbe et al. [190]) or theoretical calculations,
it remains one of the most challenging line lists in the database. In
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particular, a major challenge is related to obtaining self-consistency
in band intensities of ozone in various spectral intervals. This is
mandatory to avoid discrepancies in the atmospheric ozone retrieval using different spectral windows. In this context, the previously available line-by-line compilations were not fully satisfactory, as shown by laboratory and atmospheric validations (see for
instance, [191,192]).
The IR measurements of line intensities of ozone are very challenging. Usually, relative uncertainties in line intensities obtained
via ﬁts of observed spectra with effective spectroscopic models
could be signiﬁcantly smaller than the absolute uncertainties. This
is because the dynamic range in line intensities is very large,
making it necessary to use spectra obtained at different pressure/path length conditions in the ﬁt. As ozone is an unstable
species, the partial pressure conditions are diﬃcult to control precisely, which is one of the main factors contributing to inconsistencies between absolute band intensities in different spectral intervals. Related issues for laboratory measurements have been discussed in Refs. [193–198] and references therein. Therefore simultaneous measurements in the MW or UV regions are usually carried out, because the intensities of low-J MW lines can be directly
linked to the permanent dipole moment of the molecule, which
is known very precisely. The UV standards were considered to be
well-calibrated. Also, due to relatively small rotational constants,
the IR spectra of ozone are quite congested. Consequently, only
a restricted number of the non-blended lines could be accurately
measured. Complete line lists for a given band system are typically
produced by calculations using empirically-ﬁtted parameters of the
effective Hamiltonian (EH) and effective dipole transition moment
(EDTM) parameters [190,199]. This implies the increase of uncertainties for extrapolated/interpolated ranges.
As described in the previous section devoted to carbon dioxide,
modern ab initio calculations allow the determination of precise
intensity values for many molecules, except for so-called “sensitive” bands or lines that for molecules like carbon dioxide are not
very frequent. Unfortunately, for ozone, it is not always the case,
and although a great many calculated intensities are of very good
quality, the amount of lines where intensities can not be calculated
reliably from ﬁrst principles is quite large due to severe resonance
perturbations, many of which are caused by the “dark” states [190].
Nevertheless, as will be shown below, ab initio calculations can be
employed for many transitions or serve as a validation tool.
Ozone data in HITRAN2016 [16] weres a substantial improvement compared to previous editions in many spectral regions [76].
Following the release of HITRAN2016, Ref. [195] measured the MW
and IR bands at 10 μm simultaneously and found an excellent
consistency (better than 1%) between these bands when using HITRAN2016. Assuming that the intensities of the strongest lines in
the pure rotational band should be known at a sub-percent level,
Ref. [195] concluded that the intensities in the 10- μm band in
HITRAN2016 are therefore also of excellent quality. However, Birk
et al. [200] have shown that the MW intensities in HITRAN were
too weak by ∼3.8%, which in the context of the conclusions of Ref.
[195] implies that the same scaling should apply to the 10-μm
band. These ﬁndings have paved the way to an extensive international campaign for remeasuring and recalculating spectral parameters of ozone in all spectral regions from the MW to UV. Although not all of these works have been published, the new data
have gone through intensive evaluation procedures, including comparisons with laboratory, ground-based, satellite, and balloon measurements. It was concluded that a combination of data from new
laboratory and theoretical sources yield much better consistency of
the intensities of ozone bands and also increase the quality of all
parameters of individual lines. This is undoubtedly one of the highlights of HITRAN2020. Below we describe three sets of experimental and theoretical data in the IR region and how they were com-

bined, based on the validations, to form the HITRAN2020 ozone
line list. UV data are still only available in cross-sections, and that
new dataset is described in Section 3.2.1.
2.3.1. New “S&MPO_2020d” line list
In December 2020, a new update for the S&MPO ReimsTomsk line list (http://smpo.iao.ru, http://smpo.univ-reims.fr)
[194] was made, featuring substantial changes in line intensities
[201,202] and line positions [203] not only for the principal but
also for minor isotopologues [204,205]. The line positions and
lower-state energies in S&MPO are based on empirical Hamiltonian models, while the intensities are mostly empirical or
semi-empirical, which in the new edition often includes corrections based on ab initio calculations.
2.3.1.1. 16 O16 O16 O: ab initio intensity corrections and empirical line
positions. Ab initio calculations of ozone have signiﬁcantly advanced over the years, which enables one to improve the modeling of collisional processes [206,207] and of vibrational dynamics
[208,209] using the PES [210] obtained at a high level of electronic
structure theory. Recently, it was shown [201] that line intensity
calculations by variational method from the ab initio dipole moment surfaces (DMS) of Tyuterev et al. [211] can help to resolve
controversies among previously reported 16 O16 O16 O data sets in the
MW, 5- and 10-μm ranges.
A comparison of results from Ref. [211] with very accurate FTS
intensity measurements of Barbe et al. (GSMA, Reims) and preliminary data from Refs. [196,197] in the 5- and 10-μm ranges and
with Stark-effect data in the MW [212] have shown an average
agreement within 0.3–1.0% for strong lines between ab initio theory and these experiments. The tight scatter in these results made
it evident that the HITRAN2016 intensities must be increased by
2.5% to 4.5% in the corresponding regions. This was also consistent with the results reported in Refs. [195,198,200]. For the 2020
update of the S&MPO line list (and ultimately HITRAN2020 in selected spectral regions), we have extended ab initio intensity corrections for 31 bands including 14 cold and 17 hot bands in the
range from 0 to 4300 cm−1 using the DMS from Ref. [211]. The
corresponding details of calculations are described in the dedicated
publication by Tyuterev et al. [202] in this special issue. The summary of changes in line intensities between S&MPO_2020d and HITRAN2016 is shown in Fig. 8.
The target accuracy of line intensities for unstable species like
ozone is currently considered as being within 1% for strong and
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Table 4
New (with respect to HITRAN2016) bands added to HITRAN2020
adapted from S&MPO_20d for the principle isotopologue of ozone in
“natural” abundance. Minimum and maximum wavenumbers νmin and
νmax , number of lines N and sum of line intensities within individual
bands Sν .
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1187.006
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for the 16 O3 ozone in the 0–5791 cm−1 range corrected by more than dν =
ν (S&MPO_20d ) − ν (HITRAN2016 ) > 0.0 0 03 cm−1 are indicated in magenta. Shaded
areas correspond to the spectral regions where S&MPO_20d was not used for the
HITRAN2020 ozone database.

about 3 or 5% for weak transitions. At this level of accuracy, the
best ab initio calculations can be competitive with precise experimental measurements [201]. However, it is well known that ab initio calculations for multi-electron molecules are not able to achieve
experimental high-resolution accuracy in line positions (0.001–
0.0 0 01 cm−1 ) because this corresponds to relative precision requirements in wavenumbers of 10−7 or 10−8 . In a previous release
of the S&MPO database [194], the line positions were computed
from empirically-ﬁtted EH parameters except for the cases where
effective models do not provide experimental accuracy because of
the large number of strongly coupled bands and “dark states” perturbations [190]. Empirical corrections to line positions and energy
levels must then be accounted for. Detailed explanations on the
improvements in the line positions are provided in Ref. [203] and
only brief summary is provided here. Part of these changes corresponded to a simple update of old EH parameters from the previous S&MPO releases by more recent ones: this concerns MW and
ν2 ranges, as well as the 40 0 0 cm−1 range [213].
Furthermore, a new list including both line positions and
intensities was generated for the strongest ν1 /ν3 bands using
EH and EDTM parameters [203] obtained from the analyses of
GSMA/Reims spectra at 10 μm. In particular, the line positions
with large (Ka > 20) rotational quantum numbers were improved
for the ν3 band. The third type of change concerns empirical
corrections of line positions near 2700 cm−1 and in the 2900–
5500 cm−1 range. Following the recent analysis of Ref. [213], the
most signiﬁcant corrections concern the complex band system
(103)/(004)/(310)–(000) near 4000 cm−1 and in the corresponding
hot bands. Some other corrections concern “exotic” accidental resonance perturbations like those involving the (040) and (050) states.
Note that a line position correction in one range resulted in many
more “induced” corrections in other ranges via the shifts in energy levels. Finally, a limited number of line intensities were empirically adjusted, particularly in the ranges near 30 0 0 cm−1 and
50 0 0 cm−1 [203]. Overall, in the spectral range of 0–5791 cm−1 ,
the S&MPO_20d list contains 312,669 lines. There are 25 newly
generated weak hot bands in that list, 16 of which (above 1180
cm−1 ) were adapted to HITRAN2020. A summary of these 16 bands
is presented in Table 4. A global Table including band statistics for
all the bands versus HITRAN2016 is given in the Supplementary
Materials.
A summary of line position corrections and new lines is given
in Fig. 9. A detailed description will be presented in a dedicated
publication in this special issue [203].

An example of an improvement for the transmittance calculation near 40 0 0 cm−1 using the S&MPO_20d (and hence HITRAN2020 in this region) list including recent results of analysis [213] with the subsequent ab initio corrections for intensities
[202] is given in Fig. 10.
It is instructive to compare the S&MPO_20d line list with other
recent data based on accurate laboratory intensity measurements.
Tables 5 and 6 show an excellent agreement for RMS and mean
deviations in line-by-line intensities with the DLR list described in
Section 2.3.2 in the 10-μm range. On the full sample of the common lines of these lists, the sum of intensities Sν gives very close
values with a deviation of only 0.07% for the strongest ozone band
ν3 and of 0.25% for ν1 (see Table 5). A systematic offset is almost
negligible – between 0.1% and 0.2% for the mean intensity values.
For the strong and medium lines, the RMS deviation is signiﬁcantly
smaller for the dominant band ν3 within about 0.25% (Fig. 11). The
deviation increases to an RMS of 0.5% when extending to medium
lines including the sample of 10 0 0 transitions (see Table 6). As expected, the scatter increases for weak lines, though many of these
weak lines have not been experimentally measured and rely on extrapolations.
Another accurate set of intensities in the 5=and 10μm ranges
have been recently obtained in Refs. [196,197]. Preliminary comparison between the ab initio and empirical list ﬁtted to LERMA spec-

Table 5
Comparison of integrated intensities for the cold bands in the 10 μm range between S&MPO_20d and DLR line lists for the principle isotopologue, for the common sample of transitions.
Band

N

νmin

νmax

S&MPO Sν

DLR Sν

(Sν )

ν3
ν1

6212
5991

980.042
980.126

1219.990
1219.838

1.398E-17
5.287E-19

1.397E-17
5.274E-19

0.07 %
0.25 %

Table 6
Comparison of RMS and mean intensity deviations between
S&MPO_20d and DLR 16 O3 line lists for strong lines of the ν1 and ν3
bands
Band

N

Smin

Smax

RMS(S), %

Mean(S), %

ν3

500
1000
500
1000

9.4E-21
2.0E-21
3.0E-22
1.6E-22

4.2E-20
4.2E-20
3.4E-21
3.4E-21

0.24
0.50
0.60
0.88

0.08
0.15
0.23
0.13

ν1

17
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Fig. 12. Ratio of intensities S(S&MPO_20d) / S(LERMA_obs) for the strongest lines in
the 5-μm range. Note that the S&MPO data are used in HITRAN2020 in this spectral
region.

tra [197] was reported in Ref. [201] where only 50 of the strongest
transitions were included. Table 7 summarizes the results of an extended statistical comparison with a complete set of experimental
lines determined by Jacquemart et al. [197] from LERMA spectra
using a speed-dependent line proﬁle. The comparison for individual strong lines is shown in Fig. 12. Excellent agreement is obvious
from these comparisons.
Interestingly, on the common sample of measured
lines, the LERMA(obs) gives almost exactly the same ratio
Sν (10 μm )/Sν (5 μm ) as the S&MPO_20d line list testifying to
a perfect intensity consistency of the two data sets between these
spectral ranges, which are of primary importance for atmospheric
applications.

2.3.1.2. 16 O16 O18 O isotopologue. About thirty ozone spectra enriched with 18 O were recorded with the GSMA FTS spectrometer using different cell lengths, 18 O/16 O oxygen isotopic mixtures,
and different pressures varying from 4 to 20 Torr. The analyses of the spectra in the range between 900 and 3850 cm−1 allowed Ref. [205] to extend substantially the information about
ro-vibrational transitions and energy levels of the 16 O16 O18 O isotopologue, belonging to the Cs point group. The assignment and
modeling have been carried out using EH and EDTM operators
with the help of theoretical predictions of the band centers, rotational constants and some coupling parameters. The latter ones
have been derived from an ab initio potential energy surface (PES)
[210] using the MOL_CT code [214] in the standard format of
the EH [194,215] of the S&MPO system. We ﬁxed the coupling
term values to the predicted ones for the complete polyads of observed bands below 2500 cm−1 to characterize the intensity transfer among the observed bands. Above 2500 cm−1 , our effective
models include only those coupling terms, which correspond to
the observed perturbations. In total, 9976 ro-vibrational transitions
belonging to the 15 bands of 16 O16 O18 O were assigned and modeled with average accuracy of the order of 10−3 cm−1 . The set of
7030 corresponding upper-state ro-vibrational energy levels were
determined. Overall a line list of 49,148 transitions is provided
for the HITRAN2020 database for 13 observed bands of 16 O16 O18 O

Table 7
Comparison of RMS, mean and integrated deviations for line intensities between the S&MPO_20d list and experimental values from LERMA [197] in the
10- and 5- μm ranges for (16 O3)

a

1.6E-21

Range

Bands

N

(Sν )a

RMS(S)

Mean (S)

10 μm
5 μm

ν3 , ν1 , ν2 + ν3 − ν2
ν1 + ν3 , 2ν3

497
319

0.28 %
-0.04%

0.78%
0.37%

0.26%
-0.02%

relative deviations of sums of all line intensities for the range
18
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HITRAN2020 ozone update summary: isotopologues
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O O O
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16

O16 O18 O,

16

Isotopologue

Band

N

Region, cm−1

Sν , cm·mol−1

16

001-000
100-000
020-000
011-000
110-000
002-000
101-000
200-000
111-000
111-010
003-000
102-000
201-000
Total
101-000
001-000
100-000
101-000
Total

3694
7216
505
2474
4188
8149
3468
8635
1910
2166
1562
3241
1940
49148
2135
1157
107
820
2084

961.88–1117.65
973.69–1187.47
1342.89–1398.80
1644.36–1720.54
1663.38–1894.67
1897.41–2113.39
2017.37–2113.59
2063.76–2274.12
2701.72–2767.50
2015.15–2084.74
2930.52–3011.53
2965.77–3123.18
3103.03–3164.88
961.88–3164.88
2045.82–2121.62
968.30–1054.70
1082.60–1124.24
2029.66–2101.31
968.30–2101.31

5.122E-20
4.017E-21
7.706E-25
2.033E-22
6.376E-23
6.941E-22
3.889E-21
2.354E-22
9.528E-23
3.835E-27
4.316E-22
1.221E-22
3.782E-23
6.101E-20
6.078E-22
4.857E-21
3.571E-23
2.674E-22
5.160E-21

16
16

O16 O18 O

O16 O17 O
O17 O16 O

K). These measurements were combined with four previously published ambient temperature measurements [219] with lower column amount, which were complementary to the new measurements. The availability of a new multi-spectrum ﬁtting tool (see
Ref. [66] and reference cited therein) motivated re-analysis of the
previous measurements and yielded improved results, especially
when combined with the new measurements.
Four N2 -broadened and three O2 -broadened ozone measurements at ambient temperature from Ref. [219] were re-analyzed
with the multi-spectrum ﬁtting tool, also yielding air-broadening
and shift parameters.

O16 O17 O and

2.3.2.1. Self-broadened spectra. The primary goal of the line ﬁtting
was new line positions and intensities of the main isotopologue.
The analysis has shown that for this purpose self-broadening and
self speed-dependence have to be considered. All self-broadened
spectra were analyzed simultaneously using multi-spectrum ﬁtting. The initial guess was HITRAN2016. The measurements were
individually frequency-calibrated against HITRAN2012 ozone line
positions. Lines were ﬁtted in the intensity range 1.0 × 10−23 to
4.0 × 10−20 cm/molecule with statistical line intensity uncertainties <10% for the weakest lines. The weaker lines are especially
important for limb-sounding space instruments measuring ozone.
An EH approach was applied to ﬁt line positions and intensities
of the fundamentals ν1 and ν3 simultaneously. Hot bands in the
ν3 region were also considered in the intensity analysis. Using
the parameters from this analysis, the line positions and intensities were calculated, avoiding extrapolation. The calculated data
were used to replace the HITRAN2016 values. In the case of ν2 , a
scalar (1.014) was ﬁtted to match HITRAN2016 intensities to the
experimental ones. All ν2 intensities were replaced by scaled HITRAN2016 values. Experimental line positions for hot bands in the
ν3 region were used in the database for isolated lines when the
line intensity statistical error was less than 10% and the difference
to the HITRAN2016 line position was less than 0.02 cm−1 . In the
case of the most abundant isotopologue, and lines in the ν3 /ν1 region where no predictions from the EH were available, the intensities were scaled by (1.023+1.017)/2. The two values were obtained
by weighted ﬁtting of the experimental line intensities against HITRAN for the ν1 and ν3 bands.
Data are given for three different regions: 70 0–80 0 cm−1 (ν2 ),
980–1070 cm−1 (mainly ν3 ), 1070–1180 cm−1 (mainly ν1 ). Line positions and intensities of ozone isotopologues were ﬁtted but not
used for the ﬁnal database. The isotopologue abundance differs
from the natural abundance by more than 10% due to the kinetics in the ozone production in the silent discharge. Therefore, no
reliable line intensities were available from the line ﬁtting.
Previous sections already implied an excellent agreement of
both DLR and Janssen et al. [196,197] with S&MPO data, and there
is naturally an excellent agreement between these two experimental datasets. It should be noted that the DLR experimental data
contain lines up to 100 times weaker than those of Janssen et al.
The measurement and line parameter databases can be downloaded from Ref. [220].

up to ν = 3. The corresponding information is summarized
in Table 8.
2.3.1.3. 16 O16 O17 O and 16 O17 O16 O isotopologues. The 5- and 10-μm
ranges of the 17 O-substituted ozone isotopologue were reinvestigated using GSMA Fourier spectra. The line positions for 15 transitions in the ν3 band in HITRAN2016 data for the 16 O17 O16 O isotopomer were shifted by an order of 10−3 cm−1 with respect to
the experimental spectrum. The spectral line parameters for this
isotopic species have been available in the HITRAN database for almost two decades: the ν1 and ν3 bands from Ref. [216] and ν1 + ν3
from Ref. [217]. In these calculations, different parameters for the
ground state have been used. In Ref. [204], the ν1 , ν3 and ν1 + ν3
bands of the 16 O17 O16 O isotopomer were modeled simultaneously
to improve the parameters of the ground state energy level. The
analysis of the ν1 + ν3 bands of 16 O16 O17 O was also extended. The
parameters allowed for the generation of new line lists in the corresponding spectral ranges (see Table 8).
2.3.2. O3 DLR database
New mid-infrared ozone measurements in the range 60 0–120 0
cm−1 were carried out within the framework of the ESA project
SEOM-IAS, ESA/AO/1-7566/13/I-BG. A detailed publication is in
preparation [198]. The goal of this task was to resolve discrepancies in retrieved atmospheric ozone amount between observations in the mid-infrared (MIR) and ultraviolet (UV). An important output of this effort is the new data described in this section and in the section on UV absorption cross-sections for O3 (see
Section 3.2.1).
The new FTS transmittance measurements were carried out
with a Bruker IFS 125 HR high resolution spectrometer in combination with a coolable four-window single-pass cell [218] of pathlength 22.15 cm which was also used for the UV measurements
utilizing a different window pair. The same four-window cell was
used under reproducible conditions for both the UV and MIR measurements, and absorption spectra were recorded under sealed-off
conditions. Ozone was prepared from O2 in a silent discharge and
puriﬁed and handled using procedures similar to those given in
Ref. [219]. Because decomposition of ozone was negligible at the
low temperatures considered, the sample number densities could
be derived from absolute pressure and temperature measurements.
The new measurements were recorded with high-column amounts
and different temperatures (23 mbar at 293 K, 11 mbar at 234

2.3.2.2. N2 - and O2 -broadened spectra. Ambient temperature N2 and O2 -broadened spectra were presented and analyzed in Ref.
[219]. The air-broadened values were taken from polynomial representations and the resulting air-broadening parameters are given
in the editions HITRAN2004 (and with some corrections in HITRAN2008) through HITRAN2016. These measurements had considerable self-broadening contributions. The new measurements at
high ozone pressure together with the old pure ozone measurements allowed for the determination of the self-broadening parameters to be more accurate than in the old analysis. The multispectrum ﬁtting was thus applied for the N2 - and O2 -broadened
19
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measurements using the new self-broadening data to determine
N2 - and O2 -broadening parameters on an individual line basis. In
case of the weaker ν1 and ν2 bands, the data were too noisy but
still conﬁrmed the validity of the polynomials mentioned above.
For the stronger ν3 band, more accurate values are available. As in
Ref. [219], a simple Voigt proﬁle was used, neglecting speed dependence. Air-broadening parameters were calculated for the strong
lines in the ν3 region when the statistical uncertainty for the N2 and O2 -broadening parameter was better than 4% and 8%, respectively.
N2 - and O2 -pressure shifts were obtained for several lines in
the ν3 region. Since absolute frequencies were not available, the
shifts were calibrated with the accurate shifts of two lines determined by Minissale et al. [221]. Among the eight lines where
Minissale et al. determined air-pressure shifts, two were also available in the DLR data set with suﬃcient precision. The calibration is
accurate to 0.0 0 024 cm−1 /atm. A second-order polynomial in γ0,air
was found to be a reasonable representation of the shifts. In the
case where the N2 - and O2 -pressure shifts both had smaller statistical uncertainties than 0.001 cm−1 /atm, their resulting air shift
was added into the database. For all other transitions in the ν3 fundamental, the value calculated from the polynomial was entered.

ally calculated intensities, the distribution has been corrected using the intensity distribution from HITRAN2016 for the transitions
involved.
In the work of Ref. [222], the complementary nature of EH
models used in HITRAN2016 [16] (with full vibrational and rotational assignment and accurate line positions) and variational calculated intensities has been used to generate a line list between
0 and 4930 cm−1 for the main isotopologue. Only transitions with
an intensity cutoff of 10−24 cm/molecule at 296 K and with J values below 60 have been generated. Note that for 5% of the transitions generated for the line list (77,819 total transitions), the
variationally-calculated intensities were corrected using the intensity distribution from HITRAN2016.
As already noted, the variationally-calculated line intensities
have been found to be in very good agreement with recent measurements [196,197] at 10 and 5 μm: sub-percent average discrepancies (as well as sub-percent standard deviation associated with
the averages values) are reached for the ν1 and ν1 + ν3 bands for
476 and 316 common transitions respectively. The whole comparison ﬁle is available as supplemental data to Ref. [222]. An interesting case has been noticed concerning the 2ν1 –ν3 band in the 10μm region. Indeed for this band, the average deviation between
variational and HITRAN2016 intensities reaches 28% whereas recent measurements from Birk et al. [220] leads to intensities in
better agreement with the variational calculation (average deviation 5.2%). In this region HITRAN2016 is based on the EH model
from Flaud et al. [224] constructed when no measurements were
available for this band. When accounting for the recent measurements by Birk et al. [220] in an EH model, the average discrepancy between the variationally calculated intensities and the EH
calculated intensities from Flaud [225] (that were ultimately employed in HITRAN2020) is 3.3% (with a standard deviation of 2.1%).
The 2ν1 –ν3 band provides another example that variationallycalculated intensities could provide a better alternative for the
bands where no reliable experimental or semi-empirical information exists.
In order to be tested against atmospheric validations, a HITRAN2016 type line list has been generated where HITRAN2016
line intensities were replaced by the variationally calculated ones
(eventually corrected as discussed in Ref. [222]) for transitions presented in Ref. [222].

2.3.2.3. Error considerations. Line position accuracy is the same as
for HITRAN2012 through HITRAN2016 given for most lines (10−4 –
10−3 cm−1 ). For line intensity, several error sources have to be considered: number density, absorption path, temperature, instrumental line shape, line model, EH approach. The excellent agreement
with Janssen et al. data validates overall accuracy <1% for at least
the stronger lines. Deﬁnitely, the integrated band intensities have
accuracies <1% too. From comparison of experimental and predicted line intensities, it was assumed that for lines with intensities >3×10−23 the error was <1%. Since the ν2 band has no Coriolis perturbation in contrast to the ν1 /ν3 pair, the relative intensities
in the ν2 band in HITRAN2016 should be better than 1% for lines
>3×10−23 . All new EH approach predictions in the ν1 /ν3 band
<3×10−23 , and the ν2 HITRAN2016 intensities <3,×10−23 were assigned 1–2% errors. For all other lines in the ν1 /ν3 region, which
are scaled HITRAN2016, the error was set to 2–5%.
The error for γ0,air in HITRAN2016 for lines based on the polynomial representation of Ref. [219] was 2–5%. The same error was
given for the new data. It should be noted that this error bar is
quite conservative and includes statistical and systematic uncertainties. Due to ignoring speed dependence, the broadening could
be systematically too small by ∼2%.
For all lines in the ν3 band, where the air shift was updated, an
error of 10−4 to 10−3 cm−1 /atm was estimated.

2.3.4. O3 atmospheric validations and choices for HITRAN2020
The three line lists presented above were rigorously validated
against laboratory, TCCON, and balloon spectra by Toon [226]. The
quality was assessed based on minimal RMS in selected spectral
windows and consistency of the amount of ozone from window
to window. It is important to stress again that not only intensities
are different in the new line lists. With respect to HITRAN2016,
the S&MPO line list contains new bands, updated line positions
and intensities for four isotopologues, including the principal isotopologue; however line-shape parameters are the same as in HITRAN2016. It is the most complete list and yields the most consistent retrieved amount of ozone over all spectral windows. It is
therefore used as a base line list for HITRAN2020, with parts of it
being replaced, where appropriate, with other line lists based on
the atmospheric validations. The DLR line list contains new line
positions, intensities and line-shape parameters; however the isotopologue information is that from HITRAN2016. The UCL line list
contains only new intensity information. It was found that in overlapping spectral ranges in most cases all three line lists supersede
the HITRAN2016 line list in quality. An exception is only the region of the ν2 fundamental, where the intensities in the S&MPO
and UCL line lists seem to be inferior to those in HITRAN2016 and
especially the DLR line list. Based on the validations presented in
Ref. [226] and ﬁndings in Ref. [200], the following wavenumber-

2.3.3. O3 UCL line intensities
A synthetic line list calculated at University College London
(UCL) for the principle isotopologue of ozone has been recently
presented in Ref. [222]. Variational calculation using a semiempirical PES [223] and ab initio DMS [211] produced very accurate values for the line intensities for the intense cold bands ν1
and ν1 + ν3 as compared to recent measurements performed in
LERMA [196,197], respectively, at 10 and 5 μm. However, variational line positions are far away from their experimental values
and complete assignment of rotational and vibrational quantum
numbers are missing from the variationally calculated line list. Corrections for intensities distorted by resonances in the variational
calculation with ab initio DMS due to the artiﬁcial intensity stealing has been developed and applied [222]. When resonances occur
between levels, the distribution of the line intensities between the
transitions involving the resonant levels is often incorrectly represented in variational calculations [115], but the sum of intensities is correct. As a consequence, based on the sum of variation20
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2.4.2. N2 O line shapes
In the description of the atmospheric retrievals by ACE-FTS (Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment–Fourier transform spectrometer),
Boone et al. [231] have stressed the need for a revision of lineshape parameters for certain bands in HITRAN and the importance
of including the non-Voigt parameters. This issue has been attended in the 2020 edition of the database, where we updated the
N2 O-air and N2 O-N2 O line-shape parameters using the Voigt and
speed-dependent Voigt parameters, including the ﬁrst-order linemixing parameters [232] as presented in Table 3 of Section 2.2.
In updating the line-shape parameters of N2 O, we used the approach similar to the one used for updating the line-shape parameters of CO2 . This approach enabled providing both Voigt and
the speed-dependent Voigt parameters (including ﬁrst order linemixing) for each transition (see Ref. [233] for more details).
The air- and self-broadening parameters (using VP), their temperature dependence, and the pressure shifts of N2 O in the HITRAN2016 database were based on the earlier studies from Refs.
[234–237]. The vibrational dependence of the line widths was assumed negligible. The parameters were revised based on the recent high-quality experimental data from Adkins et al. [228]. The
new NIST spectroscopic parameters were measured in the nearIR region for the 420 0–0 0 0 0 and 50 0 0–0 0 0 0 bands obtained using their Multi-spectrum Analysis Tool for Spectroscopy (MATS)
[238] using the line-shape functions deﬁned in HAPI. The nonmeasured transitions were given an approximated value, estimated
from the results reported in Ref. [233], where the Padé approximant functions (Eq. (1)) were applied as a smoothing function over
the measured transitions and extrapolated to the higher J lines in
all the bands. The reported error codes for the measured lines correspond to the combined error type A (statistical) and B (systematic) error in the measurement. The temperature exponents of the
air-broadening parameters were also updated using the Padé approximants ﬁt to the data from Ref. [236]. For the self-broadening
(VP) parameters, there were not many measurements of N2 O available in the literature. In HITRAN2016, these values were produced
from the study by Toth [235]. For HITRAN2020, a ﬁt of the recent
measurement of γ0 -self half-widths by Werwein et al. [239] for the
0 0 02–0 0 0 0 band was used to extrapolate the results for all the
transitions in all the bands [233].
The speed-dependent parameters were not provided in HITRAN2016 except for the ν3 band of N2 O-air [240], which were obtained from a multi-spectrum ﬁt of FTS measurements. Note that
these parameters were present under the HT proﬁle parametrization in the HITRAN2016 edition. We used the air-broadened parameters measured by NIST [228] for the 50 0 0–0 0 0 0 band and expanded them for all the bands except for the ν3 band, where the
data from Ref. [240] were used for updating the air-broadening,
air speed-dependence of width, air-shift, and the ﬁrst-order linemixing parameter for the measured transitions. Based on the uncertainties of the parameters reported by NIST, in smoothing the
collisional air-broadening (for the SDV) and air-speed-dependence,
only data with |m| ≤ 40 were included in the ﬁt. For the temperature dependence of the air-broadening, we used Ref. [233] data to
produce the temperature exponent for the SDV line widths. Also, in
the the absence of the measurement of the temperature exponent
of γ2 (i.e., nγ2 ), the predicted ones for the the half-width parameters were used.
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Fig. 13. Volume mixing ratio scaling factors (VSF) obtained in different IR spectral
windows from the analyses of the FTS spectra from Kitt Peak laboratory. The absolute values are not deﬁnitive as it is hard to control the partial pressure of ozone
in the cell. Note the much improved consistency of the retrieved amount of ozone
in 5 and 10 μm regions.

dependent selections have been made for the MW-IR transitions
of ozone:
1. In the region of pure rotational transitions of all HITRAN
isotopologues of ozone, the values from the JPL catalogue
[227] were chosen. To take advantage of increased precision of
MW transitions, it should be noted that the wavenumber format for ozone in the traditional “.par” format has been updated
to F12.9 for transitions below 1.0 cm−1 , F12.8 for transitions
1.0–10.0 cm−1 , and F12.7 for transitions 10.0–100.0 cm−1 (as
previously implemented for HNO3 , PH3 , O2 and NO+ ).
2. Between 280 and 600 cm−1 the HITRAN2016 line list is retained
for HITRAN2020.
3. Between 600 and 1180 cm−1 the DLR line list is used.
4. Above 1180 cm−1 and up to 5791 cm−1 the new S&MPO line list
is used except for the 2975–3205 cm−1 region, where the RMS
of the UCL line list are the lowest. Therefore in that window
the UCL line list is used. However, one should be aware that
the retrieved amount of ozone with the latter list is noticeably
lower compared to other regions.
5. Above 5791 cm−1 the HITRAN2016 line list is retained for HITRAN2020.
Fig. 13 demonstrates the improved consistency in the ozone
amounts retrieved from the Kitt Peak laboratory spectra in the 5and 10-μm regions.
2.4. N2 O: nitrous oxide (molecule 4)
Due to its prominent presence in the terrestrial atmosphere,
nitrous oxide (N2 O) has been the subject of many spectroscopic
studies in different spectral ranges, enabling the remote-sensing
measurements of N2 O concentrations. In HITRAN2020, intensities
of the NIR bands have been updated, while a complete overhaul of
the line-shape parameters has been carried out.
2.4.1. N2 O intensities in NIR
An update to the near-infrared N2 O line intensities has been
performed based upon recent frequency-agile, rapid-scanning cavity ring-down spectroscopy measurements of the 420 0–0 0 0 0 and
50 0 0–0 0 0 0 bands near 1.6 μm [228]. A band-wide ﬁt of these
measurements has allowed for the range of |m| included for these
bands to be increased from |m| ≤ 46 to |m| ≤ 85. Furthermore,
these measurements led to combined standard uncertainties near
21
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With a similar ﬁtting approach, we produced the results for the

these bands have been accurately measured in the recent literature, in particular by CRDS [245,248–256]. Spectroscopic data available in the literature will be gathered and critically evaluated in
order to signiﬁcantly extend and improve the N2 O lists of the ﬁrst
four isotopologues in the next editions of the HITRAN and HITEMP
databases.

γ0 -self and γ2 -self (for the SDV proﬁle) parameters based on the
high-accuracy measured self-broadening using a diode laser spectrometer in Ref. [241] for eight transitions in the 3ν1 + 2ν2 band,
acquired at room-temperature. In Ref. [233], it is described how
the γ0 -self and γ2 -self were generated for the lines where these
parameters were not measured.
We used the method proposed by Hartmann [173], which was
successfully tested for the CO2 -air and CO2 -CO2 systems [161], to
calculate the pressure shifts of the transitions of air- and selfbroadened N2 O bands. Because there were not many measurements available for educating the model with the SDV and VP
shifts for different bands, we used the same air- and self-shifts for
the VP and SDV proﬁles to populate the database. The ﬁtting coefﬁcients were presented in Ref. [233]. >
The ﬁrst-order line-mixing parameters of the N2 O lines were
calculated using the Exponential Power Gap law (EPG) approximation [242] explained in Ref. [233] and provided for every transition
in HITRAN separately for the VP and SDV proﬁles for N2 O broadened by air and N2 O [233]. It should be noted that the line-shape
parameters were not updated for the 14 N18
O isotopologue in the
2
HITRAN2020 line list because of the ambiguities in assignments for
some of the NIR bands discussed in the HITRAN2016 paper.
HAPI was used to validate the results against the laboratory
spectra. By taking into account the line-mixing effect, the absorption coeﬃcient for the mixture of N2 O-air at speciﬁc temperature
T and pressure P was obtained. Using the new NIST parameters
led to improvements in calculating the spectra both for the VP and
SDV proﬁles as shown in Ref. [233].
Finally, every transition of N2 O now has γH2 O and nH2 O parameters as described in Ref. [49].

2.5. CO: carbon monoxide (molecule 5)
The HITRAN2016 [16] line list for carbon monoxide was based
on the semi-empirical line list from Li et al. [257]. For the purpose of inclusion into HITRAN2016, the line list was truncated, and
the line positions were replaced with updated calculation or stateof-the-art experimental data (see HITRAN2016 paper [16] for details). For the HITRAN2020 edition, the line positions have not been
changed, but the intensity and line-shape data have been updated.
2.5.1. CO intensities
Intensities in Li et al. [257] were calculated using the piecewise dipole moment function ﬁtted to existing experimental and
ab initio data. Therefore, it is not surprising that the values of the
intensities are primarily driven by the quality of the experimental
data used as input. Recent state-of-the-art experiments have either
conﬁrmed the quality of CO intensities in HITRAN or have issued
recommendations for improvements.
Despite the fundamental band being by far the strongest band
of CO, experimental and theoretical data for its intensities in the
literature do not agree well. Devi et al. [258] found that the intensities of the principal isotopologue of CO in HITRAN differ by
about two percent when compared to their measurements. For the
HITRAN2020 edition, the intensities of the v = 1 transitions of
all isotopologues of CO in HITRAN were reduced by 2% following
the recommendation of Ref. [258]. In the meantime, it is highly
desirable that more experiments are carried out in this band.
Intensities of the second overtone in Li et al. [257] were primarily driven by the experimental values reported in Ref. [259] with
sub-percent uncertainty. Recently the authors of Ref. [259] revised their experimental procedure, and their new measurements
[260] suggest that HITRAN2016 intensities in this band are underestimated by about 2.6%. This assessment was corroborated by independent FTS measurements by Borkov et al. [261]. Therefore, in
the HITRAN2020 edition, the intensities of the v = 3 transitions
of all isotopologues of CO in HITRAN were increased by 2.6%.
Another recent paper by Borkov et al. [262] is devoted to the
third overtone of CO. There the authors ﬁnd that although HITRAN
intensities are within respective error bars, they may be systematically off by about 2%. However, an independent CRDS study by
Bordet et al. [263] has conﬁrmed HITRAN values for this band to
better than 1%. Therefore, the intensities in this band remain unchanged.
In the future, a better way to address the intensities in the fundamental and second overtone bands would be to reﬁt the dipole
moment function from Li et al. [257] with new experimental data
and recalculate intensities. Ref. [257] notes that although their procedure should yield the same quality of results for all isotopologues (assuming no Born-Oppenheimer breakdown), comparisons
with different experimental values yield different deviations for
each of the six isotopologues. New experiments reported in Refs.
[259,261–263] do not resolve this issue. One possible explanation
is that none of the experiments had a way of measuring the relative abundance of isotopologues in the sample. Experiments with
controlled abundance are highly desirable to resolve this issue.

2.4.3. N2 O in HITEMP
The addition of N2 O to HITEMP is described in Ref. [55]. This
N2 O line list was based on the Nitrous Oxide Spectroscopic Data
Bank at 10 0 0 K (NOSD-10 0 0) [243]. Comparisons to PNNL spectra [244] in the region of the 10 0 0–0110 band of 14 N2 O required a
correction to the effective dipole moment used to calculate intensities for NOSD-10 0 0 (see Fig. 1 of Ref. [55]). To create the line list
for HITEMP, a recalculated version of the NOSD line list was then
merged with the N2 O data in HITRAN2016 [16].
The N2 O line list was added to HITEMP prior to the updates
for HITRAN2020 described in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. To maintain
consistency, updates to HITRAN will be incorporated into HITEMP
in due course. Readers should refer to Ref. [55] for a full description of the HITEMP line list for N2 O.
2.4.4. Forthcoming updates
In its present status, the HITRAN line list for N2 O has room
for improvement above 80 0 0 cm−1 . Data relative to the main isotopologue are limited to FTS data below 7796 cm−1 , mostly from
the Toth database [229,245] and correspond to an intensity cutoff of 2×10−25 cm/molecule at 296 K. The inclusion in the HITRAN dataset of the calculated line list of the 14 N18
O isotopologue
2
from Ref. [246] with an intensity cutoff of 1×10−29 cm/molecule
leads to a somewhat unusual situation. In spite of it being only
forth in abundance, 14 N18
O has the largest amount of transitions
2
in the HITRAN N2 O list, extending up to 10,363 cm−1 , while many
NIR bands of the principal isotopologue are missing. This situation
was illustrated in a recent CRDS study in the 8325–8622 cm−1 region where the HITRAN line list includes only 14 N18
2 O transitions
(see Fig. 7 in Ref. [247]). In addition, there are no 14 N15 N16 O and
15 N14 N16 O transitions in the HITRAN and HITEMP lists (in the considered region) while the 4ν3 band of the 14 N15 N16 O isotopologue
is dominant in the 8500–8550 cm−1 interval. Fortunately, many of

2.5.2. CO line shapes
The line broadening and the pressure-shift parameters of transitions of CO perturbed by air and by CO itself have been re22
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vised mainly based on a review performed in Ref. [233] on a
variety of measurements. Compared to the HITRAN2016 line list,
which included the speed-dependent parameters for only transitions of the 2–0 band (up to Jmax = 29), in the 2020 edition of
the CO line list, every line includes the speed-dependent Voigt
and the Rozenkranz line-mixing parameters [232] for both air- and
self-broadened lines. The importance of including non-Voigt line
shapes in atmospheric retrievals of CO has been highlighted by
Hochstaﬄ et al. [264,265]. Furthermore, the CO line-shape parameters for the important planetary broadeners such as CO-H2 , CO-He,
and CO-CO2 were revised [266], while parameters associated with
broadening by H2 O were introduced for the ﬁrst time as described
in Ref. [49]. A summary of these modiﬁcations for the HITRAN2020
edition is given below:

ferent bands [233]. The measured air shifts for the transitions
in the 1–0, 2–0, and 3–0 bands remained unchanged as they
were reported in HITRAN2016. Also it should be emphasized
that measured pressure self shifts of CO for the 1–0 [272], 2–
0 [270], 3–0 [269] and 4–0 [263] bands were written into the
database directly for the measured lines.
4. The CO-air and CO-CO ﬁrst-order line-mixing:
The ﬁrst-order line-mixing parameters were calculated based
on the EPG formalism [242] using both the VP and SDV broadening parameters and provided for every transition. For the 2–
0 band of the main isotopologue, the CO-air and CO-CO linemixing were taken from the measurement of Ref. [270].
5. Planetary perturbers:
Broadening parameters due to pressure of “planetary” (H2 , CO2 ,
He) gases were ﬁrst introduced in HITRAN in 2016, based on
the procedure described by Li et al. [257]. In this edition we
updated these parameters. For the update of the CO-H2 broadening parameters and their temperature dependence, the data
from Refs. [273,277] were taken into the semi-empirical ﬁtting models [266] and the results were extrapolated for every CO line. The line-shape parameters of CO perturbed by helium were also modiﬁed, based on Refs. [278–282], and the CO2
pressure broadening and the temperature dependence of the
broadening parameters of CO were generated from extrapolating the data from Ref. [283]. Finally, the pressure shift parameters for all three broadeners of CO were obtained based on the
Hartmann semi-classical routine [173] and the values agree well
with the available experimental data [266].

1. The CO-air broadened parameters:
(a) For the air half-widths (the VP parameters), to evaluate the
effect of vibration, the relative difference of the broadening
parameters for various measured bands were calculated and
the average difference was well below 1% for different band
values. Therefore, the broadening parameters were considered to be vibrationally independent. Then, the Padé approximants model (Eq. (1)) was employed to ﬁt all the measured air-broadening data for several bands, including Ref.
[267] for the 1–0 band, Ref. [268] for the 2–0 band, and Ref.
[269] for the 3–0 band simultaneously [233]. The ﬁt coeﬃcients are provided in Ref. [233] and the resulting broadening parameters were expanded to all the transitions of CO
perturbed by air.
(b) The update of the speed-dependent Voigt line-shape parameters heavily relies on the semi-empirical Padé approximant ﬁts to the experimental data of Ref. [270]. For the
air broadening (the SDV parameters), and the temperature
dependence of the air-broadening parameters, the 2–0 band
data measured by Devi et al. [270] were used in the ﬁt, and
the approximated values from the model were expanded for
lines of every band. The air speed dependence of line widths
were ﬁtted as well using the same data source, and the corresponding γ2 -air parameters were estimated and attributed
to each transition. Wherever the measured SDV parameters
were available, the original experimental results were used
in populating the database. For instance, the Ref. [258] data
were used for the lines of the 1–0 band and the measured
parameters of Ref. [271] were used for updating the 2–0
band lines for different isotopologues of CO.
2. The CO-CO broadened parameters:
(a) To ﬁnd the values for the self-broadened half-widths (using the VP) for the high-J transitions, the measurements for
different bands were used (i.e., 1–0 band [272], 2–0 band
[273–275], 3–0 band [276]). All these data were ﬁtted simultaneously to estimate the self-broadening parameters for the
lines that were not measured for all the bands except for the
measured transitions in the 2–0 band, where the data from
Ref. [273] were used for the update.
(b) The self-broadening parameters, their temperature exponents, and the speed-dependence of the broadening (the
SDV proﬁle parameters) were approximated using the measured line widths of Ref. [270] ﬁtted to the Padé approximants model, and we imported the experimental values for
different isotopologues reported in Refs. [258,271] for the 1–
0 and 2–0 bands, respectively.
3. The CO-air and CO-CO pressure shifts:
The air and self shifts (for both VP and SDV) were calculated by
employing the sophisticated vibrational-dependent approach of
Hartmann [173] for all the transitions. The quality of the calculated shifts were validated by comparison of the shifts in dif-

2.6. CH4 : methane (molecule 6)
HITRAN2016 provided substantial improvements in methane
spectroscopy (with respect to previous editions) in many spectral regions (see, for instance, the validation of the ACE-FTS experiment [76]). In general, the line positions and intensities were
considerably improved, and the spectral coverage increased. Nevertheless, the spectroscopy of methane is still far from perfect. In
this edition, several spectral regions have been improved. However, one of the largest issues that remain is the quality of the
line shape parameters. In particular, the tetradecad region targeted by GOSAT and MethaneSat requires revision (as indicated,
for instance, in Ref. [284]). A major global revision of the methane
line shape parameters is currently underway for Voigt and speeddependent Voigt parametrizations, as well as the inclusion of linemixing parameters. At present, this work is still ongoing and will
not form part of the current update for methane. The improvements for HITRAN2020 concern updating line-shapes of individual
transitions where major issues have been identiﬁed. Nevertheless,
several spectral regions have received signiﬁcant updates and are
described below.
2.6.1. 3760–4100 cm−1
A new line list from Rodina et al. [285] was used to completely
replace HITRAN data for the principal isotopologue in this spectral
region. This line list is based on the analyses of the FTS experimental spectra recorded in Reims under different thermodynamic
conditions. This line list improves the quality of spectroscopic parameters in this spectral region and contains assignments for all
lines, enabling easier conversion between temperatures.
2.6.2. 4190–4315 cm−1
This spectral region is important in remote sensing as it is
used by TROPOMI and by TCCON to monitor both methane and
carbon monoxide. Lorente et al. [286] evaluated HITRAN2008, HITRAN2016, and SEOM-IAS [103] databases against retrievals from
TROPOMI. The sensitivity tests did not indicate an improved data
23
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Fig. 14. The FTS transmission spectrum at P = 232.81 Torr, T = 296 K, and volume mixing ratio XCH4 = 0.00249 (for a CH4 -air mixture) in the octad region measured at
DLR. Transmission spectra calculated using HAPI for four different line lists are also presented. In the lower panel, the residuals (experiment-calculation) are shown for: i)
HITRAN2016 line list, ii) the Ref. [287] line list, iii) the Ref. [287] line list when using the line broadening from Ref. [289], and iv) the HITRAN2020 line list.

quality when either of the spectroscopic databases was used. However, the RMS and χ 2 values were much improved with HITRAN2016 over HITRAN2008, with the SEOM-IAS data giving the
best results. Indeed the SEOM-IAS [103] database is a very accurate line list, which, apart from accurate line positions and intensities, provides advanced line-shape parameters including linemixing. However, it is not completely assigned, and some of the
existing assignments contradict the assignments in HITRAN and
variational line lists. In addition, the line-mixing formalism used
in that work is not yet adapted in HITRAN. This is the reason
why only 122 lines from Ref. [103] were adapted for HITRAN2016.
For HITRAN2020 substantially more lines from Ref. [103] were assigned and incorporated into HITRAN using the recent HITEMP line
list [56]. This, however, has both advantages and disadvantages. On
the one hand, assignments allow one to use correct lower-state energies, which provides better applicability of the line list at different temperatures. On the other hand, parameters determined in a
multi-spectrum ﬁt of experimental data in Ref. [103] are somewhat
correlated; therefore, the changes in lower-state energies could
now conﬂict with other parameters determined in that study. In
general, the speciﬁcs of the data proposed in Ref. [103] requires a
dedicated software or precalculated cross-sections to be used successfully in radiative-transfer codes. The authors of the SEOM-IAS
database are working on this approach.

been updated using the line positions and intensities from the Ref.
[287] line list for the weaker spectral lines.
As can be seen, the Nikitin et al. [287] line list itself did not
improve the quality of spectroscopic parameters compared to the
HITRAN2016 list in this region for most of the lines. However,
using the broadening values from Ref. [289] reduced the residuals slightly. The lowest residuals were achieved when utilizing the
proposed line list for the HITRAN2020.
Another validation analysis was performed using the FTS spectra measured at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Fig. 15 shows
the transmission spectra and residuals for similar calculations being described in Fig. 14, in a slightly extended spectral range but
at lower temperature. This also allows evaluation of the temperature dependence of the widths and reliability of spectroscopic assignments, i.e., lower-state energies. These validation examinations
also conﬁrm the effectiveness of the procedure for constructing the
HITRAN2020 methane line list in this region.
2.6.4. 8850-9180 cm−1
A new line list from Nikitin et al. [290] was used to update HITRAN for the principal isotopologue of methane in this spectral region. This line list is based on the analyses of FTS spectra that were
recorded in Tomsk with a cell path length of 2.2 m under different thermodynamic conditions. This line list improves the quality
of spectroscopic parameters in this spectral region and provides
substantially more quantum assignment information than the HITRAN2016 list in this region, making conversions between temperatures more reliable.

2.6.3. 4315–4600 cm−1
The recent line list from Nikitin et al. [287] was examined to
update the methane line list in this spectral region. This line list
was based on FTS measurements in Reims and the SOLEIL Synchrotron in France for different pressures and temperatures. To
verify the quality of this line list, HAPI was used to calculate
transmission spectra to compare with the laboratory measurments.
For the air-broadening and shift parameters, the suggested values from Ref. [287] were used. Fig. 14 presents the experimental transmission spectra measured at DLR [132,288], compared to
those calculated based on the new line list from Nikitin et al.
[287], the HITRAN2016 line list, and the Nikitin et al. [287] line
list supplemented with the broadening half-widths from PredoiCross et al. [289]. The last set is the HITRAN2020 line list, which
is, in principle, the same as the HITRAN2016 line list with the
broadening half-widths substituted with the measured values from
Predoi-Cross et al. [289], and a few spectral intervals that have

2.6.5. Line-shape parameters
As was already mentioned, a major revision of methane lineshape parameters is underway and will feature as an update to
HITRAN2020. At the moment, only individual parameters from selected lines (that were deemed to be deﬁnite outliers) have been
updated. Moreover, in the tetradecad region, the air-broadening
half-widths were updated using the measured parameters of Refs.
[291,292] averaged with the line-broadening values in the socalled “HITRAN2016 Beta” list, which are based on the GOSAT2014
[293] line list for methane. Validation against laboratory spectra
showed improved residuals (with a smaller RMS value) when calculating the transmission using the HITRAN2016 line list when introducing the newly averaged line widths (see Fig. 16).
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Fig. 16. The FTS transmission spectrum of CH4 in the tetradecad region at P = 0.525 atm, T = 297.9 K, and XCH4 = 0.01 (for a CH4 -air mixture) measured at Kitt Peak
National Solar Observatory (NSO). The top panel also shows calculated transmission spectra employing HAPI and the following data: i) the “HITRAN2016 Beta” line list,
ii) the HITRAN2016 line list, iii) the HITRAN2016 line list with the broadening values collected from the “HITRAN2016 Beta” list, iv) the HITRAN2016 line list with the
broadening parameters collected from Refs. [291,292], and v) the HITRAN2016 line list with the average broadening values obtained from Refs. [291,292]. The latter line list
was eventually used for the HITRAN2020 update. The lower panel shows the differences between the experimental spectra and calculated transmission spectra using these
line lists.

Note that for every line of methane, HITRAN2020 features the
inclusion of the half-widths (and their temperature dependencies)
due to the ambient pressure of water as explained by Tan et al.
[49].

with ab initio calculations and other theoretical works, which are
not in agreement between themselves either. More work is needed
to understand these discrepancies.
The high-temperature theoretical line list for 12 CH4 produced
by Rey et al. [309] (and available online as part of the TheoReTS project [310]) has been used to create a line list suitable for
HITEMP [53]. The approach involved merging Ref. [309] with the
HITRAN2016 12 CH4 data [16]. A method was devised to compress
the weak underlying ab initio transitions into “effective lines” so
that the complete HITEMP line list can be used directly in radiative
transfer calculations. For a full description of the HITEMP line list
of 12 CH4 , including validation against experimental works, readers
are referred to Ref. [56], which describes the addition to HITEMP.
Users should be mindful that this HITEMP update was carried
out before the 12 CH4 updates described above for HITRAN2020.
To maintain consistency, these updates will be incorporated into
HITEMP in due course.

2.6.6. Future work
Many other new experimental works on spectroscopy of different isotopologues of the methane molecule exist, which could beneﬁt the HITRAN database, including (but not limited to) Refs. [294–
306]. A very extensive effort is underway to evaluate new data
against current HITRAN data and experimental and atmospheric
spectra. Methane is a very complex molecule from the spectroscopic standpoint and it is not straightforward to make choices for
individual parameters of individual lines. One interesting example
is a pure rotational spectrum of CH3 D. In the HITRAN2016 paper an
argument was made regarding updating the intensity of these lines
with results from Bray et al. [307]. Since then, the authors of this
work have revised these values [308] but these data still disagree
25
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2.7. O2 : molecular oxygen (molecule 7)
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Due to the dominant presence and uniform mixing of oxygen
in the terrestrial atmosphere, its spectral lines are often used as
a benchmark for intensity calibration of atmospheric spectra taken
by satellite and ground-based instruments. Although there is over
a century of measurements and calculations of spectral parameters
of oxygen, their quality and extent was still not able to achieve the
sub-percent goal (in retrieved oxygen amount) in many important
spectral bands. In this edition, major revisions of the oxygen line
lists have been carried out.
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2.7.1. 1.27 μm region
Spectroscopy of the a1 g – X 3 g− band at 1.27 μm is more
complex [311] than that of the A-band at 0.76 μm. It has more
branches, a denser spectrum with overlapping lines, stronger underlying collision-induced absorption, and interfering emission features (air-glow) at the top of the terrestrial atmosphere due to the
production of oxygen in the a1 g state through photo-dissociation
of ozone. Nevertheless, it is located closer (on the spectral scale)
to the bands of CO2 and CH4 that are targeted by the remotesensing missions and therefore has better benchmarking characteristics to remove systematic errors. In fact, the Total Carbon Cycle
Observing Network (TCCON) [312], which is less sensitive to the
emission contamination from the top of the atmosphere, already
employs this band. Sun et al. [313] have demonstrated that emission features could also be modeled accurately, and therefore, if
one knows the spectroscopic parameters to the necessary degree
of accuracy, this band can be used in remote sensing and is intended to be used by upcoming satellite missions, including MicroCarb [314] and MethaneSAT [26].
A major overhaul of the spectroscopic parameters for the a1 g –
3
X g− band of the 16 O2 and 16 O18 O isotopologues was carried out
for this edition. The details for the calculations of line positions
and intensities will be provided in a separate paper [315], but a
general overview is provided below.
The a1 g –X 3 g− band consists of nine magnetic dipole (M1)
branches (with J = 0, ±1) and 15 electric quadrupole (E2)
branches (with J = 0, ±1, ±2, nine of these branches overlap with
M1 ones). Typically E2 transitions are about six orders of magnitude weaker than M1 transitions. However, as explained in Gordon
et al. [311], intensities of the E2 lines in this particular band are
enhanced due to mixing of the different spin-components of the
X 3 g− state with the b1 g+ state at around 13,0 0 0 cm−1 and to
a lesser extent with much higher-lying 1 states. These contributions affect each branch differently, and it is very hard to model
these overlapping transitions. Therefore, in HITRAN2012 [15] and
HITRAN2016 [16] only those E2 transitions with J = ±2 were included based on measurements reported in Ref. [311] and a model
proposed by Mishra et al. [316]. The E2 lines overlapping with M1
lines were not included, therefore creating diﬃculty in modeling
absorption due to M1+E2 lines on a sub-percent level as E2 contribution to the total intensity should be considered almost negligible
for some of the bands, but up to 1.5% for others.
Gordon et al. [315] make use of an extensive campaign of new
measurements carried out in Grenoble and NIST. These measurements are a continuation of published works [317–319] that take
advantage of the extremely sensitive CRDS setup equipped with
frequency combs. Intensities with the lowest uncertainties were
used in the ﬁt to the model [316] for E2 transitions and the modiﬁed model [320] for M1 transitions. Modiﬁcations are connected
to the Herman-Wallis-like rovibronic deviations that were modeled
by introducing polynomials as a function of rotational quanta to
the groups of transitions that are connected to the same spin component in the ground state.
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Fig. 17. Comparison between measured transmissions from Park Falls FTS and simulations using different versions of the database.

Frequency comb-calibrated line positions from the new Grenoble and NIST experiments were also used to reﬁt all the 16 O2 and
16 O18 O data involving the a1  and X 3 − states simultaneously.
g
g
Effectively, a systematic change by about 2×10−4 cm−1 (slightly
larger at J  ≥ 29) was introduced with respect to the HITRAN2016
values that were based on Ref. [321].
The Voigt line shapes were taken from the analyses of the
Grenoble data carried out in Ref. [318], while advanced line-shape
parameters, including ﬁrst-order line-mixing, are from the new
study in NIST that updates data from Mendonca et al. [319]. No
new studies have been carried out for the temperature dependencies of the width, but in order to satisfy TCCON retrievals, the previous values in HITRAN were multiplied by a factor of 0.93.
Fig. 17 demonstrates how spectroscopic parameters in HITRAN
affect the residuals of the TCCON spectra in Park Falls, WI (USA).
The use of the HITRAN2020 line list clearly reduces the residuals
to a sub-percent level.
2.7.2. A-band region
Updates to O2 in the A-band region reﬂect ongoing efforts to
improve the balance between line-mixing and collision-induced
absorption that have been shown to bias surface pressure retrievals
[322,323]. The effort [323] which drives this update does not improve the precision of line positions which may be correlated with
self-shift parameters [324]. Therefore this HITRAN update retains
the positions produced from the updated global model of Yu et al.
[321] and additional uncertainty is recommended for the self-shift
parameters. Line intensities are changed up to 5% at higher J values due to a re-assessment of the high-J data [325] used to determine Herman-Wallis terms utilized in the last two HITRAN editions [326]. Intensities in the present update, see Fig. 18, reﬂect
a median value found in the FTS and CRDS datasets analyzed for
production of ABSorption COeﬃcient (ABSCO) tables used for the
OCO missions [323]. The present adjustment appears larger with
respect to HITRAN2016 than in comparison to HITRAN2012. Direct
measurements of intensities have been performed subsequently by
NIST after mitigating biases associated with the CRDS signal digitization, and found the ABSCO table intensities to be consistent to
approximately better than 1%. The intensity changes are largest for
the weakest features, such that the total band intensity is less variant, changing 0.92% from ABSCO 5.0 [327] (HITRAN2016) to ABSCO
5.1 [323] (HITRAN2020).
Changes in the air-broadened half-width and its temperaturedependence parameter (both Voigt and speed-dependent Voigt)
are subtle, the latter showing increases of a few percent at low
m and decreases of a few percent at high m, whereas the for26
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It is an important band from an atmospheric perspective, and although line-positions, intensities, and to a lesser extent Voigt parameters in HITRAN are of very high quality, the close proximity
of transitions requires advanced line-shape parameterizations that
include line-mixing. The recent study by Koshelev et al. [337] is
considered to potentially introduce advanced line-shape parameters for these “ﬁne-structure” transitions.
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2.8. NO: nitric oxide (molecule 8)
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Nitric oxide (NO) plays a key role in tropospheric chemistry
[338] and contributes signiﬁcantly to air pollution [339]. Spectroscopic NO emissions from the upper-atmosphere require the consideration of high rotational transitions in radiative-transfer models due to non-local thermodynamic equilibrium conditions [340].
Hargreaves et al. [55] provide a detailed description of the NO
update for HITRAN2020 and HITEMP [53], therefore only a summary is provided here. In HITRAN2016 [16], the 14 N16 O line list
contained transitions within the electronic ground state X 2
–
X2
= 1/2 and 3/2) for vibrational bands up to v = 5
 (with
(with v = 5). For 15 N16 O and 14 N18 O, only 699 and 679 lines of
the 1–0 band were provided, respectively.
The comprehensive semi-empirical “NOname” line list [341],
part of the ExoMol project [342], contains six isotopologues of NO
(14 N16 O, 15 N16 O, 14 N18 O, 14 N17 O, 15 N17 O, 15 N18 O). For 14 N16 O, the
NOname line list was created using an effective Hamiltonian by ﬁtting to available experimental energies (with J < 99.5, v < 28) and
combined with ab initio intensities. To allow extension to higher
rotational levels and vibrational bands, a second variational model
was also built by ﬁtting to experimentally-obtained energy levels
and positions using the Duo program for diatomic molecules [343].
The HITRAN and HITEMP update for 14 N16 O was built around
the NOname line list, but some adjustments were necessary. Discontinuities at the stitching point of the two methods used to create the NOname line lists, and intensity issues observed for v = 0
(see Fig. 6 of Ref. [55]), required the effective Hamiltonian to be extended to higher rotational levels for the v = 0 and v = 1 bands
[55]. Furthermore, comparisons to experimental observations required the NOname intensities for the v = 4, v = 5 and v = 7
bands to be scaled by a factor of 1.35, 1.30 and 0.55, respectively.
For the 0–0 and 1–1 bands, positions and intensities from the
Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy (CDMS) [344] replace
the corresponding lines in the adjusted NOname line list. Any lines
of the 0–0, 1–1, 1–0, 2–1, 2–0, and 3–1 bands with hyperﬁne splitting from HITRAN2016 (that were not replaced by CDMS data)
have been retained. Further details for transitions with J ≥ 99.5 are
given by Hargreaves et al. [55]. In addition, magnetic dipole transitions (identiﬁed by “m” in the local upper-state quanta in the HITRAN line-transition format) for the 0–0 band remain unchanged.
For HITRAN2020, an intensity threshold for nitric oxide has
been applied. Lines that remain less than 1.0 × 10−99 cm/molecule,
or do not exceed 1.0 × 10−31 cm/molecule (at 100, 296, 500, 1000
or 20 0 0 K) have been omitted from the HITRAN2020 line list. However, readers should be aware that the full 14 N16 O line list is available via HITEMP [55]. Fig. 19 provides an overview of the update
for 14 N16 O, which highlights the expanded spectral range (up to
23,727 cm−1 ) and the increase in vibrational band coverage (up
to v ≤ 14, v ≤ 26), when compared to HITRAN2016. To take advantage of the increased precision of MW transitions, it should be
noted that the wavenumber format for NO has been updated to
F12.9 for transitions below 1.0 cm−1 , F12.8 for transitions 1.0 to
10.0 cm−1 , and F12.7 for transitions 10.0 to 100.0 cm−1 (as previously implemented for HNO3 , PH3 , O2 and NO+ ).
Air- and self-broadening parameters of NO in HITRAN and
HITEMP have been reﬁt to available measurements, and are described in detail by Hargreaves et al. [55]. The air-broadening
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Fig. 18. Ratios of intensities from HITRAN2020 (ABSCO 5.1) [328] compared with
HITRAN2016 and HITRAN2012. The HITRAN2016 update, which utilized a prior ABSCO release (5.0), [327], kept the Herman-Wallis factors from HITRAN2012 ﬁxed.
The changes are due to band scaling and the application of new Herman-Wallis
factors.

mer generally increases and exhibits more variability. Changes in
air-induced pressure shifts follow the same trends as the airbroadened half-width, but with a clearer monotonic structure
now presented in the P-branch. All of these air-induced lineshape parameters show signiﬁcant deviations from monotonic behavior near the band head of the R-branch, where there are
strong interactions with line-mixing model parameters. It is likely
that the subtle J-dependent changes in widths and shifts are
also attributable to the modiﬁed line-mixing model which reproportioned the odd and even elements of the relaxation matrix.
The allocation of a small weight (instead of zero weight) to the
odd elements produces a notable zigzag effect in the ﬁrst-order
Rosenkranz parameters provided with the HITRAN2020 database.
The median of these elements closely traces prior Rosenkranz parameters except for a stronger slope in the R-branch vs. m.
2.7.3. Corrections to the line-broadening parameters for the O2
B-band
The speed-dependent Voigt line-broadening parameters of the
O2 B-band adopted in the HITRAN2016 database from Domyslawska et al. [329,330] were treated as half-widths (while apparently the full-widths were reported in the original papers). This
discrepancy was discovered by Sung et al. [331] and the speeddependent Voigt parameters have now been corrected for this
band.
2.7.4. Water-vapor broadening parameters
A variety of experimental methods have been applied to study
the water-vapor broadening of O2 lines including early O2 Qbranch Raman spectroscopic studies for a wide temperature range
(460–990 K) [332]. The pure rotational and A-band transitions have
been studied using laser-based photoacoustic spectroscopy [333],
frequency-multiplier spectrometers with a Zeeman-modulated absorption cell [334], radio-acoustic detection spectrometers [335], as
well as Fourier transform (FT) spectroscopy [336]. A complete analysis for all collected experimental data were presented in Ref. [49].
The Padé approximant (Eq. (1)) was applied to ﬁt the collected
data for transitions N  ≤ 35. There is an exception with N  = 1
which is treated separately due to the large spin splitting in the
lowest rotational level.
2.7.5. Future improvements in the 60 GHz band
The band of oxygen at 60 GHz represents the manifold of transitions between spin components within the same rotational levels.
27
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ets [355]. The recently selected NASA DaVinci+ mission to Venus
will be equipped with the Tunable Laser Spectrometer (TLS), which
will be speciﬁcally targeting transitions of different isotopologues
of SO2 to obtain information on sulfur isotope ratios [356]. It is
therefore important to expand the amount of the isotopologues of
this molecule in HITRAN.
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2.9.1. Description of new line lists
Recent developments in SO2 spectroscopy have laid the groundwork for a major update and expansion of the corresponding line
list in HITRAN. In particular, semi-empirical line lists from Huang
et al. [357], and Naumenko et al. [358], have been identiﬁed as
major sources for the potential improvement. Both line lists actively employed ab initio intensities (sometimes adjusted with empirical values) and systematically veriﬁed energy levels available
from MARVEL analyses. In the MARVEL work on the SO2 molecule
[58,59], three sulfur isotopologues, 32 S16 O2 , 33 S16 O2 , and 34 S16 O2 ,
were analyzed, resulting in 15,130, 5852, and 10,893 validated empirical ro-vibrational energy levels, respectively [359]. The 32 S16 O2 ,
33 S16 O , and 34 S16 O MARVEL datasets, collated from the litera2
2
ture, contain 40,269, 15,628, 31,080 ro-vibrational lines, respectively [359]. Both Huang et al. [357], (hereafter referred to as
Ames) and Naumenko et al. [358] (hereafter referred to as Naumenko) line lists and their evaluations against available laboratory
spectra are brieﬂy described below.
From 2014 to 2016, NASA Ames-296K ab initio IR line lists were
published for 32 S16 O2 , 33 S16 O2 , 34 S16 O2 [360,361], and 16 O32 S18 O
[362]. They were computed on a PES empirically reﬁned with selected lines taken from HITRAN2012 with line position uncertainty
codes ≥4 (see Table 2) [15] (unchanged in HITRAN2016 [16]), and
an original ab initio dipole moment surface determined at the
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV(Q+d)Z level of theory. Compared to the bands
in HITRAN2012 [15], the agreement for intensities was usually better than 90-95% [360,361]. The consistency of the Ames-296K line
lists has been systematically investigated to explore the possibility
of further improvements [363,364]. Using the same potential and
dipole surfaces, Underwood et al. [365] reported a hot 32 S16 O2 line
list containing 1.3 billion lines. With more complete calculations at
higher J values and extending to a higher energy range, the list was
expected to provide the most complete coverage for 0-80 0 0 cm−1
and temperatures up to 20 0 0 K.
Although line position predictions from the ab initio works
described above have matched recent experiments with σRMS
= 0.01–0.02 cm−1 , this accuracy is not suﬃcient for atmospheric applications. In order to improve the line positions, experimental line positions and Effective Hamiltonian (EH) models based upon ro-vibrational energy levels published between
2009 and 2017 were collected and analyzed for 32 S16 O2 [366–
373], 33 S16 O2 [374,375], 34 S16 O2 [376–379], and 16 O32 S18 O [380–
384]. With J ≤ 75 (the limit of the Ames-296K line lists) and
S296K ≥ 10−26 cm/molecule, 26,464, 25,089, 20,820 lines can be
matched for 32 S16 O2 , 34 S16 O2 , and 16 O32 S18 O, respectively. These
“New Line Sets” and other 32 S16 O2 and 34 S16 O2 data from HITRAN2016 [16] were updated with reliable ground state EH models [371,384,385]. A complete list of observed and calculated energy levels of 33 S16 O2 [386] was incorporated at this stage. The
resulting energy levels and other published EH model based levels were taken as the “corrected” reference energy set. Transitions were extracted from the Ames-296K line lists if their lower
and upper state energy levels could be matched and replaced by
the reference set values. Those extracted lines formed the “Expanded Line Sets”. These contain 195,425/162,403/242,889/123,441
lines for 32 S16 O2 /34 S16 O2 /16 O32 S18 O/33 S16 O2 , in the range of 0–

4151/3465/2974/2625 cm−1 , with maximum Ka = 42/39/32/35 for
16/13/11/6 vibrational states and 79/59/39/20 bands. Similarly,
an “Ames+MARVEL” line set was extracted from the Ames-296K

" N"O

20000

Fig. 19. Overview of the 14 N16 O (top), 15 N16 O (middle) and 14 N18 O (bottom) line
lists in HITRAN2020, when compared to HITRAN2016 (indicated by black points).

(where γair = 0.79γN2 + 0.21γO2 ) is calculated from rotationallydependant N2 and O2 half-widths provided by separate Padé functions (Eq. (1)) for the
= 1/2 and 3/2 components. The HITEMP
update includes transitions with maximum J = 184.5, so care was
taken to ensure good performance at high-J. The self-broadening
half-widths were also revised as part of the HITRAN and HITEMP
updates and were ﬁt to the same functional form. The coeﬃcients
of Eq. (1) for N2 -, O2 - and self-broadening of the
= 1/2 and 3/2
components of NO are given in Table 3 of Ref. [55].
In addition, the pressure-induced line shifts for air (δair ) that
are measured for the fundamental vibrational band [345] have
been extended to additional vibrational bands (up to v = 6) using the method outlined by Hartmann and Boulet [346]. This same
method was previously applied to CO [257] for HITRAN2016.
The HITRAN2020 update for NO also includes the NOname line
lists of 15 N16 O and 14 N18 O, with the same intensity thresholds
as 14 N16 O applied. The extended coverage when compared to HITRAN2016 is also shown in Fig. 19. Isotopologue analysis of human
breath [347] highlighted issues for the intensities of 15 N16 O in HITRAN2016. The present update contains intensities from NOname
for each isotopologue and is therefore expected to address this issue. The NOname line lists for the minor isotopologues 14 N17 O,
15 N18 O and 15 N17 O (with abundances of 3.7×10−4 , 7.3×10−6 and
1.4×10−6 , respectively) have not been added to HITRAN at this
time as they are not expected to contribute signiﬁcantly to terrestrial atmospheric spectra.
NO also absorbs strongly in the near ultraviolet. In particular, in
the 200–230 nm (44,000–50,000 cm−1 ) region its spectrum overlaps those of ammonia, O2 and O3 . Qu et al. have recently developed a spectroscopic model which covers the β , γ and δ bands of
NO [348] and associated line list [349] which will be considered
for future inclusion in the database.
2.9. SO2 : sulfur dioxide (molecule 9)
Sulfur dioxide is an abundant pollutant in the terrestrial atmosphere, being produced by natural (such as volcanoes [350])
and anthropogenic (including coal burning [351]) sources. Characterization of SO2 is necessary for atmospheric chemistry and
climate models, due to its large effect on sulfate aerosols [350].
It is present on Venus, contributing to the Venusian sulfur cycle [352], and SO2 is also being actively searched for in the atmosphere of Mars [353,354] as it is believed to play an important role in the atmospheres of rocky planets, including exoplan28
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line lists by matching to the published MARVEL level set. These
include 195 882/159 729/79 927 lines for 32 S16 O2 /34 S16 O2 /33 S16 O2 ,

with maximum Ka = 35/29/22. Uniform criteria were adopted for
both line sets: 1) line position difference ≤0.10 cm−1 (for E  , E  ,
and transition wavenumber), 2) ro-vibrational quantum numbers
match, 3) S296K ≥ 10−26 cm/molecule. Compared to HITRAN2016
[16], many more 32 S16 O2 bands have been added up to 4200 cm−1 .
However, the 3ν1 , 2ν1 + ν3 , and ν1 + 2ν3 bands of 32 S16 O2 are still
missing from the Ames line sets. See more details in Huang et al.
[357].
The Ames line sets did not actively utilize the published experimental EH models (or the EH models published along with
the MARVEL analysis) to derive a complete energy level set and
use it in the match analysis, except for those of the ground states
and 33 S16 O2 . For example, the 34 S16 O2 EH models of the 3ν2 and
2ν1 + ν3 states were published by Lafferty and Flaud [387] but
they are not available in the Ames line set (nor the MARVEL level
set). Therefore, in addition to the S296K and J/Ka cutoffs, the effective coverage and quality are further restricted by the number
and accuracy of reported measured lines and EH-based levels. Levels extrapolated from outdated EH models may coexist with those
derived from the latest experiments. This potentially would result
in a 0.001–0.01 cm−1 discrepancy within the “Expanded Line Set”.
Future updates to the Ames lists are planned that will ﬁx such
minor inconsistencies, enable provision of reliable uncertainty indices to line positions, and re-evaluate the intensities of the major isotopologues with an even more accurate dipole moment surface. Additional Ames-296K line list information for other isotopologues with combinations of isotopes 17 O, 18 O, 33 S, 34 S, 35 S, and
36 S [363,364] is available at huang.seti.org/SO2/so2.html, including
an “Expanded Line Set” reported for 32 S18 O2 [357].
The Naumenko 32 S16 O2 line list is based primarily on the experimental energy levels derived in the aforementioned MARVEL
work by Tóbiás et al. [359]. Moreover, additional experimental energy levels obtained from the identiﬁcation of the FTS spectra of
SO2 from Vasilenko et al. [388] and Naumenko et al. [389] were
also utilized. The uncertainty of the majority of the transition
wavenumbers determined this way correspond to HITRAN uncertainty code 4 (see Table 2). For completeness, effective Hamiltonian
calculations performed in Tóbiás et al. [359] were used for the rest
of the lines which in turn have uncertainties in the range 0.001–
0.01 cm−1 (code 3).
The Naumenko et al. [358] line list employs ab initio intensity
values from Underwood et al. [365]. Exceptions are for the ν1 + ν2 ,
ν2 + ν3 , ν1 + ν3 and ν1 + ν2 + ν3 bands, where intensity values are
from the recent experimental data from Ulenikov et al. [383] and
Borkov et al. [390]. The estimated uncertainties of the intensities are around 5–10% on average. Overall, the Naumenko et al.
[358] line list ranges from 0.025 and 4159 cm−1 and consists of
549,200 transitions with a 10−30 cm/molecule intensity cutoff.

perimental and HITRAN Effective Hamiltonian (EH) model levels
to Ames lines. The article also recommended applying cutoffs for
J ≤ 50 and Ka ≤25 for the most reliable Ames-296K intensity.
All recommendations were applied for the 32 S16 O2 Ames line list
[357] prior to comparisons with laboratory data. Line-to-line comparisons of all the 32 S16 O2 spectral bands were generated to evaluate the position, intensity and lower-state energy differences between the Naumenko line list [358], the 32 S16 O2 Ames line list
[357] and the 32 S16 O2 HITRAN2016 [16] line list.
The Naumenko and Ames line lists were compared against
PNNL [244] laboratory data at 5◦ C, 25◦ C and 50◦ C with nitrogen as
the buffer gas for each data set at a pressure of 1 atm. There is a
degree of uncertainty for these comparisons in that the PNNL data
are N2 -broadened and HITRAN does not contain N2 -broadening
for SO2 , therefore air-broadening has been used. Also, the PNNL
[244] measurements are limited to frequencies  600 cm−1 , making far-IR comparisons unavailable. In addition to the PNNL comparisons, the line lists were validated at high resolution against an
FTS experimental spectrum of SO2 recorded at Old Dominion University (ODU) in 2015 (using the experimental setup previously described for CH4 [392]). This spectrum covered the ν1 + ν3 and 2ν3
bands of SO2 with a sample pressure of 10 Torr (0.0132 atm), temperature of 297 K, and resolution of 0.015 cm−1 .
The result of the 32 S16 O2 line list comparisons showed that
in the majority of the bands where HITRAN had data, both line
lists exhibited an improvement in residuals and contained multiple bands not previously available in HITRAN. The only exception
is the ν1 +3ν2 band which was only available in HITRAN2016 and
missing from the Naumenko and Ames 32 S16 O2 line lists; therefore this band is being retained for HITRAN2020. The Ames line
list [357] lacked some observable transitions. This is due to the
J ≤ 50 and Ka ≤ 25 limits and a cutoff for intensities beyond
10−26 cm/molecule. Sample comparisons to PNNL [244] laboratory
data is available in Figs. 20 and 21. These ﬁgures include data from
32 S16 O ,34 S16 O in HITRAN2016 [16], 32 S16 O , 34 S16 O from Huang
2
2
2
2
et al. [357], 32 S16 O2 from Naumenko et al. [358] supplemented
by the 34 S16 O2 Huang et al. [357] line list. Overall, the ﬁnal HITRAN2020 32 S16 O2 line list contains data from Naumenko et al.
[358] supplemented by a single band from HITRAN2016 (ν1 +3ν2 )
along with some position changes in the 1337-1376 cm−1 region
where the Ref. [358] values were changed to HITRAN2016 values
after detailed comparisons to laboratory spectra.
The 34 S16 O2 isotopologue line list generated by Huang et al.
[357] is available in several line list sets. One is labeled the “Expanded” set and another is labeled the “Ames+Marvel” set. As recommended by the article in Huang et al. [357], the following cutoffs were applied for J ≤ 50 and Ka ≤ 25. In following the recommendations by the authors, the “Ames+Marvel” set was supplemented with other transitions from the “Expanded” set to generate
the ﬁnal 34 S16 O2 Huang et al. [357] line list.
The resulting 34 S16 O2 line list was evaluated by ﬁrst converting
it into the HITRAN format and then scaling the intensities by the
HITRAN isotopic abundance 4.195×10−2 . Next, line-by-line comparisons of the available ground state to ground state, ν1 , ν1 + ν3
and ν3 bands in HITRAN were used to evaluate the position, intensity and lower-state energy differences between the 34 S16 O2 Huang
et al. [357] line list and the HITRAN2016 [16] 34 S16 O2 line list. From
these comparisons and from comparisons against PNNL data, it was
determined that the HITRAN2016 main bands had more reliable intensity and position data. HITRAN2016 also contained some transitions that were missing from the 34 S16 O2 Huang et al. [357] line
list. Therefore, for the ground state to ground state, ν1 , ν1 + ν3 and
ν3 bands, HITRAN2016 data are retained while all other 34 S16 O2
Huang et al. [357] bands are added.
As was the case for the principal isotopologue, the procedure
derived by Tan et al. [391] was used to populate line-shape pa-

2.9.2. Validation
Both 32 S16 O2 line lists (Naumenko and Ames) were converted
into the HITRAN format. This includes addition of air- and selfbroadening data (as well as temperature dependence of the former) using the procedure derived by Tan et al. [391]. The Ames
intensities were scaled by the HITRAN isotopic abundance 0.9457
(note that only the two most abundant isotopologues were available in HITRAN prior to the present edition). The Naumenko line
list contains only the principal 32 S16 O2 isotopologue.
In addition, there were further requirements when generating
the Ames 32 S16 O2 line list following recommendations in that article. It was suggested using the 32 S16 O2 “Ames+MARVEL” line list
which uses MARVEL levels matched to Ames lines. Then supplement the 32 S16 O2 “Ames+Marvel” line list with other transitions
from the 32 S16 O2 “Expanded” line list which uses matched Ex29
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34 16
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compared to the PNNL SO2 spectrum at 25◦ C and 1 atm (N2 buffer gas). Note that the ﬁnal HITRAN2020 SO2 data consists of the following; the 32 S16 O2 isotopologue provided
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rameters. Additionally, the 34 S16 O2 Huang et al. [357] line list was
supplemented into the 32 S16 O2 Huang et al. [357] line list prior to
validations against the PNNL [244] and the ODU laboratory data.
HITRAN2016 [16] contains only a few bands for this isotopologue,
which is evident from these comparisons. However, the 34 S16 O2
Huang et al. [357] line list contains many more transitions/bands
and therefore provide a more complete 34 S16 O2 line list.
The 33 S16 O2 isotopologue is available in several line list sets
generated by Huang et al. [357]. One labeled the “Expanded” set
and another labeled the “Ames+Marvel” set. As recommended by
Huang et al. [357] the line list was limited to J ≤ 50 and Ka ≤
25. The “Ames+Marvel” set was used as a basis and then supplemented with additional transitions from the “Expanded” set to
generate the ﬁnal 33 S16 O2 line list for HITRAN.
The resulting intensities of the 33 S16 O2 line list were scaled by
the HITRAN isotopic abundance 7.464×10−3 . The 33 S16 O2 isotopologue was not included in HITRAN2016 [16], therefore the 33 S16 O2
line list from Huang et al. [357] was added to HITRAN2020.
The 16 O32 S18 O isotopologue was available in the “Expanded”
line list generated by Huang et al. [357]. As recommended, the
line list was limited to J ≤ 50 and Ka ≤ 25 and the resulting
16 O32 S18 O intensities were scaled by the HITRAN isotopic abundance 3.793×10−3 . The 16 O32 S18 O isotopologue was not included
in HITRAN2016 [16], therefore the 16 O32 S18 O line list from Huang
et al. [357] was added to HITRAN2020.
As was the case for the two most abundant isotopologues, the
air-broadening coeﬃcients (and their temperature dependence), as
well as self-broadening coeﬃcients, were applied to the 33 S16 O2
and 16 O32 S18 O Huang et al. [357] line list using the procedure described by Tan et al. [391].
The half-widths of the SO2 lines by the ambient pressure of CO2
and their temperature dependence, introduced to HITRAN2016 by
Wilzewski et al. [393] have been revised. The new values are based
on the semi-empirical algorithm originally developed in Ref. [394];
however for the inclusion into HITRAN2020 this algorithm was updated to account for recent experimental measurements by Borkov
et al. [390].
Finally, Fig. 22 compares the new HITRAN2020 line list for SO2
(for all isotopologues) against the previous SO2 line list in HITRAN2016 [16] and demonstrates the signiﬁcant increase in spectral coverage.

2.10. NO2 : nitrogen dioxide (molecule 10)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) plays an important role in the photochemistry of Earth’s atmosphere. Combustion of fossil fuels at
high temperatures (particularly from diesel engines), along with
biomass burning and soil emissions are primary contributors to
tropospheric NO2 [395]. NO2 also impacts air quality and is detrimental to human health [396]; therefore concentrations are routinely monitored, such as during COVID-19 restrictions [397].
For HITRAN2020, the NO2 spectral coverage has been significantly extended. Fig. 23 (left panel) displays an overview comparison of the 14 NO2 line lists of HITRAN2016 and HITRAN2020.
While HITRAN2016 contained only lines below 3074.153 cm−1 , the
present version has been extended into the NIR. Selected data
from NDSD-10 0 0 [398,399] up to 4775 cm−1 (with an intensity threshold of S = 1.0 × 10−25 cm/molecule) have been added
for HITRAN2020. Comparisons to PNNL absorption cross sections
[244] over the 4060–4775 cm−1 spectral region necessitated a scaling of the NDSD-10 0 0 intensities by a factor of 3.5 in this region
(see Ref. [55] for further details).
Data obtained from extensive CRDS measurements [400–408] in
the 580 0–80 0 0 cm−1 region has also been added for HITRAN2020.
The CRDS measured line positions and intensities were used to
ﬁt effective Hamiltonian and effective dipole moment parameters
for the separate groups of interacting bands [400–408]. The obtained sets of effective parameters were presently used for the
generation of the HITRAN2020 lists. As illustrated in Fig. 23 (right
panel), different intensity cutoffs were applied depending on the
study (in some cases, the addition to HITRAN has been extrapolated beyond the observed data). The smallest intensity for this
region is S = 1.0 × 10−29 cm/molecule and the total number vibrational bands that are included in HITRAN for 14 NO2 has increased
to 48.
For the added bands, semi-empirical approaches [409,410] were
used for the calculation of the self- and air-broadening coeﬃcients
as well as their temperature exponents [398]. The empirical parameters used in these approaches were ﬁtted to the measured
self-broadening coeﬃcients [411] and to the measured N2 - and O2 broadening coeﬃcients [412]. The vibrational dependence of the
line-broadening coeﬃcients was found to be small (less than 4%)
[398] and thus neglected in the production of the NO2 line list.
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Fig. 23. Overview of the NO2 line list for the main isotopologue, 14 N16 O2 . Left panel: Comparison of the HITRAN2016 and HITRAN2020 versions (red and black circles,
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It is worth noting that the minimum intensity of the 14 NO2
line list is different below and above 50 0 0 cm−1 . However, the HITRAN list is not complete in both regions as some relatively strong
bands are not provided due to the lack of measurements. New
observations, such as of the ν1 + ν2 + ν3 band near 3600 cm−1
[413], will help to improve the completeness for future editions
of HITRAN.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the statistical weights of
the lower and upper states and the Einstein-A coeﬃcients for the
NO2 HITRAN2016 bands with unresolved hyperﬁne structure were
corrected.

bands (ν2 + ν3 − ν2 and ν1 + ν2 + ν3 − ν2 , respectively) and also
included the ν3 and ν1 + ν3 bands of 15 N16 O2 . Several weak cold
bands in the 20 0 0–450 0 cm−1 region together with several higher
order hot bands in the 1500–1750 cm−1 and 2780–2920 cm−1
spectral regions are also included for 14 N16 O2 , whenever possible.
Finally, Perrin et al. [413] performed a validation of this new line
list and inter-comparisons with the NO2 lists present in the HITRAN and HITEMP [55] databases. The most signiﬁcant differences
concern vibration-rotation bands that have a weak IR signature for
typical terrestrial atmospheric conditions, but for hot bands may
have an impact for NO2 in high-temperature gas conditions.

2.10.1. Addition of 15 N16 O2
15 N16 O is the second most abundant isotopologue of nitrogen
2
dioxide, with a 0.003646 concentration of total NO2 [57]. The ν3
band of 15 N16 O2 is centered at 1582.1029 cm−1 and becomes the
ﬁrst band of this isotopologue to be included into HITRAN.
The 15 N16 O2 data included for HITRAN2020 contain 5860 transitions between 1500.73 and 1660.45 cm−1 for the ν3 fundamental
band. These transitions have a maximum intensity of 2.0 × 10−26
cm/molecule, with Nmax = 77 and Ka = 0–15. The line positions
and intensities were generated during two analyses: Ref. [414] used
laboratory FTS spectra recorded at high-resolution (0.006 cm−1 unapodized) to generate a preliminary line list, which was later reﬁned by Perrin et al. [415]. The 15 N16 O2 line list was restricted to
the strong ν3 band, although the resonances that couple the strong
ν3 band with the very dark 2ν2 and ν1 bands were explicitly accounted for. Experimental data concerning absolute line intensities
are presently unavailable for 15 N16 O2 ; therefore the line intensity
calculation was performed using the transition moment constants
which are quoted for the ν3 band of 14 N16 O2 in Ref. [416]. The total internal partition sums for 15 N16 O2 have been calculated for HITRAN2020 [417] and are described in Section 6.4.
Perrin et al. [415] have used this line list to detect atmospheric 15 N16 O2 for the ﬁrst time from balloon-borne solar occultation spectra measured by the JPL MkIV FTS. Their retrieved
15 NO /14 NO ratio is within 5% of the expected 0.00364 isotopic
2
2
value (at an altitude of 15–35 km) and validate the calculated
intensities. Over the same altitude range the RMS spectral ﬁtting residuals reduce signiﬁcantly as a result of including the new
15 N16 O line list. Thus improving the accuracy of retrievals for all
2
gases that absorb in the 1550–1650 cm−1 region (e.g., 14 NO2 , H2 O,
HDO, O2 ).
Future improvements for the NO2 line list can be achieved
by using the line list for the 1153–4775 cm−1 spectral region
[413] generated from recently recorded high-resolution FTS measurements (and added to the GEISA database [418]). For the
1500–1750 cm−1 and 2780–2920 cm−1 spectral regions, JacquinetHusson et al. [418] fully updated the line lists for the ﬁrst hot

2.10.2. NO2 added to HITEMP
The HITEMP database [53] has been expanded to include NO2
[55] and is based on the NDSD-10 0 0 line list [398,399]. NO2 was
added to HITEMP prior to the 580 0–80 0 0 cm−1 (14 NO2 ) and 15 NO2
HITRAN additions described above. To maintain consistency, these
updates will be incorporated into HITEMP in due course. Readers
should refer to Ref. [55] for a full description of the HITEMP line
list for NO2 .
2.11. NH3 : ammonia (molecule 11)
Ammonia (NH3 ) is integral to global agriculture through its use
as an industrial fertilizer [419]. Consequently, anthropogenic emissions are a large contributor to the atmospheric abundance [420],
but enhancements can also occur through natural events such as
wildﬁres [421]. The abundance of NH3 impinges on air quality
[422] and its abundance can now be monitored over urban [423],
industrial [424], and rural [425] regions using satellite and groundbased observations. Furthermore, NH3 is a well known constituent
of gas giants atmospheres and recent measurements from the Juno
mission demonstrate complex weather processes with large-scale
NH3 variability [426,427]. The absorption of NH3 is also expected
to contribute to the opacities of cool brown dwarfs [428] and exoplanets [429].
The “CoYuTe” ab initio line list has been calculated as part
of the ExoMol project based on a spectroscopically determined
PES and an ab initio DMS [430]. CoYuTe spans transitions with
wavenumbers up to 20,0 0 0 cm−1 and is designed for use at temperatures up to 1500 K [431]; even before improvement of the energy levels using MARVEL, it is signiﬁcantly more accurate than
the BYTe line list [432] used to populate earlier versions of HITRAN. In parallel there was an extensive update of the 14 NH3 MARVEL database [433] which considered 46,115 transitions up to 7500
cm−1 yielding 4936 unique, labeled empirical ro-vibrational energy
levels. These MARVEL energy levels were used in the CoYuTe line
list to ensure experimental accuracy in the wavenumbers of the
vast majority of transitions lying below 70 0 0 cm−1 and above the
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Fig. 24. Overview of the 14 NH3 data in HITRAN2020. The location of the retained HITRAN2016 data and new additions from CoYuTe/MARVEL, Cacciani et al. [437] and Vander
Auwera and Vanﬂeteren [438] have been indicated.

HITRAN2016 intensity cutoff. These new MARVEL energy levels and
the CoYuTe line list were used to complement the HITRAN2016
dataset in which a signiﬁcant number of lines were missed in the
40 0 0–70 0 0 cm−1 region.

of 2779 lines, of which 1762 lines were assigned to 29 vibrational
bands.
A small number of transitions (between 6300 and 6350 cm−1 )
partially overlap the data provided by Sung et al. [440], which was
included as part of HITRAN2012 [15]. Comparison of these intensities showed a systematic offset of ∼10–15% (within the uncertainty
of the experiment), but a good agreement was found when compared to ab initio line intensities [431] for many more lines (see
Fig. 9 of Ref. [437]). Therefore, the positions and intensities from
Cacciani et al. [437] have been added to HITRAN, and replace the
previous values [440] for the 6300–6350 cm−1 overlap region. For
inclusion to HITRAN, the lower-state energies in Ref. [437] have
been reduced by 0.7934 cm−1 to account for the lowest allowed
lower-state energy.

2.11.1. Addition of selected bands from the CoYuTe/MARVEL line list
The performance of the CoYuTe/MARVEL line list at modeling room-temperature experimental FTS spectra (0.01 cm−1 resolution) between 2400 and 5500 cm−1 [434,435] and 4800–7500
cm−1 [436] (as well as lower resolution cross-sections from PNNL
[244]), has been compared to HITRAN2016 [16]. Throughout these
spectral regions there were instances where CoYuTe/MARVEL provided position and/or intensity improvements when compared
to HITRAN; however, there were also a number occasions when
the HITRAN2016 data were favorable, with many instances where
the performance were comparable. A more intensive and thorough assessment of the line-by-line improvements provided by the
CoYuTe/MARVEL line list is planned for the future. At this time,
only transitions from vibrational bands not previously contained in
HITRAN are considered for inclusion. For NH3 , the lower-state energies in HITRAN refer to the lowest allowed lower-state energy
and values in the CoYuTe/MARVEL line list have been reduced by
0.7934 cm−1 : the energy difference between the symmetric and
anti-symmetric J  = K  = 0 levels of the ground vibrational state.
A previous lack of assignments for NH3 in the 5500–6350 cm−1
spectral region means that the CoYuTe/MARVEL line list is missing the majority of transitions recently observed by Cacciani et al.
[437]. Of the weak transitions in this range that were included in
the CoYuTe/MARVEL list, the predicted intensities appeared to be
overestimated when compared to measured values. Therefore, only
the CoYuTe/MARVEL transitions of selected bands < 5500 cm−1
(with intensities > 1.0 × 10−25 cm/molecule) were included as part
of HITRAN2020. Fig. 24 summarizes the new CoYuTe/MARVEL additions to HITRAN below 5500 cm−1 .
The CoYuTe/MARVEL lines that were not included as part of the
present update will be thoroughly evaluated as a subsequent update to HITRAN2020. In addition, the intensities for the 50–660
cm−1 spectral region measured by Sung et al. [439] will also be
considered.

2.11.3. The 7400–8600 cm−1 region
Relying on two high-resolution Fourier-transform spectra
recorded at room temperature, the positions and intensities of
1936 lines of ammonia were measured in the range 740 0–860 0
cm−1 [438]. These lines are not assigned and lower-state energies
are therefore not available. The line positions were calibrated using 145 water-vapor lines observed in the ranges 5255–5536 cm−1
and 7054–7398 cm−1 and reference line positions reported by Toth
[61] and available in HITRAN2016 [16]. The accuracy of the calibrated line positions was estimated to range from 0.001 to 0.002
cm−1 from the lower to the upper limits of the spectral range considered, while the accuracy of the line intensities was estimated to
be around 10% or better. Line positions and intensities measured
in the range 680 0–70 0 0 cm−1 of the same two spectra with measurements reported by Sung et al. [440] agreed within these estimated accuracies (see Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [438]). Partially-assigned
lines measured in the 7400–8640 cm−1 range of a FTS spectrum
recorded at NSO by C. De Bergh in 1980 [441] were incorporated
in HITRAN2016 [16]. Comparisons of these line positions and intensities with the new measurements [438] put forward discrepancies
within the uncertainties stated in HITRAN2016 [16] for the line positions, but (signiﬁcantly) larger for the intensities of strong lines
(S > 10−22 cm/molecule; see Figs. 6 and 7 of Ref. [438]). Note that
less-accurately measured positions and intensities of 1985 lines
were also reported in the range 740 0–860 0 cm−1 [438], leading
to a combined total of 3921 lines.
The Vander AuweraT.Vanﬂeteren [438] positions and intensities were compared to the empirical line list of Ref. [436]. Empirical lower-state energies have been matched to 578 lines of Ref.
[438] to improve the temperature extrapolation of this spectral
range. For all other lines, a default value is used (E  = 333 cm−1 ).
The performance of the Vander Auwera and Vanﬂeteren [438] line
lists (all 3921 lines) was validated against HITRAN2016 by modeling a FTS spectrum of NH3 (5.0 Torr at 21.5◦ C and recorded at
the NSO in 1980). This same spectrum was previously analysed

2.11.2. The 5500–6350 cm−1 region
In previous editions of HITRAN, this spectral region contained
very limited transitions of NH3 due to a lack of measurements, but
this region is part of the 1.6 μm atmospheric transparency window
and allows for additional opportunities for NH3 retrievals. Recently,
Cacciani et al. [437] have analyzed an archived FTS spectrum of
NH3 (1.8 Torr at 21.5◦ C) between 5500 and 6350 cm−1 recorded at
Kitt Peak NSO in 1991 with a resolution of 0.01 cm−1 . A multi-line
ﬁtting procedure was used to obtain the positions and intensities
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Fig. 25. A demonstration of the improvements for the NH3 line list in HITRAN2020 over the 740 0–860 0 cm−1 spectral region (a), with zoomed in examples of when
HITRAN2016 (b) or Vander Auwera and Vanﬂeteren [438] (c) contribute to the HITRAN2020 data. In each upper panel, a FTS NSO spectrum with 5.0 Torr of NH3 at 21.5◦ C is
compared to calculated spectra using HITRAN2016 (using the data of Ref. [441]), Ref. [438] and the combined HITRAN2020 line lists. The lower panels display the obs–calc
residuals.

by Barton et al. [441] and the corresponding data added to HITRAN2016 [16]. This reanalysis for this work demonstrated that
Ref. [438] provided many improvements, such as for strong lines
(as shown in Fig. 25c), but these comparisons also demonstrated
that some blended features were better modeled by HITRAN2016
(Fig. 25b). The vast majority of transitions in this region are unassigned; therefore the calculated spectra were assessed in their ability to reproduce the experimental observations. The residuals were
analysed on a line-by-line basis, and those parameters from each
list (either HITRAN2016 or Ref. [438]) that provided the smallest residual were used for HITRAN2020. The NH3 line list for HITRAN2020 is also included in the comparison plots of Fig. 25 and
can be seen to have the smallest residual in each case.
Additional FTS spectra (10.0 Torr of NH3 combined with a 0.5 m
path length) measured by Beale et al. [436] also cover the 7400–
8600 cm−1 region. However, the SNR for this region was not sufﬁcient to provide detailed comparisons. Nevertheless, the overestimation of strong line intensities identiﬁed by Vander Auwera and
Vanﬂeteren [438] for HITRAN2016 (and shown in Fig. 25c) were
clearly observed when comparing calculated spectra, with the HITRAN2020 calculated spectrum providing the smallest residual.

The air- and self-broadening coeﬃcients and temperature dependence from Nemtchinov [443] have been applied to all new
transitions. For the current work, the functions used to calculate
air-broadening have been extended to improve comparisons with
atmospheric and laboratory spectra. For transitions with J ≥ 9 (and
K ≤ 9), the coeﬃcients are ﬁxed at the values used for and corresponding value of KJ = 9. For transitions with J ≥ 9 and K > 9, a
constant value of 0.0906 cm−1 /atm is used.
To support the application of HITRAN data to modeling of planetary atmospheres, H2 -, He- and CO2 -broadening parameters were
introduced for NH3 as part of HITRAN2016 [393]. In addition, H2 Obroadening parameters have since been added to HITRAN by Tan
et al. [49]. These parameters are necessary for accurate modelling
of the atmosphere of Jupiter and have been validated against experimental measurements under Jovian conditions [444]. As part
of this work, the self-broadening parameter for the R(0) groundstate transition at 4.67463 cm−1 was empirically adjusted to 0.250
cm−1 /atm, for better agreement with observation.
2.11.5. 15 NH3
Notwithstanding the recognized important role of 15 NH3 in the
determination of the 15 N/14 N ratio in space [445] where ammonia
is abundant in various environments and objects, the extent and
quality of spectroscopic information contained in HITRAN2016 for
this isotopologue was not on par with that of 14 NH3 (with the exception of the MW region).
Recently, the spectroscopic analysis of a and s inversion levels of the bending states up to about 30 0 0 cm−1 has been completed for 15 NH3 at experimental accuracy [446,447], as a result of
new high-resolution spectra recorded using the FTS at the Canadian Light Source (CLS) synchrotron and the Bomem DA8 interferometer in Bologna. Overall, 13,288 inversion-rotation-vibration
transitions in the ν2 , 2ν2 , ν4 , 3ν2 , and ν2 + ν4 cold bands, in
the 2ν2 ← ν2 , 2ν2 ← ν4 , ν4 ← ν2 , ν4 ← 2ν2 , 3ν2 ← ν2 , 3ν2 ← 2ν2 ,
3 ν2 ← ν4 , 3 ν2 ← ν2 + ν4 , ν2 + ν4 ← ν2 , ν2 + ν4 ← 2 ν2 , ν2 + ν4 ←
3ν2 and ν2 + ν4 ← ν4 hot bands, and the inversion-rotation transitions in the studied excited states have been assigned and analyzed
[446,447].
This analyses allowed creating a model that can reproduce the
line positions of the assigned transitions well within experimen-

2.11.4. Additional updates and broadening parameters for 14 NH3
The lower-state energies of 12 transitions were noted to give
an incorrect temperature extrapolation when used at higher temperatures [434]. To correct this issue, the lower-state energies of
these transitions have been reverted to values from HITRAN2008
[14] and the assignment removed. Provisional comparisons to atmospheric and laboratory spectra highlighted 8 lines near 4415
cm−1 (with intensities greater than 10−21 cm/molecule), which
were absent in previous editions of HITRAN. These transitions were
assigned using Ref. [433] and added to HITRAN (with appropriate
lower-state energy).
In addition, it was noted by Yurchenko [442] that 3 lines at
5014.4776, 5084.8734, 5104.2963 cm−1 identiﬁed as belonging to
15 NH had intensities overestimated by (at least) an order of mag3
nitude. These anomalous intensities are due to stronger coincident
14 NH transitions and they have therefore been attributed to 14 NH
3
3
and the assignment has been removed.
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of Brooke et al. [461] for v = 0–13 based on the earlier [462] analysis. Many data sources were included from the literature including some B2 + –X 2 bands for the high vibrational levels (v > 10).
The maximum rotational levels reported were extrapolated to 5-10
J values beyond the last observed level and range from 60.5 for
v = 0 to 13.5 for v = 13.
Noll et al. [455] analyzed Meinel band airglow spectra recorded
with the astronomical echelle spectrograph UVES at the European
Southern Observatory. The line positions agreed very well with the
line list provided by Brooke et al. [461] except for some transitions
involving higher rotational levels of v = 5 and 6. The observed lines
of Noll et al. were then included in the Brooke et al. ﬁt using
the same number of line parameters. The spectroscopic constants
changed slightly, and a new line list was created with PGOPHER
for HITRAN2020.
The line positions for the A2 + –X 2
electronic transition of
16 OH in HITRAN2020 are based on the analysis of Youseﬁ et al.
[463]. Data from the literature was used for v = 0–4 in the A2 +
state, and the X 2
state constants for v = 0–9 were held constant at the values determined by Brooke et al. [461]. The primary
source of these data was the A2 + –X 2 0–0, 1–1, and 2–2 bands
analyzed by Stark et al. [464] from FT emission spectra and recalibrated using the frequency comb measurements of Fast et al.
[465]. PGOPHER was used to make a line list for all A–X bands
with v ≤ 5 and extrapolated to 5-7 J’s higher than the observed
values which range from J = 12.5 (v = 4) to 30.5 (v = 0).
The line strengths for the Meinel bands are those calculated
by Brooke et al. [461] from two ab initio dipole moment functions and the RKR potential curve. The Herman-Wallis effect was
taken into account by calculating N-dependent dipole matrix elements using LeRoy’s LEVEL program [466]. LEVEL does not include
electron spin (Hund’s case (b) matrix elements) while PGOPHER
uses J-dependent matrix elements (Hund’s case (a)) as input. As
described by Brooke et al., the LEVEL output was transformed into
the Hund’s case (a) dipole matrix elements for PGOPHER. The line
list intensities were validated by comparison with the observed
Herman-Wallis effect in the 2-0 band emission spectrum.
Noll et al. [455] compared the observed airglow intensities for
many bands with the Brooke et al. Einstein-A values and found
generally good agreement for the P- and R-branches, but the Qbranches showed discrepancies. These discrepancies vary considerably depending on the band; a recent check using the 2–0 band
in the laboratory spectrum shows satisfactory agreement with the
Brooke et al. values for the P-, Q-, and R-branches. The discrepancies reported in Ref. [455] are attributed to interactions with the
A2 + state that are not included in the intensity calculation. Work
is continuing in order to improve the line strength values.
The line strengths for A2 + –X 2 bands are from the calculations of Ref. [463]. This work uses the same methodology [467] as
described above for the Meinel bands. A new ab initio transition
dipole function was calculated and RKR potentials were used in
LEVEL to compute N-dependent transition dipole matrix elements.
The Herman-Wallis effect was included in the PGOPHER intensity
calculations but, in contrast to the Meinel bands, was relatively
small. The intensities in the line list were compared with a laboratory emission spectrum and with astronomical spectra: satisfactory
agreement was obtained.
All line positions and intensities (of 16 OH) for the Meinel bands
and A2 + –X 2 band have been updated for HITRAN2020, except
for hyperﬁne transitions of the pure rational transitions. The 18 OH
and 16 OD isotopologues remain unchanged.
The air-broadening coeﬃcients applied to all additional OH
Meinel band transitions follow the linearly dependent values (from
N = 1 to 4) described in HITRAN1996 [11], with a constant value
of γair = 0.040 cm−1 /atm for N ≥ 5. For A–X transitions, the Ndependant values from Gillis et al. [468] are used (introduced

tal uncertainties. This was achieved through a ﬁt with an effective
Hamiltonian that included all symmetry-allowed interactions between (and within) the studied excited states. This Hamiltonian is
derived according to the most recent results of the principal isotopologue of ammonia [448,449]. In both studies [446,447] the experimental values have also been compared with their corresponding ab initio values calculated in Ref. [442].
The line positions calculated using the effective Hamiltonian are
now included as part of HITRAN2020. The line intensity of each
transition is calculated from the ab initio Einstein-A coeﬃcients
computed in Ref. [442] for J ≤ 18. The lower-state energies of Refs.
[446,447] have been reduced by 0.7577 cm−1 for HITRAN to account for the energy difference between the symmetric and antisymmetric J  = K  = 0 levels of the ground vibrational state. Isotopologue dependence of the line shape parameters was ignored,
and the same algorithms that were used for the principal isotopologue for self-, air- [443], H2 , He, CO2 [393], and H2 O [49] broadening (and associated temperature dependencies) have also been
applied for for 15 NH3 .
It should be noted, that the quantum number notation used for
15 NH is currently dissimilar to the principal isotopologue in HI3
TRAN. The global quantum number notation used for 14 NH3 was
updated in HITRAN2012 [15] to: v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , L3 , L4 , L, vib (refer to Table 7 of Ref. [15] for parameter descriptions, but note that
the order of the parameters in the “.par” ﬁle is as speciﬁed here).
However, the global quantum number notation for 15 NH3 remains
as: v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , S (parameter descriptions are given in Table 7
of Ref. [13]). For future editions of HITRAN, the consistency of the
quantum number notation between ammonia isotopologues will
be addressed.
2.11.6. Future expansion above 12,000 cm−1
The HITRAN2020 NH3 data extend up to 10,349 cm−1 , but recent spectroscopic analyses have provided line lists into the NIR
and visible regions. These works [450,451] will be considered for
future updates of the database and are brieﬂy summarized below.
Near 12,500 cm−1 , the positions and intensities of 1114 ammonia lines observed in the 12,491–12,810 cm−1 region have been
measured [450] using FTS absorption spectra.
In addition, Zobov et al. [451] have reported analysis of the
green and red bands of NH3 for the 15,200–15,700 cm−1 and
17,950–18,250 cm−1 spectral regions, respectively, based on reanalysed Kitt Peak archive absorption spectra from 1980. Assignments
were made up to J = 7 and were used to reﬁne the PES [430] used
for the CoYuTe line list [431]. Irwin et al. [452] used the CoYuTe
line list to model low- to medium-resolution spectra of Jupiter at
visible wavelengths with promising results, although application to
high-resolution studies is not recommended
2.12. HNO3 : nitric acid (molecule 12)
Unchanged.
2.13. OH: hydroxyl radical (molecule 13)
The OH radical is a key species in atmospheric science. In
the terrestrial troposphere, OH is the most important oxidizing
agent for organic molecules, and in the upper atmosphere produces prominent airglow emission. Atmospheric OH abundances
are measured by pure rotational transitions [453,454], vibrationrotation transitions (Meinel bands) [455], and by the A2 + –X 2
electronic transition [456]. OH is also prominent in many astronomical objects [457,458] and is a strong emitter in hightemperature sources such as ﬂames [459]. The line positions of
the Meinel bands (X 2 vibration-rotation bands) of 16 OH were updated using mainly calculated values from the PGOPHER [460] ﬁt
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as part of HITRAN20 0 0 [12]), with a constant value of γair =
0.0526 cm−1 /atm for N ≥ 4. For typical atmospheric modeling
applications, the self-broadening contribution of OH is expected
to be negligible; however a default estimated value of γsel f =
0.30 cm−1 /atm has been applied for all transitions to avoid null
values. A value of nair = 0.66 is applied for the temperature dependence of the air-broadened half-widths of all additional lines
[11].
H2 - and He-broadening coeﬃcients (and their temperature dependencies) for OH have also been estimated and introduced to
HITRAN and are described in detail by Tan et al. [266].
The line list of OH described above was also used to update the
HITEMP database [53]. An intensity threshold of S = 1.0 × 10−99
cm/molecule has been applied to the HITRAN2020 update, but all
lines have been added to HITEMP.

these new bands for the 16 O12 C32 S, 16 O12 C34 S, 16 O13 C32 S isotopologues were therefore based on simultaneous analyses of the lines
from Toon et al. [478] and previously unused data from Brown
and Fayt [479]. Effectively, the line intensities from Ref. [12] were
scaled to the experimental data [478] by factors of 1.1579 and
2.2592 for the 1111–1110 and 0331–0330 bands of the 16 O12 C32 S
isotopologue, respectively. Moreover, in the course of analyzing
lines from Toon et al. [478], 91 lines of the ν3 band of the
16 O13 C34 S isotopologue (band center 2008.46 cm−1 ) were identiﬁed, which were not present in Ref. [12], HITRAN, nor GEISA.
Therefore, line positions and intensities of these lines have been
ﬁt to obtain spectroscopic parameters for this isotopologue. These
parameters were used to compute the line positions and intensities
of 221 lines up to J = 110. As a result of this analysis, the lines of
the 16 O13 C34 S isotopologue now make their debut in HITRAN. The
abundance of 4.675×10−4 is calculated for this isotopologue with
Q(296K) = 2546.53 [417]. Uncertainty codes 3 for the line positions
and 3 for the line intensities (see Table 2) were used in the case
of the new added bands. Fig. 26 gives an overview comparison between HITRAN2016 and the new added bands in HITRAN2020 in
the 0–80 0 0 cm−1 spectral range.

2.14. HF: hydrogen ﬂuoride (molecule 14)
Unchanged.
2.15. HCl: hydrogen chloride (molecule 15)

2.19.1. He-, H2 -, and CO2 -broadening parameters
The He-broadened and H2 -broadened half-widths of OCS were
added to the HITRAN2016 database using the semi-empirical models by Wilzewski et al. [393]. The recent experimental data by Hays
et al. [480] (using an E-band chirped pulse spectrometer) showed
that the previous values of γHe in HITRAN were approximately half
the values obtained in these experiments. A new semi-empirical
model, based on a Padé approximant (Eq. (1)), has been used to
update the He-line broadening parameters for J  ≤ 64. The new ﬁt
(which ignored the vibrational dependence) incorporated the early
experimental results from Refs. [481–484] as well as the recent
measurements by Hays et al. [480]. The H2 -broadened half-widths
were also updated using a Padé approximant ﬁtted to the data
from Broquier et al. [483]. These H2 - and He-broadening for OCS
will be described in detail in Ref. [266].
The CO2 -broadened half-widths of the OCS lines were also updated based on semi-empirical calculations from Ref. [485]. Their
temperature dependencies were also updated based on the same
work, introducing rotational dependence, while previously only a
constant value was used.

Unchanged.
2.16. HBr: hydrogen bromide (molecule 16)
Unchanged.
2.17. HI: hydrogen iodide (molecule 17)
Unchanged.
2.18. ClO: chlorine monoxide (molecule 18)
Unchanged.
2.19. OCS: carbonyl sulﬁde (molecule 19)
Carbonyl sulﬁde (OCS) is the most abundant sulfur-containing
gas in the terrestrial atmosphere, with a tropospheric mixing ratio of about 500 ppt [469]. It makes a signiﬁcant contribution to
the formation of stratospheric sulfate aerosols and inﬂuences the
radiative properties of the Earth’s atmosphere, climate change, and
stratospheric ozone concentration [470–474]. Carbonyl sulﬁde is released to the atmosphere by biomass burning, oceans, the oxidation of dimethyl sulﬁde and carbon disulﬁde (CS2 ), and several anthropogenic sources (coal combustion, aluminum production, and
sulfur recovery) [475,476]. OCS is also present in the atmosphere
of Venus [477].
When retrieving OCS abundances from infrared atmospheric
spectra measured by the JPL MkIV Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectrometer, Toon et al. [478] have identiﬁed that several bands
of observable intensity were missing from the HITRAN database
in the region of the strong ν3 fundamental. To mitigate this deﬁciency, Toon et al. [478] used 709 unassigned lines, spectral parameters of which were inferred empirically from available laboratory
data.
In the course of preparing the HITRAN2020 edition, it was recognized (based on the line positions) that many of these “missing”
lines were present in the original unpublished line list from Brown
and Fayt [479] (brieﬂy explained in Ref. [12]) which formed a substantial bulk of the HITRAN20 0 0 [12] data for the OCS molecule.
These particular lines from Brown and Fayt [479] were, however,
omitted from HITRAN because of some concerns regarding the
accuracy of their intensities. They were included in the GEISA
database [418] and given vibrational assignments. For HITRAN2020

2.20. H2 CO: formaldehyde (molecule 20)
2.20.1. He-, H2 -, and CO2 -broadening parameters
The He-broadening of formaldehyde (H2 CO) lines has been
measured in the millimeter-wave spectral region in the early work
of Nerf [486], and more recently, in the 2ν5 band by cavityenhanced absorption spectroscopy [487], as well as two strongest
transitions in the ν6 band by direct absorption spectroscopy [488].
A Padé approximant (Eq. (1)) has been applied to ﬁt the ratio of
all collected experimental data to HITRAN air-broadening values as
a function of the index J + 0.2Ka . It was then used to generate γHe
for all H2 CO lines in the database from the available air-broadened
values.
As for H2 -broadening of H2 CO lines, experiments were carried
out in both the millimeter-wave region [486] and the 9–11 μm
region [489]. A good agreement was claimed in comparison with
these two experiments indicating no vibrational dependence in
these data. A similar approach has been carried out to obtain γH2
using the Padé approximant with additional ﬁtting to an extra constrained point at a higher J + 0.2Ka value.
The CO2 -broadening of two strongest transitions of H2 CO in the
ν6 band been measured by Wang et al. [488]. These measurements
were used to scale the air-broadening parameters in the line list to
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O13 C34 S isotopologues in HITRAN2016 and the new added bands in HI-

For the main isotopologue H12 C14 N, the HITRAN entry has been
expanded using data from the ExoMol [342] line list due to Barber et al. [497]. This line list is based on the ab initio transition intensities of Harris et al. [498] with empirical energy levels
from the experiments of Mellau [499]. All lines stronger than 10−30
cm/molecule at 296 K and wavenumbers up to 4001 cm−1 not in
HITRAN2016 were added. HITRAN2016 contained 58,109 lines; the
new release more than doubles this number to 131,031 lines.
A new, signiﬁcantly improved line list for H12 C14 N called
“MOMeNT-90” is published as part of this special issue [500]. A
unique feature of this polyatomic line list comes from the fact that
all the line positions, even for the very weak lines that are hardly
observable experimentally, were derived from experimental energy
levels obtained from the corresponding high-temperature studies
[499]. At the same time, this large set of empirical vibrationalrotational energy levels made it possible to improve the ﬁtting
procedure used to determine the PES and the nonadiabatic correction used in the variational calculations. The new intensities show
many differences from the intensities given in HITRAN2016. The
accuracy of the calculated line intensities were demonstrated using a variety of absorption and emission spectra. This line list will
form the basis for a future update and is highly recommended for
practical usage

obtain the estimates for CO2 -broadened half-widths. For the lack
of measurements, the same temperature dependence as for airbroadening was used.
2.20.2. Future work
Formaldehyde has been the subject of a recent MARVEL study
(see paper published as part of this special issue [490]). This study
assembled and validated 16,596 non-redundant transitions from
the literature, with a few newly measured as part of the study,
giving 5029 empirical energy levels determined to high-resolution
accuracy. These empirical levels were then used to replace the
computed energy levels in the ExoMol AYTY line list [491] giving
367 779 transitions with empirically-determined wavenumbers of
which 183,673 are more intense than the HITRAN cutoff at 296 K.
This updated line list will be considered for a future HITRAN upgrade for formaldehyde.
2.21. HOCl: hypochlorous acid (molecule 21)
For typical atmospheric modeling applications, the selfbroadening contribution of HOCl is expected to be negligible; however a default estimated value of γsel f = 0.15 cm−1 /atm has been
applied for all transitions to avoid null values.

2.23.2. H13 CN
The spectrum of H13 C14 N at wavenumbers below 3405 cm−1
was included in HITRAN2004 based on the experiments of Maki
et al. [501] and Maiwald et al. [502]. Similar to the subsequent updates in HITRAN for the parent isotopologue, we add many new
hot and combinationa bands for H13 C14 N effectively extending the
data to higher wavenumbers based on the use of empirically corrected variational line lists. A new line list was computed using the
semi-empirical potential energy surface (PES) and ab initio dipole
moment surface (DMS) by Makhnev et al. [503]. The update considered wavenumbers up to 80 0 0 cm−1 and, limited to transitions
which have intensity greater than 10−29 cm/molecule at 296 K (at
natural abundance). Wavenumbers for the majority of these lines
were generated using the empirical energy levels of Ref. [504] but
the transition intensities are the ab initio ones. These intensities
can be considered fairly reliable based on comparisons with the

2.22. N2 : molecular nitrogen (molecule 22)
Unchanged.
2.23. HCN: hydrogen cyanide (molecule 23)
2.23.1. H12 CN
HCN is a product of biomass burning in the Earth’s atmosphere [492] and it is studied as a possible indicator for bacterial lung infection [493]. HCN, and its isomer HNC which is not
included in HITRAN, are important astrophysical species. HCN has
recently been detected in Pluto’s atmosphere [494] and the atmosphere of exoplanet 55 Cancri e [495]. Isotopologue ratios such
as H12 CN/H13 CN encode information on the thermal and chemical
histories of a variety of solar system materials and provide insights
into their origins [496].
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recent experimental study by Guay et al. [505] which used a freerunning, all-ﬁber dual electro-optic frequency comb system. An
overview of the H13 C14 N line list in HITRAN2020 is given in Fig. 27.

The global modeling of the C2 H2 spectrum in the frame of
the polyad model has been developed at ULB-Brussels [517], and
IAO-Tomsk [518,519]. The approximate relations of the vibrational
modes give rise to polyads such that P = 5V1 + 3V2 + 5V3 + V4 + V5
(where Vi are the vibrational normal mode quantum numbers, with
i = 1 − 5). The vibrational assignments used for C2 H2 in previous
editions of HITRAN only indicated the total bending angular momentum, |l4 + l5 |. However, as many more bands have been added
to HITRAN in recent additions, it has become necessary to separate the bending angular momentum quantum numbers to avoid
degeneracy and allow unique identiﬁcation. For HITRAN2020, the
vibrational assignment has been updated for all acetylene transitions of the three isotopologues so that V1 , V2 , V3 , V4 , V5 , l4 , l5 ,+/-,
u/g quantum numbers are now used to identify each vibrational
state (see the Supplementary Material of this paper for a description of the upper- and lower-state quanta in the “.par” format).
For HITRAN2016, numerous bands were added in the 13–248
cm−1 and 390–634 cm−1 spectral regions. The last region was supplemented and extended (in the 390–893 cm−1 region) based on
the recent P = 1 work of Jacquemart et al. [520]. This work used
a multi-spectrum analysis of FTS measurements, and line intensities were measured for 18 bands (only four of them previously reported). The very good predictability of the theoretical model developed in IAO-Tomsk has been used to include new hot bands in
this region as well as to improve line positions and/or intensities
of the existing HITRAN2016 bands.
Comparisons to N2 -broadened (1 atm) PNNL spectra [244] of
C2 H2 for the beginning of the P = 6 region indicated absorption features of some bands not present in HITRAN. Based on
the global model developed in IAO-Tomsk [519], 8 hot bands
have been added to HITRAN between 3738 and 3996 cm−1 (see
Table 9). Note that under atmospheric pressures, Q-branches of
acetylene are affected by line-mixing. This line-mixing is especially the case for the intense Q-branches of 12 C2 H2 located
at 730, 3881, 3896 and 4090 cm−1 . Using a Voigt line proﬁle for these Q-branches in atmospheric retrievals will lead to
systematic residuals due to line-mixing. Studies are in progress
to model line-mixing effects for Q-branches of acetylene under
atmospheric conditions and will be considered for updates to
HITRAN.
Lyulin and Campargue [521] collected together the recent experimental studies covering the 5850–6341 cm−1 and 70 0 0–9415
cm−1 spectral regions that used FTS measurements for the stronger

2.23.3. H2 - and He-broadening parameters
There are a number of experimental measurements regarding
He-broadening in early works [506–510]; however there is generally poor agreement between studies. A critical evaluation has
been made to ﬁlter selected data, and the rotational distribution
of the He-broadening line width (γHe ) is described using a Padé
approximant (Eq. (1)) with J  ≤ 16.
The microwave transient emission technique has been used
to study the l-doublet transitions of HCN with H2 -broadening
[507,510]. Later, frequency-stabilized tunable diode laser spectrometers have been used to study the H2 -broadening line width in
the ν2 band [508,511]. More recently, new experimental measurements of H2 -broadening in the millimeter-wave region have been
reported [512]. Comprehensive comparisons with all experimental
results exhibit a strong rotational dependence, while they appear
to be vibrationally independent. A similar procedure has been used
to derive the semi-empirical H2 -broadening line width (γH2 ) based
on the Padé approximant for transitions with J  ≤ 31.
2.24. CH3 Cl: methyl chloride (molecule 24)
Unchanged.
2.25. H2 O2 : hydrogen peroxide (molecule 25)
For the self-broadening half-width (which previously had values
of zero), a default estimate value of 0.3 cm−1 /atm has now been
assigned to all transitions for this molecule.
2.26. C2 H2 : acetylene (molecule 26)
Acetylene is a minor trace gas in the terrestrial atmosphere,
primarily originating from combustion sources, and therefore its
concentration is highly correlated with carbon monoxide [513]. It
is also present in the atmospheres of solar system gas giants and
their satellites [514–516]. The acetylene (C2 H2 ) molecule is a prototype system for molecular dynamics with a very rich IR spectra
as a consequence of strong couplings between vibrational modes.
However, the NIR spectral region in HITRAN had been missing
many spectral details.
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Table 9
Hot bands of acetylene included in HITRAN between 3738 and 3996
cm−1 . N is the number of transitions per band, νmin and νmax are the
minimum and maximum wavenumbers (in cm−1 ), and Ssum is the sum
of line intensities (in 10−20 cm/molecule).
Upper statea
01031 3
00120 2
01031 1
00120 0
00111 1
00111 1
01022 2
01022 2

−1
0
−1
0
1
−1
0
−2

u
u
±u
+u
g
±g
g
±g

Lower statea

N

νmin

νmax

Ssum

0 0 010
0 0 010
0 0 010
0 0 010
0 0 0 01
0 0 0 01
0 0 0 01
0 0 0 01

263
250
205
101
240
233
220
251

3744
3770
3794
3817
3772
3780
3756
3749

3969
3984
3977
3975
3980
3975
3963
3959

0.58
0.58
0.36
0.24
0.20
0.16
0.13
0.12

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

g
g
g
g
u
u
u
u

2.27. C2 H6 : ethane (molecule 27)
Ethane (C2 H6 ) is the most abundant non-methane hydrocarbon
(NMHC) in the atmosphere of the outer planets [534] and Titan
[535], playing an important role as a tracer of atmospheric chemistry and dynamics. Ethane is also an important constituent of
comets and their gaseous envelopes [536]. The relative abundance
of isotopic species of ethane, such as D/H ratio from C2 H5 D/C2 H6 ,
can carry valuable information about the atmospheric formation
and chemical evolution. In this work, we have expanded the
ethane line list in HITRAN to include the ν5 , ν7 and underlying
combination bands of 12 C2 H6 and the ν4 , ν12 , and 2ν6 bands of
12 C H D from recent model predictions validated through a labo2 5
ratory study.

a
The upper and lower vibrational states have the format V1 , V2 , V3 , V4 ,
V5 , l4 , l5 , ±, u/g. The full FORTRAN descriptors for the global and local
quanta are provided in the Supplementary Material.

2.27.1. Region of ν5 and ν7 fundamentals (2800–3071 cm−1 )
Until this present edition, HITRAN contained only strong Qbranch lines of the ν7 band in the spectral region around 3.3
μm. Nevertheless, these lines alone are insuﬃcient to correctly
interpret atmospheric and planetary spectra and a better highresolution spectroscopic model was needed. This spectral range is
dominated by the C-H stretching fundamental of ν5 (parallel band)
and ν7 (degenerate perpendicular band), and the ν8 + ν11 combination band (ν8 and ν11 are the degenerate antisymmetric and symmetric deformations of the two methyl groups, respectively). The
characterization of rotational structure in this complex molecule is
non-trivial because the ν7 band is severely perturbed by overtones
and combination states (with a low-frequency torsional mode, ν4
at 289 cm−1 ) that are in Fermi or Coriolis resonance with ν7 [537].
For the HITRAN2020 edition, we expand and advance the ν7
band at 3.3 μm based on Refs. [536,538], add a linelist for the ν5
band of ethane at 3.4 μm based on Radeva et al. [539], and add
combination bands that include the strong ν8 + ν11 band based on
Lattanzi et al. [538]. These references, and a summary of how their
data were adapted to HITRAN, are described below.

bands [522–524] and Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy (CRDS) for
the weaker absorption windows between bands [525–527]. Additional CRDS [528] and FTS [529,530] studies covered the 5693–
5882 cm−1 and 9280–10,740 cm−1 spectral ranges, respectively.
Following Ref. [521], these studies have been compiled into an empirical line list for HITRAN. The line list includes numerous 12 C2 H2
and 12 C13 CH2 bands that have not previously been included in HITRAN. Fig. 28 displays the signiﬁcant number of additional bands
that have been included in the NIR for HITRAN2020.
As part of the ExoMol project [531], the “aCeTY” line list has
been built for 12 C2 H2 [532] using the MARVEL acetylene database
wherever possible [533]. Comparisons of the aCeTY line list and
global model developed in IAO-Tomsk with measurements in the
P = 1 region are presented in Jacquemart et al. [520]. The line
lists from aCeTY and the ASD-10 0 0 database [518] are intended
for use at high temperature, therefore further comparisons between models and measurements will be investigated for updates
to HITEMP [53].
In addition, H2 -, He- and CO2 -broadening coeﬃcients that were
introduced to HITRAN by Wilzewski et al. [393] have been extended to the new transitions for C2 H2 .
A small number of Einstein-A coeﬃcients and statistical weights
have also been corrected for some of the bands of C2 H2 .

2.27.2. Line list from Ref. [538]
Relying on a high-resolution FTS spectrum recorded at 229 K
in Brussels and line positions measured in a Doppler-limited spectrum recorded at 119 K using a tunable difference-frequency laser
spectrometer [538,540] , the 2860–3060 cm−1 region of ethane
was re-investigated.
This work led to some progress in the understanding of the
complex network of interacting vibrational levels occurring in this
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Fig. 28. An overview of the NIR bands of C2 H2 that have been added to HITRAN based on FTS and CRDS measurements [521–530].
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energy range (see Fig. 2 of Lattanzi et al. [538]). In particular, 572
line positions belonging to p P and r R transitions in the ν7 band
(maximum J = 30), r Q0 , p P1 and r R1 transitions in the ν8 + ν11
band, and p P6 transitions in the ν3 + 2ν4 + ν8 band were leastsquares ﬁt to a Hamiltonian. The model involved the ν7 degenerate
vibrational level and four degenerate perturbers, i.e., the ν8 + ν11 ,
ν3 + 2ν4 + ν8 , ν4 + ν11 + ν12 and ν3 + 3ν4 + ν12 vibrational levels.
Although RMS deviations as large as 0.018 cm−1 were obtained,
indicating that the analysis is far from complete, a line list was
generated because it still provided a much improved description
of the 3.3 μm region of the ethane spectrum. Positions, relative intensities, and lower-state energies of 4969 lines associated
with transitions belonging to ﬁve perpendicular bands (ν8 + ν11 ,
ν4 + ν11 + ν12 , ν3 + 3ν4 + ν12 , ν8 + ν11 and ν3 + 2ν4 + ν8 ) were calculated between 2900 and 3071 cm−1 , relying on the model and
parameters involved therein and resulting from the least squares
analysis. The content of the line list is summarized in Table 8 of
Ref. [538]. As detailed in Ref. [538], incorrectly predicted line positions were recomputed using empirical upper-state energies. These
altered positions are indicated by the HITRAN error code of 4 (see
Table 2), while a conservative error code of 2 was assigned to the
remaining predicted positions. The predicted relative line intensities were normalized by inspection of observed and calculated
spectra (HITRAN error code = 2). The Lattanzi et al. [538] line list
covers the 2900–3071 cm−1 region.

to generate cross-sections under the same thermodynamic conditions and resolution as experimental data and the synthetic crosssections were compared with the experimental ones. It was found
that data from Refs. [536,538] both agree quite well with the experimental data near the ν7 band center, with both line lists being
superior to the HITRAN2016 data except for the region around the
p Q manifold near 2976 cm−1 where HITRAN was based on purely
7
empirical data from Pine and Lafferty [537]. As rotational quanta
increase, Ref. [538] produced much better agreement with the experimental data. At around 3070 cm−1 , the deviations of the Ref.
[536] line list from experimental data becomes so signiﬁcant (up to
0.5 cm−1 ) that it was decided to not use this list in the 3071-3100
cm−1 interval, which is not available in Ref. [538]. In summary, the
ν7 band and combination bands were taken from Ref. [538]. However in selected spectral windows where the residuals based on
the Ref. [536] data were better, the latter line list was employed.
In the small spectral window around 2976 cm,−1 HITRAN2016 data
were retained (although several lines had to be reassigned to the
ν8 + ν11 band).
Only the Ref. [539] line list is available for the ν5 band. Validations have shown substantially larger disagreements than those
observed with either of the line lists in the ν7 band. Some notable modiﬁcations were therefore applied to the line list from
Ref. [539]. First, intensities for all the lines have been reduced by
20% to better agree with both sets of experimental cross-sections.
The line positions for many lines with K > 1 appeared to strongly
deviate from their observed values. For instance, the deviations
from experimental values for lines with K=2 ranged from 0.004
cm−1 (for J=2) up to 0.17 cm−1 (for J=21). We therefore applied a
third order polynomial correction in J to adjust the line positions of
transitions with K = 2 and 3, but further reﬁnements are needed in
the future. Considering the rapidly growing deviations (with rotational quanta), the Ref. [539] line list was also truncated by applying an intensity cutoff of 10−24 cm/molecule (as opposed to 10−33
cm/molecule used in the original line list). After these modiﬁcations the resulting line list produced satisfactory agreement with
laboratory cross-sections. However, further improvements in this
region, including addition of the hot bands, would clearly be beneﬁcial.
Fig. 29 provides an overview of the ethane spectra in the
3.3-μm spectral region, showing experimental cross-sections from
Ref. [544] in the lower panel, and those generated with HAPI using
HITRAN2016 and HITRAN2020.

2.27.3. Line lists from Refs. [536,539]
These models of ν5 and ν7 were generated by characterizing
the upper ro-vibrational states using linear progressions of J and K.
For the ground vibrational state, spectroscopic constants from Pine
and Lafferty [537] were used, with speciﬁc corrections for some J/K
ladders (see details in Villanueva et al. [536]). For the ν5 model,
as explained in Radeva et al. [539], the upper-state rotational constants were not present in the literature. Therefore they were obtained by ﬁtting experimental data given in Ref. [541] for each K
ladder. For the band intensity of the ν5 band, parameters reported
in Ref. [542] were employed.
The ν7 upper-state ro-vibrational structure was derived by ﬁtting to experimental data as presented in Ref. [543], in which
cross-sections for ethane in the 3-μm region at temperatures
between 194 and 297 K and total pressures from 0.0689 Torr
to 763.48 Torr were reported. Using this dataset, we identiﬁed
466 lines, which were consolidated with 122 lines reported in
Ref. [542] and 66 reported in Ref. [541], ultimately deriving rotational constants for 30 K-ladders of the ν7 band of ethane. Our
model does provide good results for the selected lines (standard
deviation of 0.005 cm−1 for the 654 lines), but because of the numerous perturbations, their validity is relatively uncertain.
Determining accurate band intensities from experimental data
in this highly active spectral region can be complex, in particular for ethane at 3.3 μm, since multiple fundamental (e.g., ν7 and
ν5 ), combination (e.g., ν8 + ν11 ), and hot-bands (e.g., ν7 + ν4 –ν4 )
overlap at these wavelengths. As reported in Ref. [543], accurate
absorption cross sections for ethane at these wavelengths were determined, with an overall uncertainty of 4%. Their cross-sections
were calibrated against PNNL spectra [244]. Considering these new
absorption cross-sections and taking into account the ﬁrst torsional
hot-band, we derived a band intensity of 301 cm−2 atm−1 for the
ν7 band [536].

2.27.5. 12 CH3 12 CH2 D
Mono-deuterated ethane is the third most abundant isotope of
ethane, with a HITRAN abundance of 9.131×10−4 [57]. The deuterium substitution reduces the symmetry, which results in signiﬁcantly more transitions being visible in the mid-infrared. It
also slightly offsets the bright series of Q-branches around 2980
cm−1 , which are characteristic for C2 H6 , allowing the possibility
of remote observations of the D/H ratio in this spectral range.
Doney et al. [545] determined line positions and relative intensities of transitions in the C-D (centered around 2170 cm−1 ) and C-H
(2850–3030 cm−1 ) stretches, capturing the ν4 band (2170 cm−1 ),
the 2ν7 band (2770 cm−1 ), as well as a series of bands between
2850 and 3030 cm−1 (2ν14 , 2ν6 , 2ν5 , ν1 , ν2 and ν12 ). The assignments were made by employing ab initio CCSD(T)/ANO1 calculations. The study was based on spectra recorded at high resolution
using a Bruker IFS-125HR spectrometer equipped with a cryogenic
Herriott cell at JPL [546,547]. For the assignments in Ref. [545],
spectra were recorded at 85 K, at very low pressures below 0.0022
Torr with a pathlength of 20.941 m. The model includes transitions up to J ≤ 22, Ka ≤ 10 and Kc ≤ 18, with uncertainties of
the order of ∼0.05 cm−1 . Although the model captures most of the
strong transitions, further work is needed to reﬁne the description

2.27.4. Combining the line lists based on validations against
laboratory data
The three line lists described above were cross-evaluated
against each other, HITRAN2016 data, and the experimental crosssections from Refs. [543,544]. To that end, HAPI [52] was used
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broadening coeﬃcients and K  = 0 to Kmax = 7 for their temperature dependence, while those provided for Kmax were used for
transitions with K  > Kmax . The uncertainties for these pressureinduced coeﬃcients are conservatively set (error code = 2, see
Table 2) with the warning that the uncertainty is unknown for
J  > 31. Finally, a constant value of -0.004 cm−1 atm−1 (error code
= 1) was estimated for air pressure induced shifts, from the average of two air-broadening measurements at 296 K for r Q0 and p Q3
of the ν7 band [541]. For pressure-shifts, we considered the N2 broadened pressure-induced shifts of -0.004 cm−1 atm−1 reported
in Ref. [541] from r Q0 and p Q3 .
For the ν4 torsional band at 35 μm region [550], the temperature dependence exponent of the air-broadened line half-widths,
nN2 , listed in HITRAN2016 [16] had a truncation error which removed the integer part when the exponent is greater than 1.
This issue has been ﬁxed for HITRAN2020. In addition, the selfbroadening values in that band were previously given as a con-

of weak transitions in the 2850–3030 cm−1 region. No hot bands
are included in this line list.
For inclusion into HITRAN, the intensities of the C2 H5 D transitions have been calibrated against additional experimental spectra
recorded using the same setup, but at higher pressures (2.023 and
0.1367 Torr), shorter path lengths (0.2038 and 0.1526 m), but at intermediate cold and room temperatures (130 and 298 K). This line
list will be provided as one of the immediate updates to the oﬃcial
release of HITRAN2020.
2.27.6. Line-shape parameters
For all of the new bands of ethane (including the deuterated
isotopologue) self- and air-broadening half-widths, and their temperature dependencees, were estimated using the expressions reported by Devi et al. [548,549] from measurements in the Qbranch of the ν9 band near 822 cm−1 . The parameters involved
in these expressions were applied from K  = 0 to Kmax = 3 for the
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stant, while in HITRAN2020 they correspond to those in Ref.
[548] as was originally intended.

tad and octad, respectively. Additionally, to improve the accuracy
of the line positions, we have followed the strategy successfully
applied for methane line lists [309], which consists of making empirical corrections using a set of experimental vibration-rotation
energy levels. Finally, a data set composed of 14,400 energy levels up to the octad (Jmax = 25) and obtained from previous analyses [566–568] was used to provide empirical corrections for more
than 10 0,0 0 0 line positions. The corresponding line list is available via the TheoReTS web site [310]. To determine the preferred
line intensities and positions for each spectral region, comparisons
have been made to high-resolution FTS spectra recorded at PNNL
covering the dyad [577] and pentad [562] regions (resolutions of
0.0020 cm−1 and 0.0115 cm−1 , respectively), along with those obtained from the McMath-Pierce FTS at Kitt Peak [568] for the octad
region (0.0115 cm−1 resolution). Further FTS measurements from
PNNL [244], which include all three polyads at lower resolution
(0.112 cm−1 ), have also been used.
For the dyad region, the ν2 , ν4 and 2ν2 –ν2 bands from HITRAN2016 have been supplemented with the ν2 + ν4 –ν4 , ν2 + ν4 –
ν2 and 2ν4 –ν4 hot bands from Rey et al. [570].
The line list of Kleiner and Devi [561] was intended to be used
for updating the pentad region in HITRAN2016. However, the recent theoretical work of Ref. [570] was shown to provide a signiﬁcant improvement toward the edges of the pentad region as
higher rotational levels (i.e., J  > 14, K  > 12) were not included
in the analysis of Ref. [561]. Fig. 30 demonstrates the signiﬁcant
improvement when compared to PNNL spectra at 25◦ C [244]. The
positions and intensities of Ref. [570] have therefore been adopted
for all pentad transitions in HITRAN2020.
In HITRAN2016, the octad region primarily constituted unassigned empirical lines, which restricts the applicable temperature
range. The line lists provided by Nikitin et al. [566,570] are fully assigned and compared to HITRAN2016 in their ability to reproduce
observations. It should be noted that comparisons for the 3ν2 band
are hindered by low signal to noise in the PNNL spectra. Highresolution comparisons demonstrated that the Ref. [566] list yields
the best performance with smallest RMS residuals across the octad
region and has been used to update HITRAN. The 4ν2 –ν2 hot band
from HITRAN2016 has been retained as these lines were observed
in the spectra of Ref. [568]. The octad region of the PH3 now includes quantum assignments for all transitions.
Sousa-Silva et al. [578] reﬁned an earlier PES [579] to produce
the “SAlTY” line list covering the spectral range up 10 0 0 0 cm−1
and temperatures up to 1500 K. A calculated spectrum for the pentad region is included in the comparisons of Fig. 30. While SAlTY
is primarily intended for high-temperature simulations, these line
predictions can be used to advance the assignment of experimental
spectra. Furthermore, a MARVEL project is in progress which will
allow many of the lines in SAlTY to reach experimental accuracy.
There is potential for further empirical improvements to line
positions in the dyad, pentad and octad regions. This analysis will
be considered for future updates for PH3 .

2.28. PH3 : phosphine (molecule 28)
On Earth, phosphine (PH3 ) is a trace constituent of the lower
troposphere with very low, but highly variable, atmospheric concentrations [551]. PH3 has also long been observed in the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn due to prominent spectral IR features
[552] and is used as a tracer for tropospheric dynamics in gas giant planets [553]. While PH3 is associated with anaerobic ecosystems of Earth, and notoriously toxic for humans [554], it has also
been proposed as a potential biosignature gas in anoxic exoplanets
[555].
Recently, a tentative detection of the R(0) rotational transition
in the atmosphere of Venus using mm-wave observations [556] has
prompted signiﬁcant discussion relating to the chemical (and suggested biological) production pathways that can account for the
observed concentration. However, a number of followup studies
[557–560] have cast substantial doubt on the original detection
and conclusions. Nevertheless, these recent works have contributed
to a surge of interest in accurate PH3 spectroscopic parameters.
The IR spectrum of PH3 forms distinct polyad bands due to
the approximate relationship of the vibrational modes: ν1 ≈ 2ν2 ≈
ν3 ≈ 2ν4 ≈ ν2 + ν4 . For HITRAN2020, the line positions and intensities in the dyad (750–1500 cm−1 ), pentad (1750–2600 cm−1 ) and
octad (2750–3650 cm−1 ) spectral regions have been extended or
updated, while pure rotational transitions remain unchanged from
HITRAN2016 [16].
Kleiner and Devi [561] produced an extensive line list covering the pentad region, based upon the experimental measurements
of Refs. [562,563] that were described in HITRAN2016. The Ref.
[561] line list consists of 9894 transitions of the 2ν2 , 2ν4 , ν2 + ν4 ,
ν1 , ν3 bands. Line positions were obtained by ﬁtting 3403 experimental measurements with a Hamiltonian including the interactions within the V2 = 2, V4 = 2, V2 = V4 = 1, V1 = 1 and V3 =
1 upper states (up to J = 14) [563], which were combined with
empirically-determined transition frequencies calculated from accurate ground-state energy levels [564]. Line intensities were based
on a ﬁt to 1579 selected transitions [563] with RMS deviations of
7.7%. The methods used for both energy level and intensity ﬁttings
are described in Ref. [565].
The octad region has been analysed by Nikitin et al. [566] between 2733–3660 cm−1 using a global approach. This analysis
builds on a previous model for the lower three polyads [567],
which was noted to have poor simulation of spectra above 3100
cm−1 . The new model extended the assignments in Ref. [568] for
the octad region and has been validated against FTS spectra
[244,568,569] with a quoted RMS deviation of 0.0018 cm−1 and
11% for the positions and intensities, respectively.
Recently, Rey et al. [570] have produced an updated vibrationrotation line list of PH3 in several steps. As PH3 is a semi-rigid
molecule without large amplitude vibrations, the normal mode
representation provides an adequate description of the nuclear motions. At the ﬁrst step, the full nuclear motion Hamiltonian was
built in the Eckart-Watson form [571] from the PES reported by
Nikitin et al. [572] using the reduction techniques described in Ref.
[573]. For a full account of symmetry, the energy levels and transitions were computed by the variational method using the irreducible tensor operators following the technique of Refs. [574,575].
At the second step, the ab initio PES was empirically optimized to
match precisely the four observed fundamental band origins. The
line intensities were computed from the ab initio DMS of Nikiin
et al. [576]. The RMS deviations for energy levels up to J = 20 between the variational calculations and the empirically-ﬁtted effective Hamiltonian were 0.04, 0.05 and 0.07 cm−1 for the dyad, pen-

2.28.1. Line-shape parameters of PH3
The air-broadening half-widths introduced in HITRAN2008
[14] have been extended to all new transitions and are based
on scaled N2 -broadening measurements [568,580–582]. The linear relationship for the temperature dependence exponents of the
air-broadening coeﬃcients nair = 0.702 − 0.01J  [582,583] has also
been extended to all new transitions. For HITRAN2020, all selfbroadening half-widths have been updated with the method described in Ref. [566] for the octad region, using an empirical function developed for the ν3 band [562]. The self-broadening coeﬃcients are given by

γsel f = 0.1172 − 9.257 × 10−5 [Jm (Jm + 1 ) + Km2 ]
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Fig. 30. Spectra for the pentad region of PH3 compared to the PNNL absorption cross sections at 25◦ C [244]. The upper panel displays calculated spectra using the HITRAN2020 (see text for details), HITRAN2016 [16], Kleiner and Devi [561] and Sousa-Silva et al. [578] line lists. The lower panel displays the obs-calc residuals, where the
observation corresponds to the PNNL spectrum and calculated spectra are identiﬁed by the legend (all are shown in the upper panel).

where Jm and Km refer to the maximum values of J and K,
respectively, for each transition. A minimum value of γsel f =
0.05 cm−1 /atm is applied when the predicted values become too
small.
Due to the presence of PH3 in the atmospheres of Jupiter and
Saturn, there have been numerous studies aimed at measuring the
H2 - and He-broadening half-widths as well as their temperature
dependencies [562,568,580,582–591]. For HITRAN, H2 - and Hebroadening coeﬃcients and temperature dependencies have been
introduced for PH3 , which will be described in detail in Ref. [266].
While updating HITRAN, the Einstein-A coeﬃcients for all E
symmetry transitions have been corrected.
Line-mixing coeﬃcients for phosphine have not been introduced to HITRAN yet, although values are available from experimental [562,589] and theoretical [591] studies. This will be considered for the future.

likely contain tens of millions of transitions and therefore SF6 line
list will continue to reside in the supplementary folder of static
ﬁles. It is worth reminding the HITRAN users that there is a comprehensive set of experimental cross-sections, which are provided
in HITRAN for this molecule (see Section 3.1 for details).
For the 33 SF6 , 34 SF6 and 36 SF6 minor isotopologues, only the ν3
fundamental band are present [597] in the SHeCaSDa database, but
it will be considered to include those data [596] in the future.
2.31. H2 S: hydrogen sulﬁde (molecule 31)
There are no changes to the line positions or intensities of this
molecule. However, some recent works offer promising potential
for updates in the near future. Recent semi-empirical NIR line lists
from Ulenikov et al. [598,599] could be a potential source for improvements to the intensities of relevant bands in future updates.
The line positions throughout the database can be further revised with some recent data including that from the MARVEL analyses [600]. A total of 44,325 measured and assigned transitions
were collected in the MARVEL database [600] and a careful analysis of these transitions resulted in 7436 empirical ro-vibrational
energy levels up to 16,890 cm−1 ; these empirical energy levels
have already been used to improve the ExoMol line list for H2 S
[601]. Self-broadening parameters from Ref. [602] could also be
used as a source for future updates.

2.29. COF2 : carbonyl ﬂuoride (molecule 29)
Unchanged.
2.30. SF6 : sulfur hexaﬂuoride (molecule 30)
Sulfur hexaﬂuoride (SF6 ) line lists in the ν3 (stretching) and
ν4 (bending) regions have been largely updated recently thanks to
new global analyses of high-resolution infrared spectra [592,593].
For the main isotopologue, 32 SF6 , these lists now contain some hot
bands. This amounts to more than 350,0 0 0 calculated lines in the
SHeCaSDa database (Sulfur Hexaﬂuoride Calculated Spectroscopic
Database) [594] which are included in the present HITRAN2020
edition.
Interestingly, the amount of lines for this molecule reduce by
about a factor of eight. The reason is a substantially smaller cutoff
in rotational quanta. Indeed, as it is demonstrated in the ab initio
work [595] from the TheoReTs group [310], one needs to include a
large amount of hot-bands in order to model even room temperature absorption accurately. Ref. [595] demonstrated that their ab
initio calculations are able to model the PNNL spectra [244] accurately. The corresponding line list by Rey et al. [596] will be considered for future updates, although it contains billions of lines.
Even with the use of “effective” lines proposed in Ref. [56], it will

2.31.1. He-, H2 -, and CO2 -broadening parameters
The rotational dependence of He-broadening for H2 S lines was
studied in the ν2 band [603,604], and in the ν1 and ν3 band [605].
An optimal set of parameters for a model inter-molecular potential
that provides the best reproduction of noble gas broadening coeﬃcients for H2 S lines was reported by Starikov et al. [606]. However,
signiﬁcant discrepancies take place for almost all transitions in the
ν2 band for H2 S-He, and in some cases can reach 100%. We excluded the early work of Ref. [603] because of large discrepancies,
and utilized experimental results from Kissel et al. [604,605]. The
broadening coeﬃcients for γHe decrease rapidly with increasing rotational quantum numbers. A Padé approximant (Eq. (1)) has been
applied to ﬁt all collected experimental data, and a semi-empirical
model has been used to generate γHe for H2 S lines in the database
versus the index J + 0.2Ka .
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The H2 -broadening for H2 S lines has been measured from a
pulse-driven diode laser spectrometer [607] in the ν2 band, and
also calculated based on experimental results [608]. For HITRAN,
the H2 -broadening is ﬁt using a similar procedure to that of Hebroadening, with a Padé approximant (Eq. (1)) being applied to the
experimental results covering J  up to 12.
Experimentally determined CO2 -broadening parameters for 39
transitions of H2 S in the ν2 band were presented in Ref. [607] with
uncertainties about 2%. Just as in the case of H2 - and Hebroadening, a semi-empirical method was used to model these parameters.
These H2 -, He-, and CO2 -broadening for H2 S will be described
in detail in Ref. [266].

tigations are needed to understand the source of the discrepancy
of the HITRAN and PNNL intensities.

2.32. HCOOH: formic acid (molecule 32)

2.36. NO+ : nitric oxide cation (molecule 36)

Formic acid is one of the most abundant organic acids in the
terrestrial atmosphere and is being monitored by different remote
sensing instruments, including IASI [609] and ACE [610]. In this
edition, a line list for the ν7 and ν9 fundamentals of HCOOH at
16 μm has been included. All simulations and ﬁts described in
this section were performed using PGOPHER [460]. Line positions
were computed using the spectroscopic constants previously reported for the ground vibrational state and the strongly interacting
71 and 91 vibrational states of the normal isotopologue of formic
acid [611]. This corresponds to the inclusion of 53 diagonal parameters and 12 off-diagonal parameters. The 71 –0 and 91 –0 bands
are hybrid a/b-type and c-type, respectively. Their relative transition moments were determined by performing a ﬁt to the intensities of 2239 isolated peaks (using 3125 transitions) identiﬁed in a
high resolution (0.0 0 096 cm−1 ) experimental spectrum of HCOOH
(similar to that reported in Ref. [612]) with absorbances (base-10)
ranging from 0.1 to 1; they are μa /μb /μc = 1/-1.62/3.45. The experimental spectrum, which covered 400-1250 cm−1 (8-25 μm) allowed scaling the calculated relative line intensities within the 16
μm bands to the known spectral line intensities, within the 9 μm
bands (already in HITRAN) [613]. The intensities included in the
16-μm line list cover seven orders of magnitude (2.24 × 10−27 to
2.24 × 10−20 cm/molecule). Fig. 31 provides a comparison of the
experimental and simulated spectra in arbitrarily chosen regions.
One should take note, as pointed out by Kochanov et al. [614],
that infrared spectra calculated using HITRAN HCOOH data underestimates cross-sections when compared to the PNNL spectra
[244] by about 40%. Not surprisingly, the new FIR bands introduced
here exhibit the same trend because they were scaled based on the
HITRAN data for the ν6 band. The source of this discrepancy remains unclear. One of the possible explanations could be the lack
of hot bands in HITRAN, but it would unlikely to be responsible for
a uniform 40% difference across all spectral regions. Further inves-

For typical atmospheric modeling applications, the selfbroadening contribution of NO+ is expected to be negligible; however the previous default value of γsel f = 0.05 cm−1 /atm (as used
for pure rotational lines) has been extended for all transitions to
avoid null values.

2.33. HO2 : hydroperoxyl radical (molecule 33)
Unchanged.
2.34. O: atomic oxygen (“molecule” 34)
Unchanged.
2.35. ClONO2 : chlorine nitrate (molecule 35)
Unchanged.

2.37. HOBr: hypobromous acid (molecule 37)
For typical atmospheric modeling applications the selfbroadening of HOBr is expected to be negligible, however a
default estimated value of γsel f = 0.15 cm−1 /atm has been applied
for all transitions to avoid null values.
2.38. C2 H4 : ethylene (molecule 38)
Unchanged.
The 3 μm region (C-H stretch) is presently under reinvestigation for both line positions and line intensities thanks to new experimental spectra and to the tensorial formalism developed in Dijon [615]. This line-by-line analysis will be considered for a future
HITRAN update for this molecule. A complete analysis of the 10μm region for the 13 C2 H4 isotopologue is also planned. Finally, the
ab initio line lists for different isotopologues [616–618] from the
TheoReTs database [310] will also be evaluated for future updates.
2.39. CH3 OH: methanol (molecule 39)
Unchanged.
2.40. CH3 Br: methyl bromide (molecule 40)
Unchanged.
2.41. CH3 CN: methyl cyanide (molecule 41)

658.9
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659.0
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659.1

1075.9

659.2

1076,0

659.3

1076.1

659.4

1076.2

659.5

1076.3

659.6

Unchanged.
The ν4 band of methyl cyanide was introduced into HITRAN2008 [14]. The data were based on a multispectrum analysis
of this band and a preliminary model of the positions and intensities [619]. A complex model of low-lying vibrational states was
recently expanded to include extensive v4 = 1 data [620]. These
are ν4 transition frequencies up to J = 61 and K = 13 along with
rotational data up to J = 79 and K = 16. These new data will allow for a substantial improvement to the database in this spectral
region.
For bands involving ν8 at longer wavelengths, a case study describing the v8 = 0, 1, and 2 states that employed IR and very
extensive rotational data was presented by Müller et al. [621]. We
expect to include these line lists as forthcoming updates to HITRAN2020.

1076.4

Wavenumber I cm· 1

Fig. 31. Top panel: Experimental (upward) and simulated (downward) spectra of
HCOOH within the ν9 fundamental using a Gaussian FWHM of 0.00171 cm−1 .
Bottom panel: Experimental (upward) and simulated (downward) spectra spectra
within the ν6 fundamental using a Gaussian FWHM of 0.00245 cm−1 .
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to all seven vibrational modes of HC3 N up to 3400 cm−1 (fundamentals, combinations, overtones, and their associated hot-bands)
and rotational data in the ground and many vibrational states of
all normal modes. The fundamental band ν7 , the lowest bending
mode at 221.8 cm−1 , has been detected directly in the far infrared
region for the ﬁrst time. This is important for an accurate derivation of its vibrational energy and therefore for the analysis of many
hot bands which originate from it. The global ﬁt also accounts
for two anharmonic resonance networks, and their upscale by one
quantum of ν7 .
It is important to point out that the accuracy of the line positions for the ν5 and ν6 band systems is at least one order of
magnitude better than that reported in the previous line list (although the differences do not exceed 0.001 cm−1 and in fact is
much better than that for most of the lines). Very limited extrapolations to J values higher than the observed ones have been made.
With that being said, the intensities of lines in these fundamentals
in the new list exceed the intensities in HITRAN2016 (which originate from Ref. [628]). The origins of this discrepancy remain to be
determined. Considering that the line list from Ref. [628] is used in
Titan studies and no issues were reported in the literature, we retain HITRAN2016 parameters in the corresponding spectral regions
(460–560 cm−1 and 620–750 cm−1 ). This will be a subject of further investigation.
The intensities of the ν1 fundamental reported in Ref. [625] are
a factor of 3 stronger than those in the new line list adapted for
HITRAN2020. This also will be a subject of further investigation.

2.42. CF4 : carbon tetraﬂuoride (molecule 42)
The line list is unchanged, but the quantum number format has
been made consistent with similar species. See the Supplementary
Material of this paper for a description of the upper- and lowerstate quanta in the “.par” format.
Recent and ongoing global analyses of carbon tetraﬂuoride (CF4 ) [622] already partly included in the TFMeCaSDa
database (TetraFluoro-Methane Calculated Spectroscopic Database)
[594] should lead, in the near future, to further improvements for
this molecule (especially concerning hot bands) that will be considered for the next HITRAN update.
Another alternative source of data is the TheoReTs [310] line list
calculated with help of ab initio methods. Completeness of line lists
is essential for appropriate atmospheric retrievals. CF4 is heavier
than methane and has two low-lying bending frequencies at 440
and 640 cm−1 leading to a huge number of IR-active transitions
belonging to the hot bands. A major challenge concerns the modeling of these hot bands that strongly contribute to the absorption,
even at room temperature. It has recently been shown [573] that
converged opacity calculations for CF4 in the IR using global variational methods requires the same amount of computational effort
at room temperature as lighter systems (such as methane) for very
elevated temperatures of about 10 0 0 K. The corresponding CF4 line
list in the 0–40 0 0 cm−1 region, generated from potential energy
and ab initio dipole moment surfaces by Rey et al. [573], contained
about 2 billion transitions at room temperature. These data are
currently too big for the standard HITRAN format but are accessible
via the TheoReTs [310] information system in a hybrid compressed
form. The initially computed full line-by-line lists were partitioned
into two sets to accelerate modeling of spectral functions as described in Refs. [310,573] which also demonstrate very good agreement with the PNNL database [244]. In the future, this list could
be accommodated into HITRAN with the use of “effective” lines, as
proposed in Ref. [56] for methane.

2.45. H2 : molecular hydrogen (molecule 45)
The ro-vibrational spectra of molecular hydrogen are relevant
for the atmospheres of the giant planets in the solar system and
some types of super-Earth exoplanets [629]. Molecular hydrogen
was ﬁrst introduced in HITRAN2012 for the electric quadrupole
and dipole lines in H2 and HD isotopologues, respectively [15]. Default broadening values were used for all the lines. In HITRAN2016
[16], the electric quadrupole lines for HD were added and the lineshape parameters for the HT proﬁle (based on experimental spectra) were added for self-perturbed H2 [165].
In HITRAN2020, a comprehensive dataset of beyond-Voigt lineshape parameters for He-perturbed H2 lines was added [630]. The
dataset is based on ab initio quantum-scattering calculations and
was validated on highly-accurate CRDS spectra to sub-percent levels [630]. It covers a wide temperature range from 20 to 10 0 0 K;
the temperature dependencies of all the six line-shape parameters
(broadening and shift, γ0 and δ0 , speed dependence of broadening and shift, γ2 and δ2 , real and imaginary parts of the Dicke
r
i ) are represented with the double-powerparameter, ν˜opt
and ν˜opt
law (DPL) approximation [119,120] that recently was adopted in
HITRAN [120] but will be made available after the oﬃcial release
of HITRAN2020. To make the self-perturbed H2 line-shape parameter datasets [165] consistent with the He-perturbed H2 dataset
[630] and with the DPL format [120], the self-perturbed H2 dataset,
introduced into HITRAN in 2016 [165], was transformed into the
DPL format [120].
Recently, it was demonstrated that for high-J levels of H2 the
intensities of the Q-branch lines are considerably inﬂuenced by the
magnetic dipole contribution [631]. The H2 line list will be updated
in the near future to account for this effect.
The hydrogen-rich atmospheres are dominated by H2 and He,
but also contain the HD isotopologue whose low abundance is
compensated by much larger intensities of dipole lines (compared
to quadrupole lines in H2 ). Therefore a complete dataset for planetary applications should include four systems: He-perturbed H2 ,
He-perturbed HD, H2 -perturbed HD and self-perturbed H2 . In the

2.43. C4 H2 : diacetylene (molecule 43)
Unchanged.
2.44. HC3 N: cyanoacetylene (molecule 44)
Cyanoacetylene is a molecule of notable astrochemical importance. It has been detected in a large number of astronomical environments (see Ref. and references therein), including planetary atmospheres [624], comets [625], and nearby galaxies [626]. Several
laboratory works have been carried out that have mainly explored
the rotational and ro-vibrational spectra of HC3 N. In 2017, a detailed global analysis of this molecule was published [623], which
included pure rotational transitions in the ground and some excited vibrational states and ro-vibrational transitions in the 450–
1350 cm range−1 , involving all the energy levels lower than 10 0 0
cm−1 . Such analysis has been extended to the far-infrared region
below 450 cm−1 and to the stretching region between 2034 and
3360 cm−1 . The newly recorded spectra and the related new global
ﬁt carried out in Bologna will be a subject for an upcoming publication [627]. All the experimental and theoretical details and the
treatment of the data will be reported in Ref. [627]. From this analysis, a new line list of rotational and ro-vibrational transitions has
been compiled and introduced in the HITRAN2020 database. The
line list reports transition wavenumbers calculated with the best
spectroscopic parameters obtained from a global ﬁt. The main advantage of the new line list is the completeness of the data and
their consistency, conﬁrmed by the quality of the global ﬁt. For the
ﬁrst time, the line list includes ro-vibrational transitions relative
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34 S16 O,

and 32 S18 O) were calculated using the SPCAT program
[642]. For the principal isotopologue, 0-0, 1-1 and 2-2 bands
were calculated, using constants provided by M.-A. Martin-Drumel
(Paris) based on the ﬁt of measurements from Ref. [643], and other
available data. Note that these constants differ slightly from the
ones reported in Ref. [643]. The value of the dipole moment is
adapted from the CDMS database [635] which is in turn based on
the values reported in Refs. [644,645]. There is a notable difference
in the line positions for transitions with higher rotational quanta
when compared with the CDMS catalogue (containing 0-0 and 11 bands) and especially the JPL catalogue [227], which is based
on less recent results than CDMS. The intensities agree well with
the CDMS catalogue for the 0-0 band but differ noticeably (about
14%) for the 1-1 band. This is due to a systematic difference of almost 30 cm−1 in the lowerstate energies. The lower-state energies
calculated for HITRAN agree very well with literature values. For
the 34 S16 O and 32 S18 O isotopologues, the 0-0 band was calculated
based on constants from Martin-Drumel et al. [643] and the same
dipole moment that was used for the principal isotopologue. There
is a good agreement for intensities with the CDMS catalogue, but
line positions deviate noticeably, especially with the increase of rotational quanta. It should be noted that the wavenumber format
for SO in the traditional “.par” output is set to F12.9 for transitions
below 1.0 cm−1 , F12.8 for transitions 1.0 to 10.0 cm−1 , and F12.7
for transitions 10.0 to 100.0 cm−1 .
The a1 –X 3 − and b1 + –X 3 − electronic transitions of
32 S16 O have been added to HITRAN based on the work of Ref.
[646]. Fits to spectroscopic data in the literature (including Ref.
[643] and references therein) were performed using PGOPHER
[460]. The SO line list includes the transitions involving vibrational
levels v=0-6 for the X 3 − state, v=0-5 for the a1  state, and
v=0-2 for the b1 + state. For electric dipole transitions, the transition dipole moment matrix elements were obtained from ab initio calculations, but for magnetic dipole transitions, the transition
dipole moment matrix elements were scaled to experimental values [647]. These matrix elements were used in PGOPHER to provide Einstein-A coeﬃcients that were then converted to line intensities for inclusion to HITRAN. All lower-state energies have been
adjusted by 5.5913 cm−1 to shift the zero energy to the lowestlying energy level (to be consistent with the database formalism
and the MW line list described above). The magnetic dipole transitions have been indicated by “d” in the lower-state quanta (see
the Supplementary Material of this paper for a description of the
upper- and lower-state quanta in the “.par” format).
No broadening parameters for SO are available in the literature.
For that reason they have been estimated from those of the isoelectronic oxygen molecule. For air- and self-broadening, the functions used for the oxygen A-band have been applied from Robichaud et al. [325], with a default value for temperature dependence. It is worth pointing out that because SO has been observed
on planets with a history of volcanic activity, measurements and
broadening by pressure of CO2 would be very welcomed.

near future, we plan to add a comprehensive dataset for the Heperturbed HD lines (both dipole and quadrupole).
Unlike the principal isotopologue, HD transitions in HITRAN
have only Voigt values which are known to be not eﬃcient for
this molecule and were rather arbitrarily assigned 0.05 cm−1 /atm
for self- and air-width by default. However, this value seems to
be overestimated approximately by a factor of ﬁve when they are
compared to laboratory measurements [632]. Recently, a new laboratory study of pure rotational transitions has reported the lineshape parameters of HD [633], conﬁrming that the HITRAN default
values are indeed overestimated. Thus, an update is planned for
the near future based on the new experimental values, which will
include the broadening and frequency shifts of HD by self and H2
and their temperature dependences for R(0)-R(3) transitions [634].
2.46. CS: carbon monosulﬁde (molecule 46)
Unchanged.
2.46.1. Future work
The CS line list in HITRAN includes the four most abundant
isotopologues (12 C32 S, 12 C34 S, 13 C32 S, 12 C33 S) with line positions
based on lower-state energies provided by CDMS [635] and intensities calculated from Einstein-A coeﬃcients of Ref. [636]. In
the time since these data were added to HITRAN, empiricallycorrected ab initio line lists for the X 1 + electronic ground state
of CS has been calculated by Paulose et al. [637] as part of the
ExoMol project [342]. Eight isotopologues of CS (12 C32 S, 12 C33 S,
12 C34 S, 12 C36 S, 13 C32 S, 13 C33 S, 13 C34 S, and 13 C36 S) were included
and cover frequencies up to 11 0 0 0 cm−1 . More recently, Hou and
Wei [638] have calculated comprehensive empirically-based line
positions with ab initio intensities for the same eight isotopologues
as Ref. [637] with frequencies extending up to 15 0 0 0 cm−1 .
The 12 C32 S intensities from CDMS [635], Exomol [637], and Ref.
[638] have been compared to bands available in HITRAN [15]. Generally, there is good agreement between all sources for the v = 0
bands. For the 1–0 band, the intensities of Hou and Wei [638] appear ∼5% weaker than the other studies, whereas for the 2–0 band
the intensities of Ref. [638] are ∼50% stronger than HITRAN (the
weakest). The differences exhibited for the 2–0 transitions indicate
that further validation of the line lists from Refs. [637,638] are required. Therefore these works will be considered for inclusion into
future editions of HITRAN.
2.47. SO3 : sulfur trrioxide (molecule 47)
Unchanged.
2.48. C2 N2 : cyanogen (molecule 48)
Unchanged.
2.49. COCl2 : phosgene (molecule 49)

2.51. CH3 F: methyl ﬂuoride (molecule 51)
Unchanged.
A line list for methyl ﬂuoride (CH3 F) has been introduced to
HITRAN for the ﬁrst time. This tetrahedral molecule is present
in traces in the terrestrial atmosphere and participates in global
warming [648]. A line list for the intense ν6 band around 1200
cm−1 has now been included in HITRAN, based on the work of Ref.
[649] for line positions, on Ref. [650] for line intensities and selfbroadening coeﬃcients, and on Ref. [651] for air-broadening coefﬁcients. For some of the lines, the quantum assignment is incomplete in the sense that A1 and A2 symmetry components are not
distinguished. In the future a more detailed quantum assignment
will be provided.

2.50. SO: sulfur monoxide (molecule 50)
Sulfur monoxide is among the sulfur-containing compounds
detected on Venus (see for instance Ref. [639]). This molecule
has also been detected in the atmospheres of Jupiter’s moon Io
[640] and comets [641]. To aid interpretation of the spectra of
planetary atmospheres a line list for this molecule was added to
HITRAN.
The line positions, lower-state energies, and intensities for the
three most abundant isotopologues of sulfur monoxide (32 S16 O,
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2.52. GeH4 : Germane (molecule 52)

ural processes (volcanic eruptions, evaporation from the oceans,
soils, biomass burning, and petroleum reﬁning) [662,663]. In addition, exposure to CS2 can cause accelerated atherosclerosis and
coronary artery disease [664,665], and therefore it is essential to
monitor its concentrations in relevant production sites.
The HITRAN2020 carbon disulﬁde line list contains 83,420 transitions of the 12 C32 S2 , 32 S12 C34 S, 32 S12 C33 S, and 13 C32 S2 isotopologues in the 1.2–6466.4 cm−1 spectral range. The line list is described in detail in Ref. [666]; therefore here we only brieﬂy summarize the main characteristics. In the HITRAN2020 edition, the
CS2 molecule was given number “53” to be consistent with the
Total Internal Partition Sums (TIPS2017) program [178] (isotopologue ID: 12 C32 S2 : 1, 32 S12 C34 S: 2, 32 S12 C33 S: 3, and 13 C32 S2 : 4).
Although CS2 has the same symmetry as CO2 , the quantum notation that was chosen for this molecule is more in line with that
used for other linear molecules, including OCS. In particular, the labeling ν1 ν2 l2 ν3 of the vibrational states was used (see the Supplementary Material of this paper for a description of the upper- and
lower-state quanta in the “.par” format). The calculations of the
line positions and intensities were performed by applying the PGOPHER program [460] using a large set of measured line positions
available in the literature, including the most recent high-precision
dual-comb laser spectroscopy measurements [667] and transition
dipole moments for each measured band. A global least-squares
ﬁt of measured line positions to the corresponding spectroscopic
parameters for the 12 C32 S2 , 32 S12 C34 S, 32 S12 C33 S, and 13 C32 S2 isotopologues was carried out. A unique set of parameters for each
lower and upper state was obtained. The maximum rotational angular momentum in the line list was set to J = 150. In addition, the
perturbed line positions of the 3ν3 , ν1 +3ν3 , and 3ν1 +3ν3 bands of
the 12 C32 S2 isotopologue and the 3ν3 band of the 32 S12 C34 S isotopologue were replaced by their experimental values from Refs.
[668–670]. The calculations of line intensities for 423 bands of the
12 C32 S , 32 S12 C34 S, 32 S12 C33 S, and 13 C32 S isotopologues have been
2
2
carried out. For vibrational CS2 bands known experimentally from
the literature, the corresponding transitions of the dipole moments
were ﬁt to the measured line intensities. Different scaling factors
were used to correct the line intensities for the carbon disulﬁde
bands not having dedicated intensity measurements. In this case,
validation and correction of the calculated line intensities have
been performed using the PNNL [244] spectrum which covers the
60 0–650 0 cm−1 spectral range. The comparison between the CS2
line list (i.e., HITRAN line list) and experimental PNNL spectrum
can be found in Figs. 9 and 10 of Ref. [666]. The overall agreement
of the line positions and intensities is fairly good except for the
spectral region around of 1535 cm−1 , where there is not enough
data to calculate the line parameters for all the hot bands. More
dedicated experimental and theoretical studies of the intensities in
multiple bands are needed. Also, in the course of recalculation of
the partition sums (TIPS-2021) for HITRAN2020 [417], it was found
that the values at 296 K for 12 CS2 and 13 CS2 differed to their previous values (TIPS-2017) [178] by around 30%. It is important to note
that the intensity cutoff 10−30 cm/molecule at 296 K, was applied
when adapting the line list from Karlovets et al. [666] to HITRAN.
The HITRAN line list allowed one to extend the knowledge
about the CS2 line parameters in the 1–600 cm−1 spectral region
dominated by the ν2 band of 12 C32 S2 . The line intensities of this
band were calculated using data from Ref. [671] which may be
considered to be imprecise; therefore, new experiments for this
band are welcomed. Uncertainty codes for the line positions and
the line intensities used in the CS2 line list are described in Ref.
[666].
Fig. 32 shows an overview of the line lists for the 12 C32 S2 ,
32 S12 C34 S, 32 S12 C33 S, and 13 C32 S
2 isotopologues in the 0–70 0 0
cm−1 region.

Germane (GeH4 ) is a tetrahedral molecule of interest for the
study of the atmospheres of giant planets Jupiter and Saturn. The
need for accurate line lists for this molecule has been especially renewed recently by the availability of spectroscopic measurements
from the JIRAM (Jovian InfraRed Auroral Mapper) infrared spectrometer aboard NASA’s Juno spacecraft [652]. Germane abundance
retrieval in the Jovian atmosphere allows one to probe the planet’s
troposphere below the ammonia cloud level.
During the past few years, a new experimental and modeling
study on this molecule has been undertaken by French (LISA in
Créteil, ICB in Dijon) and Belgian (at ULB in Brussels) groups to remeasure high-resolution infrared spectra of the fundamental bands
of germane in order to obtain accurate line positions and line intensities. The molecule was studied in natural abundance and effective Hamiltonian and dipole moment parameters were retrieved
using the Dijon tensorial formalism and programs [653] for the ﬁve
main isotopologues: 74 GeH4 (36.52 %), 72 GeH4 (27.41 %), 70 GeH4
(20.51 %), 73 GeH4 (7.76 %), and 76 GeH4 (7.46 %). Deuterated species
have not been considered in these studies. A ﬁrst paper was dedicated to the stretching dyad ν1 /ν3 around 2100 cm−1 [654] and a
second one to the bending dyad ν2 /ν4 around 900 cm−1 [655].
The retrieved molecular parameters allowed the production of
calculated germane line lists for both regions. These data were
ﬁrst used to setup GeCaSDa (Germane Calculated Spectroscopic
Database) [594], which can be accessed either directly (http:
//vamdc.icb.cnrs.fr) or through the VAMDC (Virtual Atomic and
Molecular Data Centre) portal [656].
The germane line list for HITRAN contains line positions and
absolute line intensities for approximately 12,200 lines for each
of the ﬁve isotopologues (with 60,878 lines in total). These lines
pertain to the ν1 , ν2 , ν3 and ν4 fundamental bands only, in the
648–2271 cm−1 wavenumber range [654,655]. The lower intensity
threshold for calculations is set to 10−23 cm−1 /(molecule cm−2 ),
which is suﬃciently strong to avoid including exaggerated extrapolations from assigned experimental lines. The Einstein-A coeﬃcients in HITRAN have been recalculated to enable consistency
with the total internal partition sums of Ref. [417] described in
Section 6.4.
For completeness, we also mention the work on germane
by O. Ulenikov’s group in Tomsk, Russia (see for instance Ref.
[657] and references therein), where similar results have been obtained. More recently, a comprehensive study of the 1400–1950
cm−1 spectral region includes analysis of the 2ν2 , 2ν4 , and ν2 +
ν4 bands [658]. This line list has not been included into HITRAN, but the broadening measurements have been used to estimate self-broadening coeﬃcients for HITRAN. A linear ﬁt to the
self-broadening coeﬃcients of Ref. [658] yields γsel f = 0.07615 −
0.0 0 040J  . This has been used to calculate the self-broadening for
all bands (of all germane isotopologues) in the HITRAN line list.
There are no known measurements of air-broadening therefore an
average value of γair = 0.06 cm−1 /atm and nair = 0.75 have been
used based on comparisons to the methane parameters in HITRAN.
2.53. CS2 : carbon disulﬁde (molecule 53)
Carbon disulﬁde (CS2 ) has been introduced in the line-by-line
part of HITRAN for the ﬁrst time. CS2 is a molecule of interest
in atmospheric environmental chemistry, medical diagnostics, and
studies of planetary atmospheres. It has a signiﬁcant effect on
the global atmospheric sulfur budget and the oxidation of carbon
disulﬁde in the atmosphere is a major source of OCS [470–473].
The CS2 molecule has been detected in comets [659,660] and in
Jupiter’s atmosphere after the collision of the Shoemaker-Levy 9
comet [661]. The principal sources of CS2 are industrial and nat48
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We obtained the air- and self-broadening parameters of CS2 and
the temperature dependence exponents of the half-widths based
on the measured or theoretically calculated data in the literature.
To populate these parameters for all the lines of CS2 , the available
results were ﬁt using the Padé approximants (Eq. (1)) and these
parameters (γair , γsel f , and nair ) were predicted for all the lines including the transitions with higher quantum numbers. The pressure shifts of CS2 were not yet added to the database because of
the lack of measured data for this parameter.
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2.54. CH3 I: methyl iodide (molecule 54)

15

Methyl iodide (CH3 I), a naturally occurring halogenated volatile
organic compound, is an important carrier of iodine from the
ocean to the atmosphere and plays a crucial role in the chemistry of the atmosphere [672,673]. In addition, it is used in several industrial and agricultural applications. Examples include use
as a methylation reagent in organic synthesis, a fumigant in buildings and soils, and as a pesticide. In nuclear power plants [674],
methyl iodide is mainly produced in the containment by the reaction of iodine with organic coatings of the enclosure under ionizing
radiation. In the case of a severe nuclear accident, iodine ﬁssion
products represent a major part of the released radioactivity and
are of deep concern due to the aﬃnity of iodine with the thyroid.
Therefore, it is crucial to monitor the release of iodine compounds
into the atmosphere as part of nuclear safety and radio-protection.
Relevant to all these applications is the capability to install leak
detectors as well as to monitor personal exposure limits. Implementation of optical detection schemes is hindered by the lack of
accurate spectroscopic models based on high-precision laboratory
measurements.

14
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Fig. 33. Example of a calculation of methyl iodide transitions with and without
accounting for the hyperﬁne structure.

which perturb them. Transitions from both the ν6 and 2ν3 bands
have been included for HITRAN2020.
2.54.2. ν4 band at 3 μm
The reported line positions and intensities of the ν4 band and
nearby ν3 + ν4 − ν3 hot band are based on a high-precision measurement using optical frequency comb Fourier transform spectroscopy [677]. The details of the mid-IR frequency comb source
[678], the home-built fast-scanning FTS [679], as well as the autobalancing detection scheme in the FTS [680] and a Herriot cell are
presented elsewhere. The high-resolution spectra were recorded in
the region from 2800 to 3160 cm−1 with sampling point spacing of
11 MHz, utilizing the sub-nominal resolution interleaving scheme
[681,682]. The measured spectrum, shown in Fig. 34(a), contains
three main ro-vibrational features: the parallel vibrational overtone
and combination bands centered around 2850 cm−1 , the strong
symmetric stretch ν1 band centered at 2971 cm−1 , and the asymmetric stretch ν4 band centered at 3060 cm−1 . Based on the analysis of these spectra, the ν4 band and the nearby ν3 + ν4 − ν3 hot
band are included in the HITRAN2020 database.
Fig. 34 (b) shows the measured (black) spectrum of 0.11 mbar
of pure CH3 I at 296 K together with the simulations of the ν4
band (red) and the ν3 + ν4 − ν3 hot band (blue). Fig. 34(c) shows
a further enlarged section of Fig. 34(b) around a QK (J) sub-branch.

2.54.1. ν6 band at 11.2 μm
A relatively strong ν6 band of CH3 I is located around 893 cm−1 ,
coinciding with the 11-μm transparency window in the atmosphere [21,186], could be a good candidate for detection of this
molecule in atmospheric spectra. Detailed studies concerning the
line positions and intensities of the ν6 fundamental and interacting 2ν3 bands were recently carried out [675,676]. For the computation of the line positions and intensities, the hyperﬁne structure
due to the iodine nuclear quadrupole moment was accounted for
explicitly (Fig. 33), together with the vibration-rotation resonances
49
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erage discrepancy and one standard deviation of around 7% both
for self- and air-broadening coeﬃcients. The smoothed parameters
of Table 4 from Ref. [648] and Table 5 from Ref. [684] for self- and
air-broadening coeﬃcients, respectively, have been used to generate broadening coeﬃcients at 296 K for all CH3 I transitions. To
avoid extrapolating the self-broadening coeﬃcients to J  and K 
pairs far beyond observation, a minimum value of 0.10 cm−1 /atm
has been used. An error code of 5 (see Table 2) has been used for
both self- and air-broadening coeﬃcients.
There are no line shifts and temperature dependence parameters for this molecule available in the literature. Default values
for temperature dependence (ﬁxed to 0.75) of air-broadening coeﬃcients have been used for all CH3 I transitions. For atmospheric
applications, a study of the temperature dependence of the lineshape parameters of CH3 I (190–300 K) will be required.
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The nitrogen triﬂuoride (NF3 ) line list is presented in the HITRAN database for the ﬁrst time. This line list includes more than
40 cold and 680 hot sub-bands and covers the spectral range up
to 2200 cm−1 . NF3 is known as an anthropogenic greenhouse gas
with a high global warming potential of about 17 0 0 0 [685–687].
The concentration of NF3 has been increasing in the Earth’s atmosphere during the past decade [688,689] because this gas is widely
used in the semiconductor industry. The NF3 molecule is semirigid, belonging to the C3v point group; the symmetry properties
and selection rules are quite similar to those of other symmetric tops included in the previous HITRAN2016 release like PH3 or
CH3 D, for which the reader can ﬁnd detailed discussions in Ref.
[690] (and references therein). However, nitrogen triﬂuoride has
lower vibrational modes and smaller rotational constants resulting
in a much more congested infrared spectra, which leads to complicated line-by-line analyses using a purely empirical approach. This
is particularly true for line intensity determination because of numerous overlapping hot bands, even at room temperature. The HITRAN2020 version includes the global combined line list of Egorov
et al. [691], which was based on large-scale variational calculations with ab initio PES and DMS constructed at the CCSD(T)/CVQZ
and CCSD(T)/AVQZ levels of theory. The effective Hamiltonian of
NF3 was then obtained by the six-order contact transformation approach using the MOL_CT computational code [214,692] from the
ab initio PES. The effective polyad model included six groups of vibrational states: from ground up to icosad. The ab initio parameters of the effective model were reﬁned using the MIRS computational code [693,694] and experimental transitions of NF3 existing
in the literature. In particular, the experimental line positions from
the following works were used for the ﬁne tuning of the energy
levels: ν4 (E) [695]; ν2 (A1 ), ν2 + ν4 (E), and 2ν2 (A1 ) [696]; 2ν4 (A1 ,
E) [697]; ν1 (E) [698]; ν3 (E) [699]; ν1 + ν4 (E) [700,701]; 2ν3 (A1 ,
E) and ν1 + ν3 (E) [702]; ν2 + ν3 (E), 2ν1 (A1 ) and ν1 + ν2 + ν4 (E)
[703]. The empirical parameters of the ground state were taken
from Ref. [697] where the “loop-method” was applied to determine the K-dependent parameters (C0 , DK , HK etc.) by combining the experimental pure rotational transitions with those from
the ground state combination differences. All NF3 line intensities
were calculated variationally from the pure ab initio DMS and are
available in the TheoReTS web site (http://theorets.univ-reims.fr ;
http://theorets.tsu.ru). The ﬁrst experimental studies of NF3 integrated cross sections with medium spectral resolution were conducted in Ref. [704] and then revisited in Ref. [685]. The present
NF3 line list has been validated in detail in the work of Egorov
et al. [691] by comparison with the PNNL absorption coeﬃcients
[244] above 600 cm−1 . The line positions and intensities in the
region of the 2ν3 (A1 , E) and ν1 + ν3 (E) bands were additionally
validated using low-temperature (196 K) FTS spectra [705]. The

Ii I
111

3108

Wavenumber [cm· 11

Fig. 34. (a) The broadband high-resolution spectrum of pure CH3 I measured at 0.03
mbar in the range from 2800–3160 cm−1 using comb-based FTS [677]. (b) The absorption coeﬃcient, ,α of the ν4 band measured at 0.11 mbar of pure CH3 I (black)
together with the simulations of the ν4 band (red) and the ν3 + ν4 − ν3 hot band
(blue) obtained using PGOPHER. (c) Zoom in region around one of the QK (J) subbranches of the ν4 band.

The spectra of these two bands were simulated and assigned using PGOPHER [460]. The overall band structure, as well as the relative intensities of the individual lines in the simulations, agree
very well with the experimental data. A least-square ﬁt of the
assigned transitions to the measured spectrum provided accurate
upper-state rotational constants of both bands. The hyperﬁne splittings due to the 127 I iodine nuclear quadrupole moment are observed for transitions with J ≤ 2K. Future work will involve further
analysis of the hyperﬁne splittings and the analysis of the measured ν1 band and the parallel vibration bands.
For inclusion to HITRAN, transitions with J < 25 contain hyperﬁne splitting. All CH3 I lower-state energies (including transitions
for the ν6 region) have been adjusted by 1.0 × 10−4 cm−1 to account for the lowest allowed energy level. Sadiek et al. [677] provided line intensities for 207 transitions obtained using a multispectrum ﬁtting procedure and these intensities were adapted for
HITRAN. Line intensities for the remaining transitions of the ν4
band and ν3 + ν4 − ν3 hot band have been estimated by scaling
the relative PGOPHER intensities. A single scale factor was determined by taking an average ratio of the empirical intensities from
Sadiek et al. [677] to their corresponding PGOPHER relative intensities. A dependence on the rotational quanta was observed in this
comparison. It has been shown [683] that Herman-Wallis coeﬃcients are necessary for determining accurate line intensities for
CH3 I and will therefore be considered for future intensity analyses.
The self-and air-broadening parameters for all CH3 I transitions
are based on recent studies by Raddaoui et al. [648,684]. The values are based on FTS analysis of the ν6 band, which proposed a
set of smoothed empirical parameters to calculate widths up to J
= 80. Empirical parameters are ﬁtted through the K-rotational dependencies observed for transitions having the same lower J value.
The rotational J- and K-dependencies calculated by this model reproduced the measurements (around 10 0 0) with a sub-percent av50
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Table 10
Absorption cross sections added to HITRAN2020 for remote sensing of the terrestrial atmosphere.
Molecule

Temperature
range (K)

Pressure
range (Torr)

Number of
P,T sets

Spectral
range (cm−1 )

CCl3 F (CFC-11)
CH3 CCl2 F (HCFC-141b)
SF6
CF4 (CFC-14)

192
188
189
190

7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5

30
30
37
34

710 – 1290
705 – 1280
780 – 1100
1190 – 1336

–
–
–
–

293
295
294
296

NF3 line list is now provided in the HITRAN database with averaged values for air- and self-broadened half-widths (γair = 0.1
cm−1 atm−1 , γsel f = 0.5 cm−1 atm−1 ) as well as the temperature dependence exponent (nair = 0.55). It is worth mentioning that only
the principal isotopologue (14 NF3 ) is included at this time with the
abundance of 0.9964. The error codes (explained in Table 2) for all
ab initio line intensities were set to 4, and set to 3 for the line positions of the ones corrected to the experiment bands, and to 2 for
the ab initio line positions of all other bands. Due to a very large
size of the ﬁle and the fact that ab initio line positions in some of
the bands may deviate from the observed values, the line list for
NF3 have been placed in the folder with the other static line lists,
e.g. SF6 , ClONO2 and CF4 .

–
–
–
–

760
761
751
760

terms of the Montreal Protocol, the focus has now shifted to HCFCs
themselves, with a ﬁnal phase out currently scheduled for 2030 for
developed countries and 2040 in the developing world. HCFC-141b
is primarily used as a foam blowing agent, a solvent in electronics,
and for precision cleaning applications. Like other HCFCs, its atmospheric abundance continues to increase. Both CF4 and SF6 belong
to the class of source gases known as F-gases, with ﬂuorine as the
only halogen attached to either carbon, sulfur, or nitrogen. These
gases are not ozone-depleting and are not regulated by the Montreal Protocol. They both have small natural sources: degassing of
the Earth’s crust sustains an atmospheric background of 34.7 ppt
for CF4 [712] and up to 0.01 ppt for SF6 [713]. However, anthropogenic emissions of these species now dominate. As these species
are potent greenhouse gases with very long atmospheric lifetimes,
they fall within the remit of the Kyoto Protocol. CF4 and SF6 have
leaked into the atmosphere from a number of industrial applications: CF4 from the production of aluminium and the manufacture
of microchips in the semiconductor industry, and SF6 as an insulating medium in high-voltage electrical equipment, in particular in
electricity distribution systems, magnesium production, and semiconductor manufacturing. Due to their very long atmospheric lifetimes, SF6 and CF4 in the stratosphere are useful tracers for age of
air. Remote-sensing measurements of both species have the potential to investigate changes in the Brewer-Dobson circulation due to
climate change.

3. Absorption cross-sections
3.1. IR cross-sections
The comprehensive update of the infrared absorption crosssections carried out for HITRAN2016 [706] dramatically extended
the number of compounds represented in this section to almost
300. For HITRAN2020, some additional updates were introduced
and are described below.
3.1.1. Halogenated species of atmospheric interest
Four high-spectral-resolution absorption cross-section datasets
of the halogenated species trichloroﬂuoromethane (CCl3 F a.k.a.
CFC-11), 1,1-dichloro-1-ﬂuoroethane (CH3 CCl2 F a.k.a. HCFC-141b),
sulfur hexaﬂuoride (SF6 ), and carbon tetraﬂuoride (CF4 a.k.a. CFC14) have been added to HITRAN2020 (see Table 10). Covering
a wide range of atmospherically relevant pressures and temperatures, these datasets are intended for use by the atmospheric
remote-sensing community, particularly for the interpretation of
measurements by atmospheric infrared limb sounders such as the
ACE-FTS [707]. CFC-11 was one of the ﬁrst chloroﬂuorocarbons
(CFCs) developed in the 1930s as inexpensive, reliable, safe and
non-toxic refrigerants for domestic use. Its applications ranged
from refrigerators and air conditioners to propellants in spray cans
and blowing agents in foam production. As the use of CFCs became
widespread, their atmospheric concentrations steadily rose. However, the discovery that they were destroying stratospheric ozone
led to the signing of the 1987 Montreal Protocol. Designed to protect the Earth’s ozone layer, the Protocol mandated the phasing
out of CFC production. Although phased out, CFC-11 is still emitted
into the atmosphere from existing “banks” (e.g., old refrigerators
and air conditioners containing CFCs), but overall its atmospheric
abundance is now decreasing. Despite the general success of the
Montreal protocol, it was recently discovered that some countries
have been emitting CFC-11 from around 2013 [708,709], although
these emissions had largely been curbed by 2019 [710,711]. Hydrochloroﬂuorocarbons (HCFCs) were initially adopted as ‘transitional’ CFC replacements because of their shorter atmospheric lifetimes on account of their more eﬃcient reaction with OH in the
troposphere, and their reduced stratospheric ozone depletion potentials. With the worldwide CFC phase out achieved under the

3.1.1.1. Trichloroﬂuoromethane (CCl3 F, CFC-11). The CFC-11 cross section dataset in previous HITRAN compilations was provided by
Varanasi et al. [12,714] and has been used extensively for remotesensing applications. For HITRAN2020, this has been replaced
by a new dataset from Harrison [715], determined from spectra
recorded using a high-resolution FTS (Bruker IFS 125HR) and a 26cm-pathlength cell at spectral resolutions between 0.01 and 0.03
cm−1 (see Table 10). This new dataset resolves a number of issues with the Varanasi et al. data, namely a more accurately calibrated wavenumber scale, more consistent integrated band intensities, improved signal-to-noise, no channel fringing, and a wider
range of pressures and temperatures. The Varanasi et al. dataset is
now available in the HITRAN alternate folder.
3.1.1.2. 1,1-Dichloro-1-ﬂuoroethane (CH3 CCl2 F, HCFC-141b). The HITRAN2016 compilation included three 760-Torr-N2 -broadened
HCFC-141b cross sections (278, 298, and 323 K) at 0.112 cm−1
spectral resolution, and seven cross sections (223, 233, 243, 253,
263, 273, and 283 K) for pure HCFC-141b at 0.02 cm−1 resolution
[716]. However, these do not account for air-broadening below 760
Torr, so are not the most appropriate for use in remote sensing of
the Earth’s atmosphere. HITRAN2020 now includes air-broadened
HCFC-141b cross sections [717] over a range of pressures and temperatures appropriate for atmospheric conditions (Table 10); these
are derived from spectra recorded at spectral resolutions between
0.01 and 0.03 cm−1 using a high-resolution FTS (Bruker IFS 125HR)
and a 26-cm-pathlength cell.
3.1.1.3. Sulfur hexaﬂuoride (SF6 ). As was discussed in Section 2.30,
the extent of the line list for sulfur hexaﬂuoride does not allow
51
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modeling of complete spectral regions under atmospheric conditions, because of lack of hot bands. Therefore, it has always been
recommended that HITRAN users make use of absorption cross
sections of SF6 for remote sensing purposes; in previous compilations this has meant using the dataset derived from measurements
by Varanasi et al. [12,718]. For HITRAN2020, this dataset has been
replaced by a new one from Harrison [719], which covers a wider
range of pressures and temperatures, notably at the low-pressure
end, has a more accurately calibrated wavenumber scale, with improved signal-to-noise, more consistent integrated band intensities,
and no channel fringes. This new dataset has been determined
from spectra of pure and air-broadened SF6 recorded at spectral
resolutions between 0.002 and 0.03 cm−1 using a high-resolution
FTS (Bruker IFS 125HR) and a 26-cm-pathlength cell. The previous
dataset is now available in the HITRAN alternate folder.

absorption cross-sections already contained in HITRAN can be applied to the study of Titan. These will be supplemented with N2 broadened absorption cross-sections of many hydrocarbon compounds recorded with experimental conditions (pressure, composition and temperature) chosen to represent those found in Titan’s atmosphere. N2 -broadened absorption cross-sections for the
following molecules have been added to the database for HITRAN2020: propylene [725], propane [726], n-butane [727], isobutane [728], and benzene [729,730]. Further N2 -broadened absorption cross-sections will be included as an update to HITRAN2020
and include Refs. [731–734] and additional works.
For the atmospheres of outer planets and many exoplanets,
the dominant constituents are typically H2 and He. Again, many
measurements have been recorded with experimental conditions
(pressure, composition and temperature) with broadening applicable to the outer planets. For HITRAN2020, H2 -broadened absorption cross-sections for propane [735] and isobutane [728] have
been added to the database, with He-broadened absorption crosssections also included for propane [735]. Further absorption crosssections broadened by H2 and He will be included as an update to
HITRAN2020 and include Refs. [728–733,735–739] and additional
works.
The absorption cross-sections in HITRAN are typically recorded
at room temperatures (and below) as appropriate for the terrestrial atmosphere. Absorption cross-sections of spectroscopicallychallenging compounds are predicted to be abundant (with respect to the terrestrial atmosphere) in planetary atmospheres at
elevated temperatures. A series of absorption cross-sections based
on FTIR measurements at high-temperatures (up to 700 K) have
been added to HITRAN2020 for ethane [544], propane [740], and
propylene [741]. Further high-temperature (up to 1600 K) absorption cross sections have been measured for hydrocarbons [742–
747], alcohols [748] and aldehydes [749] using either an FTS and
a tube furnace setup or a rapid-tuning broad scan external cavity quantum cascade laser in conjunction with shock tube facilities. Therefore, to increase the applicability of the HITRAN data to
planetary environments, these high-temperature absorption crosssections (among other works) will be considered for future updates
to HITRAN.

3.1.1.4. Carbon tetraﬂuoride (CF4 , CFC-14). In previous compilations,
the IR absorption cross sections of CF4 available for remote sensing
were derived from measurements in the Varanasi group [12,720].
For HITRAN2020, this cross-section dataset has been replaced by a
new one from Harrison [721], determined from spectra of pure and
air-broadened CF4 recorded at spectral resolutions between 0.0018
and 0.03 cm−1 using a high-resolution FTS (Bruker IFS 125HR) and
5 cm- and 26 cm-pathlength sample cells. The new dataset covers a wider range of pressures and temperatures, notably at the
low-pressure end, and corrects problems with the under-resolved
low-pressure measurements. Furthermore, it has a more accurately
calibrated wavenumber scale, more consistent integrated band intensities, and improved signal-to-noise. The previous Varanasi et al.
dataset is now available in the HITRAN alternate folder.
3.1.1.5. Dinitrogen pentoxide (N2 O5 ). Cross-sections of dinitrogen
pentoxide covering the spectral range of 555–1765 cm−1 were originally added to HITRAN in the 1992 edition [10] based on Ref.
[722]. For the 2004 edition [13], these cross-sections were replaced
by those from Ref. [723]. However, only 540–1380 cm−1 was covered by the 2004 update, while there is still a clear need for having the data in the higher wavenumber region. Therefore, crosssections from Ref. [722] in the 1680–1765 cm−1 window previously
available in HITRAN, but omitted in the 2004 edition, have made
their way back to HITRAN. However, they have been modiﬁed in
the following way. The overlapping regions of Refs. [722,723] were
compared, and it became apparent that in order to make them
consistent, a factor of 1.13 had to be applied to the Ref. [722] crosssections. Hence, in the 1680-1765 cm−1 window, cross-sections
from Cantrell et al. [722] have been multiplied by 1.13 and added
to the database for HITRAN2020.

3.2. UV cross-sections
3.2.1. O3
A new UV cross-section database for ozone (referred to as DLRO3-2020), which straddles the peak of the Hartley band and covers
the spectral range 28,0 0 0–42,0 0 0 cm−1 (357–238 nm) and temperature range 193–293 K was generated within the framework of the
ESA project SEOM-IAS, ESA/AO/1-7566/13/I-BG [750]. The database
was tested for analysis of OMI observations and found to be satisfactory [751].
FTS transmittance measurements were performed using a
Bruker IFS 125 HR spectrometer in combination with a coolable
22.15-cm-long single-pass cell. Measurements of absorption spectra were performed under “sealed-off” conditions. Ozone was prepared from O2 in a silent discharge and puriﬁed and handled applying procedures similar to those given in Ref. [219]. Because decomposition of ozone was negligible at low temperatures, number densities could be derived from absolute pressure measurements. Absorption cross-sections span a large dynamic range from
3 × 10−22 to 1.0 × 10−17 cm2 /molecule, requiring pressure measurements over the range 0.1 to 30 mbar. In total, 191 spectra were
measured. The transmittance spectra are provided with an uncalibrated wavenumber scale, which is justiﬁed by the low-resolution
nature of the O3 spectra. It was conﬁrmed that, due to this smooth
spectral dependence, the cross-sections do not depend markedly

3.1.2. Planetary-relevant broadening and high temperatures
The vast majority of absorption cross-sections in HITRAN2016
were measurements of pure gases (or samples broadened by air or
N2 ). To extend the applicability of the HITRAN database to planetary environments, many line-by-line molecules in HITRAN now
contain collisional broadening parameters for H2 , He, CO2 and H2 O
(see Section 2). This allows the HITRAN line lists to be applied in
radiative-transfer calculations of planetary atmospheres. Similarly,
absorption cross-sections broadened by planetary-relevant species
(H2 , He, CO2 , N2 ) and covering appropriate temperatures (including higher temperatures applicable to exoplanets) are also being
added to HITRAN. In HITRAN2020 some of the ﬁrst “planetary”
cross-sections have been included, but a larger update of relevant
cross-sections is planned in the near future.
The lower atmosphere of Titan predominantly consists of N2
(∼94.2%) and CH4 (∼5.6%) with a small H2 contribution (0.1%) and
other carbon-rich compounds [724]. Therefore, the N2 -broadened
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on the air pressure. Consequently, the total pressure dependence
of the cross-sections was neglected.
A multi-spectrum ﬁtting approach as described in
Ref. [218] was applied for each of the 6 temperatures in the
range 193–293 K. Above 35 0 0 0 cm−1 the original spectral resolution of 3.3 cm−1 was decreased to ∼7.7 cm−1 by Gaussian
smoothing. Uncertainties for each spectral point were propagated
from the noise in the transmittance spectra.
Polynomials of ﬁrst- (>37 0 0 0 cm−1 ) and second-order
(<37 0 0 0 cm−1 ) in temperature (in K) were then ﬁtted to the
absorption cross sections for each spectral point. This ﬁt reveals systematic errors and reduces the statistical uncertainty.
Absorption cross-sections were calculated from the polynomials at temperatures (193, 213, 233, 253, 273, 293 K) near the
measurement conditions and are given in the database. The
relative systematic uncertainties in the DLR-O3-2020 absorption
cross-sections are 0.3%.
This is the ﬁrst work where a large wavelength range relevant
for ozone remote sensing was measured entirely with the FTS technique and a single spectrometer. We ﬁnd differences of relative absorption cross-sections between the DLR-O3-2020 data with those
from older references and inconsistencies among previous data on
the order of few percent, which can be attributed to radiometric
problems in the grating instruments. This result is supported by
the good agreement of relative absorption cross sections with UV
FTS measurements in the range 310-350 nm by the Bremen spectroscopy group [752]. The high quality of the DLR-03-2020 data
can be seen by the good agreement with recent high-accuracy,
room temperature ozone cross-sections, which include the 254
nm value recommended by Hodges et al. [753] ur = 0.31% (DLR03-2020 data 0.64(35)% below) and the laser-based measurement
at 325.126 nm of Janssen et al. [754] ur = 0.09% (DLR-O3-2020
data 0.94(31)% below). We note that as described in Ref. [753],
the choice of the cross-section at 254 nm constitutes the spectroscopic anchor point for SI-traceable measurements of ozone mole
fraction in the lower atmosphere. These observations are ubiquitous and are based on an international network of ground-level
standard reference photometers (SRPs) operating at 254 nm that
are dedicated to environmental monitoring. Currently, these instruments use the outdated cross-section value reported by Hearn
et al. [755], which has a value that is about 1.2% greater and sixfold
more uncertain than that recommended by Hodges et al. [753].
We note that there will be a globally coordinated change to the
new cross-section value lasting 3 to 5 years, with a target change
date of January 1, 2024. For physically consistent comparisons with
ozone mixing ratios provided by ground-based SRPs to be based
on the updated cross-section at 254 nm, future satellite retrievals
of ozone abundance that use the DLR-03-2020 data may be multiplied by 1.0064. Nevertheless, there remains some debate whether
this scaling factor can be uniformly applied to the DLR-O3-2020
cross-section data at all wavelengths. At the moment, a broadband
correction of this form will be left to the discretion of the user.
The measurement database, calculated absorption cross sections
with statistical uncertainties, and polynomials can be downloaded
from Ref. [750].

FTS transmittance measurements were performed using a
Bruker IFS 125 HR spectrometer in combination with a 22.15 cm
coolable single pass cell with a maximum optical path difference of
0.3 cm. Measurements of absorption spectra were performed under
sealed-off conditions. SO2 was supplied by Linde with a speciﬁed
purity of 99.98%.
Since SO2 is stable, number densities could be derived from absolute pressure measurements. The absorption cross sections have
a large dynamic range from 10−24 to 10−18 cm2 /molecule, requiring a pressure range from 1.0 to 10 0 0 mbar. In total, 87 spectra
were measured. A calibration factor of 1.0 0 0 0 03905 was applied,
deduced from the calibration factor of a CH4 measurement around
60 0 0 cm−1 with a correction accounting for the different input
aperture diameter.
A multi-spectrum ﬁtting approach as described in
Ref. [218] was applied for each of the 6 temperatures in the
range 193 to 293 K. Uncertainties in the baseline were reduced by
ﬁxing the absorption cross sections in the ranges <23,500 cm−1
and 24,0 0 024,40 0 cm−1 to zero. Uncertainties for each spectral
point were propagated from the noise in the transmittance spectra.
In contrast to ozone, SO2 showed high resolution features
with widths down to the Doppler limit. An error-free absorption cross sections database would require air-broadened measurements with sub-Doppler instrumental resolution. To avoid
self-broadening, SO2 pressures must be below 10 mbar, which
in turn requires multi-reﬂection cell measurements. In principle
this could have been carried out, but is impractical due to resource limitations. Thus, it was decided to measure pure SO2 up
to 10 0 0 mbar with a moderate resolution of 1.7 cm−1 . In order to assess the systematic errors associated with this approach,
Doppler-limited measurements have been carried out as well as
self-broadened measurements with suﬃcient instrumental resolution to have monochromatic spectra (not provided here). The impact under conditions relevant to the TROPOMI instrument was
found to be small within the requirements. The total column error was <2% for all atmospheric scenarios with SO2 columns up to
20 0 0 DU.
Polynomials of second-order in temperature (in K) were then
ﬁtted to the absorption cross sections for each spectral point in
the range 25,0 0 0–36,0 0 0 cm−1 (40 0–278 nm). This ﬁt reveals systematic errors and improves the statistical uncertainty. Indeed, a
fourth-order offset polynomial had to be ﬁtted for the 213 K absorption cross sections in the range 25,0 0 0–30,90 0 cm−1 to reduce the residuals of the temperature dependence ﬁt. The statistical errors of the absorption cross sections were propagated into
the polynomial coeﬃcients errors and are used together with the
χ 2 of the polynomial ﬁt to calculate absorption cross sections at
about measurement temperatures.
The new data overcome some problems with the data sets used
so far. The data from Hermans and Vandaele [756,757] are applied for high atmospheric SO2 load in the spectral region 360–
390 nm (27800–25640 cm−1 ) and are extrapolated to lower temperature since measurements covered only 298–358 K. In the regions for lower volcanic (325–335 nm, 30,770–29,850 cm−1 ) and
background (312–326 nm, 32,050–30,675 cm−1 ) SO,2 the data from
Bogumil et al. [759] are used for atmospheric retrieval. These data
have an inconsistency between 203 and 223 K in the temperature
dependence of the absorption cross sections. Applying the new
absorption cross section data would yield maximum SO2 column
changes of 5% with respect to the Hermans and Vandaele data and
16% with respect to the Bogumil et al. data.
The measurement database, calculated (semi-empirical) absorption cross sections with statistical uncertainties and polynomials
can be downloaded from Ref. [760]. The cross-sections from this
work have been added to the HITRAN2020 database.

3.2.2. SO2
Starting with the HITRAN2008 edition [14], UV cross-sections of
SO2 from Refs. [756,757] were used in the HITRAN database. While
being of excellent quality, they only cover a relatively high (by terrestrial atmosphere standards) temperature range of 298–358 K. A
new UV database in the spectral range 23,0 0 0–36,0 0 0 cm−1 (435–
278 nm) and temperature range 193–293 K was generated within
the framework of the ESA project SEOM-IAS, ESA/AO/1-7566/13/IBG. A detailed publication is in preparation [758].
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4. Collision-induced absorption

On the other hand, immediately produced classical spectral proﬁles do not conform to the detailed balance principle [807], which
is responsible for the striking asymmetry of the experimentally observed proﬁles. It is widely believed that this major defect of the
classical approach can be approximately corrected through the use
of the so-called desymmetrization procedure [807,808]. The latter, however, is not unambiguously deﬁned (e.g., discussion in Ref.
[808]). The use of a semi-empirically scaled variant of Egelstaff’s
procedure described by Frommhold [807] instead of the Schoﬁeld’s
procedure [809] adopted in Ref. [789] improved the agreement
with the low-temperature measurements reported by Sung et al.
[792].
Fig. 35 shows the results of the theoretical calculations for the
N2 −N2 RT band and experimental measurements [792] at two representative temperatures. It is seen that, at least in the vicinity
of the absorption peak, the trajectory-based results [789] reﬁned
with the use of Egelstaff’s procedure demonstrate an improvement
compared to the previous results of Karman et al. [806]. For the
temperatures 78.3, 89.3, 109.6, and 129.0 K, the measured data at
the peak exceed the Karman et al. [806] calculations by 18, 13, 12,
and 10%, respectively. In contrast, the trajectory-based spectra underestimates absorption with respect to experimental data by 5,
3, 3, and 2%, respectively. Such a deviation, at least for temperatures in excess of 80 K, is not signiﬁcant given a reported ±3% uncertainty in the measured absorption. The measurements at 78 K
appear to be suffering from the systematic non-zero offset; therefore the discrepancy with theoretical results should be interpreted
with caution. In the far wing, beyond 150 cm−1 , irrespective of the
temperature, neither of the calculations demonstrate perfect overall agreement. We have to note, however, that at 109.6 and 129.0
K (not shown) the Karman et al. [806] calculations appear to agree
better with the experimental measurements at the band wing.
For the millimeter wavelength range, Serov et al. [811] have recently shown that trajectory-based spectra issued from Chistikov
et al. [789], as well as Borysow et al. model [810], are in good
agreement with new resonator spectrometer measurements from
105 to 200 GHz and the results of previous experimental studies,
e.g., Meshkov et al. [812]. The N2 −N2 data provided in the previous effort [772] were found to signiﬁcantly underestimate absorption in the 105-200 GHz range due to the choice of interpolating
procedure, which is imperative to simulate continuous frequency
dependence since the calculations in Karman et al. [806] were carried out on a rare frequency grid.

4.1. Description of 2019 update
Collision-induced absorption (CIA) is the process of absorption
of light by pairs of colliding molecules, due to the dipole moment
induced by interactions between the colliding molecules. That is,
CIA is an additional source of absorption, not just broadening of
the existing monomer absorption lines. However, often CIA will
lead to absorption in the same spectral regions as monomer absorption, leading to a broad feature underneath sharp absorption
lines. The contribution of this continuum absorption is especially
important for forbidden transitions, where monomer transitions
are weak, or conversely if the absorption lines are saturated, such
that it becomes diﬃcult to extract information from their intensity. In the far infrared, CIA contributes appreciably to the heat
balance of planetary atmospheres due to absorption of outgoing
blackbody radiation. In the terrestrial atmosphere, CIA by N2 and
O2 molecules is important for the remote sensing applications
[311,761–766], and in exoplanetary atmospheres O2 -O2 collision
absorption is an important target as a possible biomarker [767].
Collision-induced absorption involving N2 and CO2 molecules is
important in the atmospheres of Titan and Venus, respectively,
whereas collision partners such as He, H2 and CH4 are important
in gas giants and brown dwarfs [768]. Collision-induced absorption by CH4 , CO2 , and H2 was suggested to affect the modeling of
Venusian and Martian atmospheres in the early stages of geological
history [769,770].
HITRAN has a section devoted to collision-induced absorption,
which was introduced in 2012 [771]. This section has recently been
updated [772]. The temperature and spectral ranges for the bands
included for each collisional pair can be found in Table 11. The
main updates involved the rototranslational (RT) and vibrational
bands of N2 -N2 , CO2 -CO2 , the RT band of CO2 -H2 and CO2 -CH4 ,
collisions involving different molecules and helium atoms, H2 -H2
at low temperatures, and electronic transitions in O2 -O2 and O2 N2 . The database now contains CIA for N2 -N2 , N2 -H2 , N2 -CH4 , N2 H2 O, N2 -O2 , O2 -O2 , O2 -CO2 , CO2 -CO2 , H2 -H2 , H2 -He, H2 -CH4 , H2 H, H-He, CH4 -CH4 , CH4 -CO2 , CH4 -He, and CH4 -Ar collision pairs.
Instructions for accessing the CIA section of the HITRAN database
can be found on the HITRAN website (www.hitran.org/cia). A set
of supplementary ﬁles is available in the “Alternate folder” which
contain data that are not recommended in general but do have
a clear advantage over the recommended data, such as extended
temperature ranges, accounting for spin statistics, or are constructed to be consistent with a particular line list. Further updates
of the CIA data are forthcoming, as described below.

4.2.2. O2 fundamental in O2 −N2 , O2 −O2 and O2 −air
In the Richard et al. [771] effort, the O2 fundamental band
O2 −O2 data were adopted from Baranov et al. [790]. These Main
folder data remained unchanged in the 2019 update [772]. Here,
we include the data for the O2 fundamental in O2 −N2 and O2 −air,
which weren’t previously provided, and extend the data in the
O2 −O2 Alternate folder as described below.
Laboratory measurements of the absorption by pure O2 and
O2 −N2 mixtures most recently have been reported in Thibault
et al. [800], Orlando et al. [801], and Mate et al. [813]. The data
from Mate et al. [813] will be retrieved from the authors and
considered for future inclusion in the database. Thibault et al.
[800] and Orlando et al. [801] performed comprehensive FTIR studies at 193–293 K with 0.5 cm−1 resolution and at 225–356 K with
1.0 cm−1 resolution, respectively. Both sets of measurements for
O2 −O2 were validated against the Baranov et al. [790] data. As
seen in Fig. 36, Orlando et al. [801] data contain the most noise
but extend to higher temperatures than those reported in Thibault
et al. [800]. The absorption data from Thibault et al. [800] at 193–
293 K and Orlando et al. [801] at 356 K converted to the HITRAN
format are available in Main folder O2 −N2 and Alternate folder
O2 −O2 . The Orlando et al. [801] data at 356 K was cast to the same

4.2. Post-2019 updates and prospects for the future
4.2.1. N2 − N2 rototranslational band
In the Karman et al. [772] effort, the Main folder RT spectra
for N2 −N2 were updated with the results of quantum mechanical
line-shape calculations from Karman et al. [806]. Also, the results
of experimental measurements from Sung et al. [792] were provided in the Alternate folder. In the current edition, we have updated the Main folder N2 −N2 CIA spectra with the slightly reﬁned
results of the semi-classical trajectory-based simulation performed
by Chistikov et al. [789] at 34 temperatures between 70 and 400
K.
The trajectory-based approach developed in Ref. [789] relies on
the assumption that the collisional dynamics, as well as the interaction with the electromagnetic ﬁeld, can be considered within
the classical framework. On the one hand, the use of a classical approximation allows the extension of this approach to the molecular
systems, for which quantum consideration is presently unfeasible.
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Table 11
Summary of the different bands available in the HITRAN CIA section, including Supplementary
folders for all collisional systems.
System

Folder

Spectral range (cm−1 )

T range (K)

# of sets

Ref.

H2 -H2
H2 -He
H2 -H
He-H
H2 -CH4
N2 -He
CO2 -He
CO2 -Ar
CH4 −He
CH4 −Ar
CH4 −CH4
CO2 -H2
CO2 -CH4
CO2 -CO2

Main
Alternate
Main
Main
Main
Main
Main
Main
Main
Main
Alternate
Alternate
Main
Main
Main

N2 -H2
N2 -N2

Main
Main

O2 -O2

Alternate
Main

20–10 000
0–2400
20–20 000
100–10 000
50–11 000
0–1946
1–1000
0–1000
0–300
1–1000
1–697
0–990
0–2000
1–2000
1–750
1000–1800
1000–1800
2510–2850
2850–3250
0–1886
0–450
0–550
0–650
1850–3000
2000–2698
4300–5000
30–300
1150–1950
7450–8491
9091–9596
10 512–11 228
12 600–13 839
14 206–14 898
15 290–16 664
16 700–29 800
1300–1850
7583–8183
9060–9960
10 525–11 125
12 804–13 402
14 296–14 806
1300–1850
1850–3000
2000–2698
7450–8488
12 600–13 840
7583–8183
12 804–13 402
1850–3000
2000–2698
4300–5000
1300–1850
7450–8480
9091–9596
10 512–11 228
12 600–13 839
12 990–13 220
7583–8183
9060–9960
10 525–11 125
12 802–13 402
14 206–14 806
1930–2830
0–1379
12 600–13 839

200–3000
40–400
200–9900
1000–2500
1500–10 000
40–400
300
300
200–400
40–350
70–296
200–800
200–350
200–350
200–800
200–350
200–350
221–297
298
40–400
70–200
210–300
310–400
301–363
228–272
200–330
78–129
193–353
296
293
293
296
293
203–287
203–293
193–356
206–346
206–346
206–346
206–346
206–346
193–356
301–363
228–272
293
296
206–346
206–346
301–363
228–272
200–330
193–356
250–296
293
293
300
298
206–346
206–346
206–346
206–346
206–346
250–350
40–400
200–300

113
120
334
4
10
10
1
1
21
10
5
7
4
4
10
6
6
3
1
10
14
10
10
5
5
14
4
15
1
1
1
1
1
4
5
7
15
15
15
15
15
7
5
5
1
1
15
15
5
5
14
7
3
1
1
1
1
15
15
15
15
15
11
10
1

[773]
[774]
[775]
[776]
[777]
[778]
[779]
[779]
[780]
[781]
[782]
[783]
[770]
[770]
[784]
[785]
[786]
[787]
[787]
[788]
[789]
[789]
[789]
[790]
[791]
[764]
[792]
[793]
[794]
[795]
[796]
[797]
[798]
[799]
[799]
[800,801]
[795]
[795]
[795]
[795]
[795]
[800,801]
[790,802]
[791,802]
[794]
[797]
[795]
[795]
[790,802]
[791,802]
[764]
[800,801]
[794]
[795]
[796]
[797]
[327]
[795]
[795]
[795]
[795]
[795]
[803]
[804]
[805]

Alternate

O2 -N2

Main

Alternate
N2 -Air

Main

O2 -Air

Main

Alternate

N2 -H2 O
N2 -CH4
O2 -CO2

Main
Alternate
Main

frequency grid as was used in Thibault et al. [800] through cubic
spline interpolation.
Following the concept introduced in the HITRAN2016 update
[16], we provided O2 −air data useful for applications for the
Earth’s atmosphere. The data for O2 −air was represented as a sum
of O2 −O2 and O2 −N2 continua taken with 79% and 21% weights

corresponding to the oxygen and nitrogen abundances in the atmosphere. For consistency, the O2 −air cross-sections for each temperature are calculated based on the O2 −O2 and O2 −N2 data from
the same source. Thibault et al. [800] data at 193–293 K and Orlando et al. data at 356 K were taken to estimate the O2 −air crosssections. In order to reduce the noise, the Orlando et al. [801] data
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Fig. 35. N2 -N2 collision-induced absorption spectra at two temperatures. The black curves indicate results from the trajectory-based calculation [789], the blue curves
denote the experimental measurements [792], the red diamonds denote the results from the quantum-mechanical calculation [806], and the grey curves denote Borysow
model spectra [810]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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absorption, argon is capable of modifying radiative properties of
other molecular species by virtue of weak intermolecular perturbation.
We include the CO2 −Ar RT spectra issued from the trajectorybased simulation carried out in Ref. [780]. In these calculations,
an array of up to 20 million classical trajectories was rendered
through the solution of dynamical equations in Hamilton form
in the laboratory frame of reference. The ensemble-averaged autocorrelation function of the induced dipole moment is obtained
from these simulations, and its Fourier transform yields the absorption spectrum. The contributions to CIA proﬁle from the
free/quasibound and true bound states were calculated separately
using the same computational approach. The trajectory-based calculations were performed using ab initio potential energy and induced dipole surfaces obtained with the coupled-cluster (CCSD(T))
method.
The absorption spectra at millimeter wavelengths in the
CO2 −Ar mixtures have been recorded with a resonator spectrometer as is described in detail in Odintsova et al. [780]. These spectra were measured in the 105-240 GHz range at 297.3 K. An excellent agreement between reported experimental data and calculated proﬁles was achieved. In an earlier study, Oparin et al.
[814] examined the CO2 −Ar RT band using classical trajectories
method and simpliﬁed potential energy and induced dipole surfaces. A thorough comparison of the data from Ref. [814] with the
results of the recent trajectory-based simulation in Odintsova et al.
[780] showed good agreement of both sets of calculated CIA spectra over the entire range of CO2 −Ar RT band including the millimeter wavelength range. However, we consider the data from
Ref. [780], which are based on ab initio potential energy and induced dipole surfaces, to be somewhat more precise. Moreover, the
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Fig. 37. Overview of O2 -air data. The data for 193-293K and 356K are derived from
the Thibault et al. [800] and Orlando et al. [801] measurements, respectively.

were smoothed using a simple moving average routine with the
window size of 15 cm−1 . Fig. 37 demonstrates that O2 −air absorption data, despite being compiled from two sources, exhibit consistent temperature dependence.
4.2.3. CO2 −Ar rototranslational band
Argon is known to be the third most abundant gas in the
Earth’s atmosphere, with a volume mixing ratio of 0.934%. It is
more than twice as abundant as water vapor, and more than 20
times as abundant as carbon dioxide. Although largely inert in
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the imaginary component is tabulated. Several of the supplementary datasets are for similar materials in the main set and can be
used to compare indices from different laboratories. Table 12 begins with the venerable set of indices compiled at the Air Force
Cambridge Research Laboratory in 1987 [823], which includes a
wide variety of materials: Water, ice, sodium chloride, sea salt,
water-soluble aerosol, ammonium sulfate, carbonaceous aerosol,
volcanic dust, sulfuric acid, meteoric dust, quartz, hematite, and
sand. Table 12 then lists indices of supercooled water, ice at various temperatures, materials which comprise PSC particles, Saharan dust, volcanic ash, secondary organic aerosol (SOA), brown carbon, biomass ﬁre particles, ﬂame particles, surface minerals, Titan
tholins, and candidate exoplanet atmospheric particulates.
As discussed in the Bohren and Huffman [873] text on light
scattering and Mie calculations, the complex refractive index m is a
function of wavelength, with real mreal and imaginary mimag components.
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Fig. 38. The temperature variation of the CO2 -Ar CIA RT band-shape in the 20 0-40 0
K range.

m = mreal + imimag

(4)

A plane light wave of wavelength λ is attenuated along the
propagation x-axis according to

Odintsova et al. [780] data cover a wider temperature range compared to the Oparin et al. data [814].
Overall, HITRAN CIA tabulates 21 spectra for the CO2 −Ar RT
band from 200 K to 400 K with steps of 10 K. The temperature
variation in the CO2 −Ar RT band-shape is shown in Fig. 38. The
contribution from true bound states manifests itself as a secondary
peak in the 3-7 cm−1 interval, which becomes more pronounced at
lower temperatures.

E = E0 exp(−2π mimag x/λ )exp(i2π mreal x/λ − i2π ct/λ )

(5)

with time t and the speed of light c. The imaginary refractive index mimag therefore determines the amount of light absorption in
a medium, attenuating the light intensity by exp(−4π mimag x/λ )
along a path of distance x.
Exoplanet atmosphere particles are produced at a variety of
temperatures from 700 K (e.g., ZnS) to 1725 K (e.g., SiO2 ). HITRAN2020 includes most of the condensates tabulated by Wakeford and Sing [874], who studied hot-Jupiter exoplanet atmospheres. Dr. Harrald Mutschke of the Friedrich Schiller University Jena kindly provided the exoplanet indices to HITRAN. Additional exoplanet material indices not listed in Table 12 are accessible from the extensive Jena website (http://www.astro.uni-jena.
de/Laboratory/OCDB/index.html). New indices in HITRAN2020 include the secondary organic aerosol (SOA) indices of Liu et al.
[837,838] and Dingle et al. [864], volcanic ash indices of Deguine
[836], and additional indices of Titan tholins (Imanaka et al. [849]).
While primary organic aerosols are emitted into the troposphere
directly by the biosphere, SOA is produced by a series of gas-phase
organic chemistry reactions. The Liu et al. [837,838] indices (from
0.23 to 1.2 μm) and the Dingle et al. [864] indices (at 532 and
1064 nm) correspond to several sets of indices, each of which corresponds to a speciﬁc set of hydrocarbon, hydroxyl radical sources,
and NO initial laboratory conditions. SOA comprises an important
fraction of tropospheric aerosols. An example of the new volcanic
ash indices is presented in Fig. 39, which displays the volcanic ash

4.2.4. Outlook for the future
The CIA section of the HITRAN database underwent a substantial update in 2019 [772] featuring improvements to the existing data, extension of temperature and spectral ranges, and addition of new collisional pairs. Nevertheless, there is a growing demand to further improve and extend CIA data in HITRAN. This update represents a small revision of the CIA section. For the next
update of the CIA section, data from a number of recent papers
will be evaluated, such as measurements and semi-empirical models of CO2 −H2 within RT band [769,815,816] and (1-0) band of
H2 [817] and CH4 −CO2 within RT band [769,815,816], results of
trajectory-based simulation of CH4 −N2 RT band [818], measurements of a1 g (ν = 1 ) ← X 3 g− (ν = 0 ) O2 −CO2 [819] and a1 g ←
X 3 g− O2 −O2 [820] CIA bands.
5. Aerosol refractive indices
HITRAN2020 contains refractive indices in the visible, infrared,
and millimeter spectral ranges of many types of materials which
make up cloud, aerosol particles, and planetary surfaces. The indices apply to materials found in the Earth’s atmosphere and surface, and candidate exoplanet atmospheres. Knowing the real and
imaginary indices of particles, as a function of wavelength, and the
particle size distribution of cloud or aerosol particles, one can calculate the extinction, scattering, and absorptive properties of the
atmospheric particles [821]. These particle optical depths add to
gas optical depths, which in combination, determine the wavelength dependent total optical depths of an atmosphere. The interpretation of remote-sensing retrievals of gaseous species is limited
frequently by how well one can separate gaseous opacity from that
of clouds and aerosols. Clouds and aerosols also take part in chemical reactions in both the liquid and solid phases, with heterogeneous chemistry on Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs) being a particularly important example [822]. Table 12 lists the HITRAN2020
indices. The listing is comprised of main and supplementary data
sets. Several of the supplementary datasets are older, correspond
to a limited number of wavelengths, or are not complete, e.g., just
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Fig. 39. Variations in the real and imaginary indices in volcanic samples from six
volcanoes [836].
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Table 12
Refractive indices included in HITRAN2020.

Compound
Water, ice, sodium chloride, sea salt,
water soluble aerosol, ammonium sulfate,
carbonaceous aerosol, volcanic dust,
sulfuric acid, meteoric dust,
quartz, hematite, sand
Water
Supercooled water
Ice
Ice
Sulfuric acid (H2 SO4 /H2 O)
Sulfuric acid (H2 SO4 /H2 O)
Nitric acid (HNO3 )
Ternary Solution (H2 SO4 /H2 O/HNO3 )
NAD (nitric acid dihydrate)
NAT (nitric acid trihydrate)
Amorphous nitric acid (aNAM, aNAD, aNAT)
NAM (nitric acid monohydrate)
NAD
α NAT
β NAT
Saharan dust
Volcanic ash
Volcanic ash
SOA
SOA
Organic acids (Oxalic, malonic, succinic,
pinonic, pyruvic, phthalic)
Brown carbon
Burning vegetation
Burning vegetation
Carbon ﬂame
Flame soot
Minerals (clay, illite, kaolin, montmorillonite)
Minerals (granite, montmorillonite)
Titan tholins
Titan tholins
Titan tholins
KCl
ZnS
SiO2 (amorphous)
SiO2 (crystalline)
Al2 O3
FeO
CaTiO3 (Perovskite)
Fe2 O3
Fe2 SiO4 (Fayalite)
Fe2 SiO4 (Fayalite)
MgAl2 O4 (annealed)
MgAl2 O4 (natural)
Mg2 SiO4
MgSiO3
TiO2 (Rutile)
TiO2 (Anatase)
TiO2 (Brookite)
Supplementary
Water and Ice
Saharan Dust
SOA
SOA
Diesel Soot
Sulfuric acid (H2 SO4 /H2 O)
Sulfuric acid (H2 SO4 /H2 O)
Nitric acid (H2 SO4 /HNO3 )
Sulfuric acid (H2 SO4 /H2 O)
Nitric acid (H2 SO4 /HNO3 )
Nitric acid (H2 SO4 /HNO3 )
Sulfuric and Nitric acids
Titan organic haze

Measurement
Speciﬁcs

Reference

Room temperature, 0.2-40 μm
27◦ C, 10-5000 cm−1
238 - 269 K, 1100 - 4500 cm−1
266 K, 0.04μm - 2 m
130 - 210 K, 800 - 4000 cm−1
215 K, 499-6996 cm−1
273 - 298 K, 400 - 7500 cm−1
223 - 293 K, 450 - 6500 cm−1
203 - 293 K, 450 - 6500 cm−1
160-190 K, 700-4700 cm−1
160 K, 711-4004 cm−1
153 K, 482-7000 cm−1
179 K, 482-6002 cm−1
184 K, 482-6981 cm−1
181 K, 482-6989 cm−1
196 K, 482-6364 cm−1
0.30 - 0.95 μm
0.45 - 25 μm
690 - 32500 cm−1
0.23 - 1.2 μm
0.23 - 1.2 μm

[823]
[824]
[825]
[826]
[827]
[828]
[829]
[830]
[830]
[831]
[832]
[833]
[833]
[833]
[833]
[833]
[834]
[835]
[836]
[837]
[838]

0.25 - 1.1 μm
0.2 - 1.2 μm
525-5000 cm−1
0.35 - 1.5 μm
0.4 - 0.7 μm, 25 - 600◦ C
0.2 - 38 μm
2.5 - 200 μm
5 - 40 μm
0.02 - 920 μm
0.2 - 1 μm
2.5 - 25 μm
0.22 - 166 μm
0.22 - 166 μm
6.6 - 487 μm, 10 - 300 K
6.25 μm - 10 μm, 300 - 928 K
7.8 - 200 μm
0.2 - 500 μm
2.0 - 500 μm
0.1 - 1000 μm
0.4 - 10 μm
2 μm- 10 μm
1.6 - 6825 μm
2.0 μm - 10 μm
0.19 - 948 μm
0.2 - 500 μm
0.47 - 36.2 μm
2.0 - 5843 μm
2.0 - 5843 μm

[839]
[840]
[841]
[842]
[843]
[844]
[845]
[846]
[847]
[848]
[849]
[845]
[845]
[850]
[851]
[852]
[853]
[854]
[855]
[856]
[857]
[858]
[858]
[859]
[859]
[860]
[860]
[861]

0.67 - 2.5 μm, imaginary
0.35 -0.65 μm
0.375 and 0.632 μm, various radical sources
0.532 μm, various cases
0.45 - 10 μm
200-300 K, 825-4700 cm−1
183- 293 K, 2 - 23 μm
213-293 K, 2 - 23 μm
Room temperature, 75 and 90% H2 SO4
220 K, 754-4700 cm−1
Room temperature, 2 - 40 μm
Room temperature, 6 - 11 μm
0.532 μm (single wavelength)

[862]
[863]
[864]
[865]
[845]
[866]
[867]
[867]
[868]
[869]
[870]
[871]
[872]
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indices of Deguine et al. [836]. Due to the impact upon civil aviation by the Icelandic Eyjafjallajökull eruption in 2010, there is interest in the optical properties of dust emissions from active volcanoes. Fig. 39 displays the indices for six volcanoes, including Eyjafjallajökull. There is a sizable difference (by a factor of 1.5) in the
imaginary indices near 10.6 μm for the Etna (Italy) and Grímsvötn
(Iceland) volcanoes, and thus for the same particle size distribution, a sizable difference in the extinction spectra (a factor of 1.6
at 10.6 μm).
HITRAN2020 extends the HITRAN-RI program [875] that resides on the HITRAN website, by including a version of the program written in Python. HITRAN-RI is also written in the IDL (Interactive Design Language) and FORTRAN 90 programming languages, and all three versions apply the Bohren-Huffman [873] Mie
code. The FORTRAN 90 version has been changed to read in ASCII
ﬁles for compilation ease purposes. All programs and subdirectories are bundled together in a single tar ﬁle. In all three versions of the program, the user edits the directory path names in
the directory.dat ASCII ﬁle, specifying the subdirectories that
have the input data sets and the output subdirectory to which
ﬁles are written to. One then examines the indices.dat ASCII
ﬁle to determine which material to work with. The editing of the
work.dat ﬁle just requires simply replacing integers and ﬂoatingpoint numbers with new values. The wavelength range, and the
particle size distribution, are also speciﬁed in the work.dat ﬁle.
The use of the ".dat" ﬁles allows the user to specify the HITRANRI calculations without having to modify the source code. The
HITRAN-RI program then calculates optical property spectra of extinction, scattering, absorption, single scattering albedo, and the
asymmetry parameter. The IDL version of HITRAN-RI generates
output postscript and NetCDF ﬁles of the input indices, particle
size distribution, and wavelength dependent optical properties. As
an instructional aid, test cases can be run. PDF versions of the original reference papers are contained in a subdirectory, while the refractive indices are stored in subdirectories in ASCII and NetCDF
formats. The user can edit the work.dat ﬁle to instruct the program to read in user-speciﬁed refractive indices and/or the particle size distribution. Since all of the source code is fully accessible,
HITRAN-RI can be modiﬁed as desired by the user.

database and demonstrate how to navigate the website and make
queries in different formats. These tutorials have proven to be very
helpful to new users, and on aggregate they have been watched
over 9500 times so far.
Recently, a new automated referencing system has been developed and implemented as part of the HITRAN project to provide consistent, accurate and detailed bibliographies for every
source of data in the HITRAN database. Administrators using this
system can obtain the complete bibliographic entry for the article they wish to cite by entering only its unique digital object identiﬁer (DOI). The referencing program, which is available as open source software, is described by Skinner et al.
[876]. It provides a convenient, customizable bibliographic system
to allow database administrators to implement bibliographies in
their database systems more eﬃciently and with fewer human
errors.
6.2. HAPI2
The ﬁrst generation of the HITRAN Application Programming Interface (HAPI) [52] has proven to be a convenient tool for acquiring and working with HITRAN data. The HAPI library provided a
means of downloading and ﬁltering the spectroscopic transitions
for molecules provided by the HITRANonline [51] web server, using
a range of partition sums and spectral line parameters. A signiﬁcant feature of HAPI was the ability to calculate absorption coefﬁcients based on the line-by-line spectroscopic parameters. For a
more detailed description of this software library, we refer readers
to the dedicated paper [52] and corresponding user manual available online (https://hitran.org/hapi).
Although the ﬁrst generation of HAPI allows users to build
new functions, it does not have the functionality to make use the
whole range of spectroscopic data currently available in the HITRAN database. For instance, the ﬁrst version of the REST-API used
by HAPI only allowed line-by-line data to be downloaded. For this
reason, an extended version of HAPI (with greater functionality)
is provided as part of HITRAN2020. This extended version, named
“HAPI2”, includes all the functionality of HAPI but with a new
Python library and has been designed to be backward-compatible.
To take advantage of the more advanced features in the “second
generation” extension library, users will be required to upgrade to
HAPI2.
One main feature of HAPI2 will be the ability to consider more
objects available for downloading. This essentially means users
will now be able to access the vast library of absorption crosssections, CIA, and more. This was achieved by revisiting the HITRAN server’s REST API. A new version is able to access the information for a number of entities available in HITRAN. Among
these entities are molecule information, reference sources, line-byline transitions, monomer and collision-induced absorption crosssections, and metadata on line parameters. An example of the REST
API query for the water molecule and corresponding JSON response
are shown in Fig. 40. Users should note that, in order to be able to
query the new REST API, a valid API key is required in the request.
An API key is a unique string identiﬁer, which can be generated in
the HITRANonline user proﬁle by pressing the button “generate API
key”, as shown in Fig. 41.
Secondly, for applications that require numerous transitions to
be considered in absorption coeﬃcient calculations (such as at
high-temperatures), the speed of calculation is of paramount importance. Although the ﬁrst generation of HAPI [52] contained
some Numpy-based optimizations [877], it lacked the means for
fast cross-section computation. In HAPI2, eﬃcient coding for HT
and SDV proﬁles [74,878,879] that makes use of the “Just-in-time”
compilation approach, has provided a signiﬁcant speed increase for
computations.

6. Global data and software
6.1. Database structure and interface
HITRANonline, the software providing an online interface to the
HITRAN database at https://hitran.org, has undergone a series of
improvements and minor modiﬁcations since its release in 2015
[51]. In addition to bug-ﬁxes and security patches, the entire code
base was ported to Python 3 in 2019, using Django 2 as its web
framework. At the same time the web server was conﬁgured to use
the HTTPS protocol for secure communication with client computers. Errors in the HDF-5 output format were corrected and compatibility with the major web browsers on both Windows and Unixlike operating systems improved.
To access the database, HITRANonline requires users to register
for an account by providing a name and using a valid email address. An ongoing inconvenience has been the large number of automated bots signing up fake accounts with the website that consequently required removal. This has been mitigated by the introduction of a question on the registration page which is found to
be diﬃcult to parse by a bot but intended to be easy for humans
to answer correctly. The question is currently “1 + tωo”; for the
avoidance of doubt, the correct answer to this question is “3” or
“three”.
A number of video tutorials (https://hitran.org/videos/) have
been created to guide users through the main aspects of the
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from the code locally by the users, as a preliminary step of the ﬁrst
CO2 line-mixing calculation. If the ﬁles were already built, this step
will not be executed by the code, except if it is explicitly asked by
the user.
As was the case for HAPI [52], the HAPI2 extension stores
the downloaded ﬁles locally. Thus, the ﬁnal prominent feature of
HAPI2 is the ability to make use of the fast and ﬂexible relational database on these local ﬁles. This gives users the ability
to perform data mining on the stored sets of molecules, references, line parameters, and cross-sections, including user-supplied
data sets. The data scheme used in this relational engine is an extension of the relational scheme constructed by Hill et al. [50].
In the HAPI2 implementation, this scheme was created using the
SQLAlchemy (https://www.sqlalchemy.org/) library which provides
back-ends for many existing database management systems such
as SQLite, MySQL, PostgreSQL, and more. HAPI2 uses SQLite as the
default database back-end. The back-ends in HAPI2 use the Object Relational Mapping (ORM) technique to connect with the lowlevel database. Some of the data ﬁltering is available through the
REST API on the server side (e.g., setting the wavenumber range
for transitions and specifying the set of isotopologues). Nevertheless, the full capability of the data ﬁltering can be done locally by
the means of the standard SQLAlchemy ORM methods.
The HAPI2 extension is currently available on the Github
repository (https://github.com/hitranonline/hapi2) as well as in the
Python Package Index. A more complete description of the HAPI2
extension library will be described in a separate paper.

hitran.org/api/v2/<api_key>/molecules?id=l
status:

"OK"

message:

"Fetched 1 molecule(s)"

• content :
class:
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format :
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source:
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Fig. 40. Sample JSON response for the REST API query requesting molecule information, with an additional restriction imposed on the HITRAN ID value. The JSON
ﬁelds contain the information on the molecule entry with the id=1 (water vapor).

6.3. HAPIEST
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The HITRAN Application Programming Interface and Eﬃcient
Spectroscopic Tools (HAPIEST) is a joint project which started
in the Fall of 2017 as a collaboration between the HITRAN
team and the State University of New York at Oswego. The purpose of HAPIEST is to simplify usage of HAPI to work eﬃciently with HITRANonline and to allow users who are not familiar with Python to access the spectroscopic data offered by
HITRAN.
HAPIEST provides a cross-platform graphical user interactive
that gives access to the basic features of HAPI (such as data fetching and ﬁltering), as well as calculating and plotting spectral functions (absorption coeﬃcients, and transmittance, absorption, and
radiance spectra). Moreover, HAPIEST provides access to most of
the controls that are involved in spectral ﬁltering and simulation,
and is distributed both as binary and source code. The most recent version of the source code can be found on Github (https:
//github.com/hitranonline/hapiest), as well as the most recent binary versions (https://github.com/hitranonline/hapiest/releases).
Using the HAPI and HAPI2 libraries, HAPIEST can retrieve the
spectroscopic line-by-line data for any molecule or isotopologue
in HITRAN. There are currently three functionalities provided in
HAPIEST for line-by-line data: viewing, graphing, and data selection. The “view” feature allows line-by-line data to be viewed in
a spreadsheet-like widget. This feature automatically paginates tables to save on system resources, but this page-length can be
changed in the user-conﬁgurable settings. One major feature of
HAPIEST is the graphing capability. HAPIEST is able to display the
line-by-line data in graphical form by calculating absorption coefﬁcients, as well as absorption, transmittance, and radiance spectra,
with a variety of instrumental functions and line proﬁles. As part
of the HAPIEST functionality, users are able to ﬁlter (e.g., by vibrational band) and plot results separately. When bands are plotted, HAPIEST creates a legend for band graphs which will display upper- and lower-quanta of each band. In addition, the absorption cross-section data can also be downloaded from the HITRANonline web server and plotted by HAPIEST. Multiple absorp-
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Fig. 41. An API key is required to make use of the full querying capabilities of
HAPI2. Users can generate a personal API key from their HITRANonline user proﬁle at www.hitran.org by clicking “Generate API key”. The resulting API key will be
be displayed in the location indicated in the screenshot.

In addition, among the prominent features of HAPI2 is the
ability to account for the full line-mixing. Following the work of
Hashemi et al. [161], the latest versions (starting from v1.1) of
HAPI [52] can account for line-mixing effects through the implementation of the ﬁrst-order Rosenkranz line-mixing parameters Y
[232] into the Hartmann-Tran proﬁle for the CO2 molecule. Despite
the advantages of the ﬁrst-order approach (e.g., reduced number
of collisional quantities and fast computations of the proﬁles), it
fails to model the absorption for regions where lines are dense and
strongly affected by line-mixing, such as Q-branches of CO2 . The
HAPI2 extension includes the Python version of the line-mixing
code by Lamouroux et al. [166] with account of the corrections
made by Hashemi et al. [161]. Despite the structure of the Python
version, it has essentially the same structure as the FORTRAN version [166] (and references therein), the major difference is that
the database ﬁles are no longer provided. They will be constructed
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A list of the 24 coeﬃcients that deﬁne the DPL parametrization for all
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This article introduces and details the improvements and expansion of the new HITRAN2020 database release with respect to
its predecessor, HITRAN2016 [16]. These improvements include the
increased quality of reference spectral parameters, expansions of
spectral and dynamic ranges, and new parametrizations and capabilities. The addition of new molecules and isotopologues or
new collisional complexes is justiﬁed and explained. Non-Voigt
line shapes continue to be expanded in the database. In this edition, important atmospheric absorbers that include CO2 , N2 O and
CO, now have, not only Voigt, but also speed-dependent Voigt parameters (for both air- and self-broadening) for every transition
of these molecules in the database. In addition, many molecules
now have line-shape parameters due to ambient water-vapor pressure provided for all transitions. There are also substantially more
molecules with parameters associated with the pressure of “planetary” gases: H2 , He and CO2 . Experimental cross-sections, aerosols,
and collision induced absorption datasets have also been revised
and extended. The new data were validated against laboratory and
atmospheric spectra whenever possible.
Furthermore, HITRAN continues to evolve in terms of structure
and scope. This evolution includes expanded capabilities and documentation for the online server and restructuring and optimization
of HAPI, which now also has a GUI.
In summary, the capabilities of HITRAN have been signiﬁcantly
enhanced compared to previous editions, in terms of quality, extent and accessibility of the data.
The HITRAN compilation is free to use and can be accessed
through www.hitran.org.

Fig. 42. Screenshots of the graphical user interface of HAPIEST. The upper window
displays the tab where absorption cross-section spectra from HITRANonline can be
queried and ﬁltered, then downloaded using the “Fetch cross-section” button (circled orange). In this example, three absorption cross-sections of CFC-11 (CCl3 F) with
different pressures have been selected by ﬁltering the available CFC-11 absorption
cross-sections between 80 0–90 0 cm−1 and 20 0–30 0 K. Clicking the “Graphing” tab
(circled green) allows users to create a plot of their chosen cross-section spectra.
The same three CFC-11 cross-sections have been plotted in the lower window using
the graphing functionality of HAPIEST. Here, users are able to adjust their plot using
the tools on the lower left of the window (such as by zooming to compare spectral
regions) and the results can be saved.

tion cross-sections can be plotted on the same axes and compared,
as shown in Fig. 42 for three different temperature-pressure sets of
CFC-11.

7.1. Future plans for expansion of HITRAN
7.1.1. Double-power-law (DPL) representation of the temperature
dependencies of the line-shape parameters
Recently, a new scheme of representing the temperature dependencies of the line-shape parameters was adopted in HITRAN [120].
The approach approximates the temperature dependencies with a
double-power-law (DPL) function [119]. The scheme adopted in HITRAN [120] is very general and applicable also to beyond-Voigt
cases. It should be noted, however, that for many molecular systems, not all the collisional effects are important at the considered
accuracy level and, for a given experimental temperature range,
a simple single-power law suﬃces. In such cases, either a singlepower law and a smaller number of line-shape parameters will be
stored in HITRAN, or the full DPL parametrization will be adopted
but some of the coeﬃcients will be set to zero.
In the most general case, the DPL parametrization involves 24
coeﬃcients, i.e., four DPL coeﬃcients per each of the six line-shape
parameters, see Table 13. The explicit formulas for the DPL temperature dependencies are following [120]:

6.4. Total internal partition sums (TIPS)
New total internal partition sums (TIPS) were calculated or recalculated for many HITRAN molecules and their isotopologues
[417]. Naturally, TIPS were calculated for all new isotopologues
(33 S16 O2 , 16 O32 S18 O, 15 N16 O2 , 16 O13 C34 S, 12 C2 H5 D) and molecules
(SO, CH3 F, GeH4 , CS2 , CH3 I, NF3 ) that have been introduced to
the database for HITRAN2020 and were not included as part of
TIPS2017 [178]. Also, partition sums were revised for a number
of molecules and isotopologues. In particular, TIPS of ozone have
been recalculated to eliminate discrepancies noted in Ref. [200].
The TIPS are calculated in one-degree intervals from 1 K until the
convergence of each partition sum (which is different for each
molecule) and will be provided as an update to TIPS2017, which
was used for all isotopologues in the previous edition of HITRAN
[16]. The full TIPS for each new isotopologue and molecule will be
made available through the HITRANonline website (https://hitran.
org/docs/iso-meta/) where the corresponding partition sum, Q(296
K), is provided at 296 K.



γ0 (T ) = g0 (Tref /T )n + g0 (Tref /T )n ,
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δ0 (T ) = d0 (Tref /T )m + d0 (Tref /T )m ,

continuum values disagreed by more than an order of magnitude
with previous measurements (see, for instance, the recent review
[901]). These improvements to the MT_CKD self and foreign continua due to the measurements in Grenoble [893–898,900] have
made a noticeable positive impact on the retrievals of carbon dioxide with the OCO-2 mission [323]. Uncertainties still remain, however. The water-vapor continuum model from Paynter and Ramaswamy [902], named “BPS” due to the articles describing the
input measurements [886,903–905], has different absorption coefﬁcients than MT_CKD in certain near-infrared windows and other
regions, leading to different results in the atmosphere.
Other recent updates to MT_CKD include the far-infrared foreign continuum, which was modiﬁed based on an analysis of ﬁeld
campaign observations [122]. Subsequent studies [906,907] have
provided validation for these far-infrared absorption coeﬃcients.
The most recent revision was MT_CKD_3.5, which improved the
continuum in the microwave (self and foreign) and far-infrared
(self) based on analyses of ﬁeld and lab experiments (see, e.g., Ref.
[908]). Ongoing analyses are expected to lead to improvements in
the MT_CKD model in the infrared window (self and possibly foreign) and water vapor ν2 band (foreign).



γ2 (T ) = g2 (Tref /T ) j + g2 (Tref /T ) j ,


δ2 (T ) = d2 (Tref /T )k + d2 (Tref /T )k ,


r (T ) = r (T /T ) p + r  (T /T ) p ,
ν˜opt
ref
ref


i (T ) = i(T /T )q + i (T /T )q ,
ν˜opt
ref
ref

(6)

where Tref = 296 K.
The DPL parametrization replaces the four temperature ranges
(4TR) representation introduced in 2016 [165]. It was shown in
Ref. [120] that the DPL parametrization requires fewer parameters, gives better accuracy and is more self-consistent than 4TR.
In the immediate update to HITRAN2020, the full structure of the
DPL parametrization will be provided for the cases of self- and Heperturbed H2 lines.
7.1.2. Water-vapor continuum
In the last 50 years, HITRAN has made enormous progress toward being a complete source for all atmospheric absorption parameters. Nevertheless, it has not yet expanded to include continuum absorption by water vapor. This gap in the database will be
ﬁlled in forthcoming updates to HITRAN2020.
Absorption and emission by the water-vapor continuum play
an important role in radiative processes in the terrestrial atmosphere and have an appreciable impact on weather and the climate of the Earth [880–882]. There is still uncertainty with respect
to the physical phenomena behind either the self (interactions of
water vapor with other water vapor molecules) or the foreign (interaction of water vapor with dry air molecules) continuum, with
bound dimers, quasi-stable dimers, and monomer far wings possibly contributing to the total absorption. Theoretical analysis has
not yet been able to disentangle the relative contributions of these
phenomena as a function of wavenumber and temperature. This is
still the subject of an active debate (e.g., see reviews [883,884]).
The next version of HITRAN will include the updated and
well-documented MT_CKD (Mlawer-Tobin_Clough-Kneizys-Davies)
water-vapor continuum model [881], which is widely used in atmospheric radiative-transfer codes. The MT_CKD model is based
on a combination of analyses of ﬁeld measurements, laboratory
measurements, and semi-empirical model calculations, and is a
descendant of the CKD (Clough-Kneizys-Davies) continuum model
[885] developed in the 1980s. The goal of these models is to provide a representation of smoothly varying water-vapor absorption
that, once added to the absorption due to water vapor lines (cutoff at 25 cm−1 from line center), best agrees with high-quality
observations and theoretical calculations of the total water-vapor
absorption. In many spectral regions, observations from different studies provide conﬂicting information on the strength of
the water-vapor continuum, and a judgment must be made as
to which source should provide the basis for the coeﬃcients in
MT_CKD. The overall perspective in developing the MT_CKD watervapor continuum is consistent with that of HITRAN – regular updates to the spectroscopic parameters in order to agree with studies considered to be most accurate.
The importance of the water-vapor continuum and aforementioned discrepancies have sparked a number of new laboratory
measurements in different spectral regions [883,886–900]. While
many of these experiments show a decent level of consistency
with MT_CKD (see discussion in Ref. [893], for instance) they nevertheless have warranted revisions to the model. For example,
MT_CKD recently incorporated the results of numerous lab measurements in near-infrared windows by the group of Campargue
at Grenoble, which provided water-vapor continuum absorption
coeﬃcients with stated uncertainties lower than had previously
been reported in these regions. In some window regions, these

7.1.3. Pre-calculated absorption cross-sections
The complexity and the amount of the new parameters included in HITRAN is putting a lot of demand on the user community to know how to implement the new data in the radiativetransfer codes. While we provide tutorials and enable some of
the tools through HAPI, it may still be challenging for some of
the users. Therefore we plan to provide the pre-calculated sets of
cross-sections to use for atmospheric research. There are some accepted format and parameter space used in many of the remotesensing missions. For instance, OCO-2/3 [17,18] and TES [19] research teams employ the so-called ABSCO [323] format. We, therefore, plan to pre-calculate ABSCO-formatted cross-sections for selected molecules and spectral ranges, determined in consultation
with the remote-sensing community. Other commonly used formats will also be explored.
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When describing the inclusion of data into HITRAN, the following abbreviations, acronyms, and initialisms have been used at various points throughout the article:
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4TR – Four-temperature range
ABSCO – Absorption coeﬃcient [323]
ACE – Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment [21]
API – Application programming interface
ARIEL – Atmospheric Remote-sensing Infrared Exoplanet Largesurvey [47]
ARTS – Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Simulator [31]
ASCII – American standard code for information interchange
CCSD(T) – Coupled-cluster singles, doubles, and perturbative
triples
CDMS – Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy [344]
CDSD – Carbon Dioxide Spectroscopic Database [135]
CFC – Chloroﬂuorocarbon
CIA – Collision-induced absorption
CLS – Canadian Light Source
CRDS – Cavity ring-down spectroscopy
DLR – Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt (German
Aerospace Center)
DMS – Dipole moment surface
DOI – Digital object identiﬁer
DPL – Double-power law
DU – Dobson unit
EDTM – Effective dipole transition moment
EH – Effective Hamiltonian
EPG – Exponential power gap
ESA – European Space Agency
FIR – Far-infrared
FORUM – Far-infrared Outgoing Radiation Understanding and
Monitoring [24]
FT – Fourier transform
FTIR – Fourier transform infrared
FTS – Fourier transform spectrometer
GARLIC – Generic Atmospheric Radiation Line-by-line Infrared
Code [32]
GeCaSDa – Germane Calculated Spectroscopic Database [594]
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GEISA – Gestion et Etude des Informations Spectroscopiques Atmosphériques (Management and Study of Atmospheric Spectroscopic Information) [418]
GEMS – Geostationary Environment Monitoring Spectrometer
[23]
GENLN – General Line-by-line Atmospheric Transmittance and
Radiance Model [29]
GOSAT – Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite [20]
HAPI – HITRAN Application Programming Interface [52]
HAPIEST – HITRAN Application Programming Interface and Eﬃcient Spectroscopic Tools
HCFC – Hydrochloroﬂuorocarbon
HDF-5 – Hierarchical Data Format version 5
HITRAN – High-resolution transmission molecular absorption
database [16]
HITEMP – High-temperature molecular spectroscopic database
[53]
HR – High-resolution
HT – Hartmann–Tran
HTTPS – Hypertext transfer protocol secure
IAO – Institute of Atmospheric Optics
IASI – Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer [186]
ICB – Laboratoire Interdisciplinaire Carnot de Bourgogne
IDL – Interactive Design Language
IR – Infrared
JIRAM – Jovian Infrared Auroral Mapper [652]
JPL – Jet Propulsion Laboratory
JSON – JavaScript Object Notation
JWST – James Webb Space Telescope [46]
LBL – Line-by-line
LBLRTM – Line-by-line Radiative Transfer Model [27]
LERMA – Laboratoire d’étude du rayonnement et de la matière
en astrophysique
LIDAR – Light detection and ranging
LISA – Laboratoire Interuniversitaire des Systèmes Atmosphériques
MARVEL – Measured Active Rotational-Vibrational Energy Levels [58,59]
MATS – Multi-spectrum analysis tool for spectroscopy [238]
MCRB – Modiﬁed complex Robert-Bonamy
MIR – Mid-infrared
MODTRAN – Moderate resolution atmospheric transmission
code [28]
MT_CKD – Mlawer-Tobin Clough-Kneizys-Davies [881]
MW – Microwave
NASA – National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NDSD-10 0 0 – Nitrogen Dioxide Spectroscopic Data Bank at
10 0 0 K [398,399]
NEMESIS – Non-linear optimal estimator for multivariate spectral analysis [35]
netCDF – Network common data form
NIR – Near-infrared
NIST – National Institute of Standards and Technology
NMHC – Non-methane hydrocarbon
NOSD-10 0 0 – Nitrous Oxide Spectroscopic Data Bank at 10 0 0 K
[243]
NSO – National Solar Observatory
OCO – Orbiting Carbon Observatory [17,18]
ODU – Old Dominion University
ORM – Object-relational mapping
PES – Potential energy surface
PNNL – Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
PSC – Polar stratospheric cloud
PSG – Planetary Spectrum Generator [37]
rCMDS – Requantized Classical Molecular Dynamics Simulation
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REST API – Representational state transfer application programming interface
RFM – Reference Forward Model [30]
RI – Refractive indices
RKR – Rydberg-Klein-Rees
RMS – Root mean square
RT – Rototranslational
S&MPO – Spectroscopy and Molecular Properties of Ozone [194]
SB RAS - Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences
SDV – Speed-dependent Voigt
SEOM-IAS – Scientiﬁc Exploitation of Operational Missions Improved Atmospheric Spectroscopy Databases
SHeCaSDa – Sulfur Hexaﬂuoride Calculated Spectroscopic
Database [594]
SI – Système International
SISAM – Spectromètre Interférentiel à Sélection par l’Amplitude
de la Modulation (Interferential Spectrometer by Selection of
Amplitude Modulation)
SNR – Signal to noise ratio
SOA – Secondary organic aerosol
SRP – Standard reference photometer
TCCON – Total Carbon Column Observing Network [145,146]
TEMPO – Tropospheric Emissions: Monitoring of Pollution [25]
TES – Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer [19]
TFMeCaSDa – TetraFluoro-Methane Calculated Spectroscopic
Database [594]
TheoReTS – Theoretical Reims-Tomsk Spectral data [310]
TIPS – Total Internal Partition Sums
TROPOMI – Tropospheric Monitoring Instrument [22]
UCL – University College London
ULB – Université Libre de Bruxelles
UV – Ultraviolet
UVES – Ultraviolet-Visual Echelle Spectrograph [909]
VAMDC – Virtual Atomic and Molecular Data Centre [656]
VLIDORT – Vector Linearized Discrete Ordinate Radiative Transfer [34]
VP – Voigt proﬁle
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